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5385 N. Nob Hill Road, Sunrise, Florida 33351 Phone: 954-721-8681 - Fax: 954-721-9202

February 18, 2020

Board of Supervisors Portofino Landings
Community Development District
Dear Board Members:
A special meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Portofino Landings Community Development District will be held on February 25, 2020 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida 34986. Following is the advance agenda:
	Oath of Office for Newly Elected Supervisors Elected at Landowners Meeting held on November 12, 2019

- Seat #1, Seat #3, and Seat #5

	Roll Call


	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Resolution #2020-01 Canvassing and Certifying Results of Landowners Election
	Consideration of Resignation Letter from Ms. Rox-Ann Wallace
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Office for Seat #3 - 11/2021 and Seat #5 - 11/2023
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Consideration of Resolution #2020-02 Electing Officers


	Approval of Minutes of the March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017, February 13, 2018, May 8, 2018, July 25, 2018, March 12, 2019, and May 14, 2019 Meetings


	Ratification of Engagement Letter with Grau & Associates to perform the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2019


	Consideration of Resolution #2020-03 Authorizing Dissolution of the District


	Staff Reports
	Attorney
	Engineer
	Manager - Notice of Nuisance Violation


	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement


	Supervisors Requests and Audience Comments


	Adjournment

Meetings are open to the public and may be continued to a time, date and place certain. For more information regarding this CDD please visit the website: http://www.portofinolandinqscdd.com
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RESOLUTION  2020 01

A RESOLUTION CANVASSING AND CERTIFYING  THE  RESULTS OF THE LANDOWNERS ELECTION OF SUPERVISORS HELD PURSUANT TO SECTION 190.006(2), FLORIDA STATUTES

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 190.006(2), Florida Statute, a landowners meeting is required to be held within 90 days of the District's creation and every two years following the creation of a Community Development District for the purpose of electing three Supervisors of the District; and
WHEREAS, following proper publication of notice thereof, such landowners meeting was held on November 12, 2019 at which the below recited persons were duly elected by virtue of the votes cast in their respective favor; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors by means of this Resolution desire to canvas the votes and declare and certify the results of said election;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE PORTOFINO LANDINGS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT;

	The following persons are found, certified, and declared to have been duly elected as Supervisors of and for the District, having been elected by the votes cast in their favor as shown, to wit:


 	Tim Dupree - Seat #1	 	225	Votes 

 	Rox Ann Wallace - Seat #5		 	225	Votes 

 	Vacant - Seat #3		 	0	Votes 

	In accordance with said statute, and by virtue of the number of votes cast for the respective Supervisors, they are declared to have been elected for the following terms of office:
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 	Tim Dupree - Seat #1
 	Rox Ann Wallace - Seat #5	
 	Vacant-Seat  #3	
 four (4) year term four (4) year term two (2) year term
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	Said terms of office shall commence immediately upon the adoption of this Resolution.


PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS, 	DAY OF 	_





Chairman / Vice Chairman





Secretary / Assistant Secretary
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Jennifer McConnell

From: Sent: To: Subject:
 roxann wallace <rox-ann@msn.com> Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:12 AM Jennifer McConnell
Re: Resignation - Portofino Landings & Portofino Vista


Please accept this as my resignation as board member of Portfino Landings CDD as well as Portofino Vista CDD.

Get Outlook for Android

From: Jennifer McConnell <jmcconnell@gmssf.com>
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:27:59 PM
To: Rox-Ann Wallace (rox-ann@msn.com) <rox-ann@msn.com>
Subject: FW: Resignation - Portofino Landings & Portofino Vista



From: Jennifer McConnell
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:06 PM
To: Rox-Ann Wallace (rox-ann@msn.com) <roxann.wallace@pmgassets.com>
Cc: Chris Penna <cpenna@gmssf.com>; Latoya Flowers (LF1owers@gmssf.com) <LF1owers@gmssf.com>; Robin Ventura
<rventura@gmssf.com>
Subject: Resignation - Portofino Landings & Portofino Vista

Dear Rox-Ann
Per our telephone conversation, attached please find a template you can use for the resignation letter & the forms you will need to file with the supervisor of elections in county you reside.
With regards to Portofino Vista, I had you as a contact to reserve the meeting room, can you please provide me with the contact information of the person responsible for this meeting room
Should you have any other questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at your earliest convemence
Jennifer

Board members should not "reply to all" in order to maintain compliance with the Sunshine Laws
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Jennifer McConnell 5385 N. Nob Hill Road Sunrise, Florida 33351
Telephone#: 954-721-8681 ext. 203
Fax#: 954-721-9202
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RESOLUTION 2020-02

A RESOLUTION ELECTING OFFICERS OF THE PORTOFINO	LANDINGS	COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District at a regular business meeting following the landowners meeting held on November 12, 2019 desires to elect the below recited persons to the offices specified.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE PORTOFINO LANDINGS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT:

	The following persons were elected to the offices shown, to wit:


Chairman Vice Chairman Treasurer Secretary
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS
 
DAY 	_
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Chairman / Vice Chairman




Secretary / Assistant Secretary
MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, March 8, 2016 at 11:30 a.m. at the 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Susan Delegal Rich Hans
Lisa Derryberry
 

District Counsel (by phone) District Manager
Governmental Management Services


FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Oath of Office for Newly Elected
Supervisors at the Landowners Election held on November  10, 2015 (Seat #1, Seat #3 & Seat #5)
Mr. Hans: The first thing we need to do is administer the oath of office of our newly elected supervisors which took place at our landowners election on November 10, 2015, and that was Nancy Iglesias, Jorge Cepero, and Ray Spencer, so if you guys would just raise your right hands, state your name for the record, and then swear or affirm at the end, so "I".
Ms. Iglesias: "Nancy Iglesias." Mr. Cepero: "Jorge Cepero." Mr. Spenser: "Ray Spencer."
Mr. Hans: A resident of the State of Florida and citizen of the United States of America,   being   a  Supervisor  of  the	Portofino Landings Community Development
Portofino Landings CDD
March 8, 2016



District, and recipient of public funds on behalf of the District, due hereby solemnly swear or affirm that I will support the Constitution of the United States and of the State of Florida, and will faithfully, honestly, and impartially discharge the duties devolving upon me in the office of Supervisor of the Portofino Landings Community Development District, St. Lucie County, Florida.
Ms. Iglesias: "I do." Mr. Cepero: "I do." Mr. Spenser: "I do."
Mr. Hans: So if you would just fill those in, and give them back to me, and I will notarize them as a notary for the State of Florida.

SECOND ORDER OR BUSINESS Roll Call
Mr. Hans called the meeting to order and called the roll.


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Resolution #2016-01 Canvassing and Certifying the Results of the Landowners Election
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor to Fill Unexpired Term of Office (Seat #4 -11/2017)
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor
	Consideration of Resolution #2016-02 Electing Officers

Mr. Hans: Moving on to organizational matters, in our agenda we have resolution #2016-01 canvassing and certifying the results of the landowners election. In your agenda is the resolution and it shows that Nancy Iglesias received 5 votes, Jorge Cepero, 5 votes, and Ray Spencer, 4 votes, so therefore Nancy, and Jorge, serve 4 year terms, and Ray serves a 2 year term, so a motion approving that resolution would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, Resolution #2016-01 canvassing and certifying the results of the Landowners Election was approved.

Mr. Hans: We do have one vacancy on the board, so if there is any desire to appoint someone to fill that vacancy we can do that. The way it's done is that the remaining board members appoint, so if you do have anybody we can do that.
Ms. Iglesias: Not right now, we'll table that.
Mr. Hans: Ok so we'll table that. Then the next item would be resolution #2016- 02 electing officers, and as you're familiar, each time we have an election of our supervisors we also go through the election of officers by statute, and currently we have Nancy as chairman, Jorge as vice chairman, Jim Dupre as an assistant secretary, Ray Spencer as an assistant secretary, and we have a vacancy. Then myself as secretary, Patti Powers as treasurer, and Paul Winkeljohn as an assistant secretary. If you want to keep that slate of officers the same, I would just like to just change Paul Winkeljohn to Lisa Derryberry since she'll be coming to the meetings as an assistant secretary, but if you want to keep everything else the same we can just make a motion approving resolution #2016-02 keeping the slate the same, and just adding Lisa and taking Paul off.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2016-02 electing officers, keeping the same slate of officers, and adding Lisa Derryberry in place of Paul Winkeljohn as an assistant secretary as stated on the record was approved.



FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of the
March 10, 2015 and June 9, 2015 Meetings
Mr.  Hans:	Item No. 4 is the approval of our minutes from the March 10th
m'  eeting, and from our June 9th meeting.
Mr. Cepero: We can table March, and approve June, 2015.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, the Minutes of the March 10, 2015 meeting were tabled, and the June 9, 2015 meeting minutes were approved.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Staff Reports
B. Engineer - CDD. Owned and Maintained Infrastructure 2015 Annual Report Mr.  Hans:    Then  before  we   go  to  resolution   #2016-03  which  approves the
proposed budget, and sets the public hearing, under staff reports, under engineering which is behind tab SB on your agenda, it's a report that's required, that we do each year under the bond documents there's an engineering report that gets done, and those have recommendations on funding, it says that they recommend $25,000 for roadways, and
$4,000 for stormwater. We currently in the budget have $15,000 combined, and the other issue there is the performing property is only 50% basically of the District, so of the
$15,000 that we budget, we roughly collect $7,000. So I don't know if the board wants to
take any action as far as increasing the amount, or taking a look at what needs to be done.
Mr. Cepero: Let's table this for later in the meeting so I can take a look at it. Mr. Hans: Ok so we'll come back to that.

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance of Audit for Fiscal Year
Ending September 30, 2014
Mr. Hans: Moving down to item No. 6, acceptance of the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2014. The audit is in the packet, and we also passed around loose copies. It's very similar to our prior years, there are findings as far as the reserve requirement not being funded, our financial conditions are deteriorating, and there are no supporting documents which was an older finding for some expenditures which was a payment that was out of the trustee expenditures. The other section of it as far as procedures, and following contracts, and there is no non-appropriation of funds, that part is all good, but we do have those findings that are related to not getting funding for that one parcel which represents about 50% of what's needed for our debt service, so it does create a problem. So we're just looking for a motion to accept the audit into our records.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2014 was approved.
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification of Engagement Letter
with Grau & Associates to per£orm the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2015
Mr. Hans: Then item No. 7 is ratification of our engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2015. We've gone through the selection process, and they were the auditing firm that we had selected through that process, and they're working on the 2015 audit so we just need a motion to ratify their engagement.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, ratifying the engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2015 was approved.


EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports (Cont.)
Mr. Hans: Moving on to our Staff Reports, under attorney, Sue anything for us?


	Attorney

Ms. Delegal: No, nothing from us today, thank you.


	Engineer - CDD Owned and Maintained Infrastructure 2015 Annual Report

Mr. Hans: Under engineer, right now the report is being looked at.


	Manager

Mr. Hans: Under manager, nothing real particular to discuss. We'll be setting our public hearing date for our next meeting shortly.

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Mr. Hans: Supervisors Requests, anything from our supervisors? Mr. Spencer: No.
 and
Ms. Iglesias: No.
Mr. Hans: We have no audience here today for any comments.

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Hans: Under our financial reports, you have a check run summary, and the balance sheet and income statement. If there are any questions or discussion on those we can take those.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Check Run Summary, and the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration of Resolution #2016-03
Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2017 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing
Mr. Hans: Then we're back up to consideration of resolution #2016-03 approving the proposed budget, and setting a public hearing, so we'll give Jorge a minute or two to finish reviewing.
Mr. Cepero: So when do we have the next meeting?
Mr. Hans: Well, our next meeting would be, if we're going to meet to approve the budget it would be at least 60 days out from today. Being today is March 8th, the soonest we could do it would be the May 10th meeting which meets the criteria, or we can push it out further.
Mr. Cepero: Well May 10th works for me.
Mr. Hans: Ok, so we would put in our resolution, we would fill in the blank with May 10th as the hearing date, and we'll do the same location, and the same time at 11:30
a.m. right here.
Mr. Spencer: That works for me.
Mr. Hans: Then the other item is that it does approve the form of the proposed budget, do you want to keep the budget as it is, or make any changes?
Mr. Cepero: Well it's the same as last year right?
Mr. Hans: Yes, it's the same as last year, the only thing I just wanted to point out is the recommendation from the engineer to increase funding for certain items.
Mr. Cepero: No, on the engineer's letter, Ray can you send this to Ed and Larry, and see what we can do out of there. A lot of this will be taken care of during construction. I understand there's going to be new buildings that will be built, so through that maybe they can do some of this. The patching stuff, it's just maintenance that we have to keep on doing, but some of the road repairs can be done at that time, and once the entire community is built, we can do the second lift.
Mr. Spencer: Ok, and we basically have been doing most of the road repairs as we can. Many of the potholes, I know down in front of the other place, behind Sabal Chase, we're responsible for that little piece of road there, so we've been patching those, and then on the other side back behind Applebee's.
Mr. Hans: Right, in front of the tractor company there, ok.
Mr. Cepero: You know what, I think we spoke in the past about McNeal Road, have we tried to convey that to the county?
Mr. Hans: We did discuss it, and it was given to the engineer to discuss, and I'm trying to remember what the outcome on that was.
Ms. Iglesias: Yes we discussed this a while back.
Mr. Spencer: Well the one part of the road that we own, is the part that leads to Sabal Chase, it's not even connected to us, and then the part that's in front of us that goes in front of Walmart, they own that, Walmart.
Mr. Hans: Well we'll have to get the engineer involved, and basically map that out, and I'll bring it back to the next meeting. So when you come down McNeal, how that's broken up, who the ownership is, and even our ownership of the  road in front of the tractor company, that strip that goes through there doesn't make a whole lot of sense why it went to the CDD, but I know I sent that to Ste£ Matthes a while back, and he was looking at it, and I'll follow up, and find out what feedback he got.
Ms. Iglesias: I think it belongs to the CDD.
Mr. Hans: I think it does too, but we'll check on it.
Mr. Cepero: Well I know in another CDD we had a conversation about, I think it was on Portofino Isles, about getting contributions from some of the commercial parcels around that, whatever that road is to the entrance to Portofino Isles. Can we persuade the neighbors to contribute to maintenance since really it's to their benefit because we don't use that stretch of  road, once you pass our entry?	\
Mr. Hans: Well we can look into it, you don't have a whole lot of leverage at this point if you own the road now, and you  have the responsibility to now say, unless  it's out of the goodness of their hearts, they say yes, but let's see what the city is going to give us whenever we get potholes.
Mr. Cepero: Is Susan on the phone? Mr. Hans: Susan?
Ms. Delegal: Yes, I'm here.
Mr. Cepero: Hi Susan, it's Jorge, how are you? Ms. Delegal: Hi Jorge.
Mr. Cepero: Have you been listening to the conversation? Ms. Delegal: Yes I have.
Mr. Cepero: Ok, I don't know if you're familiar with what happened in Portofino Isles, but if you could get with Gerry and  find out what it is that those discussions that we had there to get our neighbors to help contribute to the maintenance of the entry road that was owned by the CDD.
Ms. Delegal: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: I just can't imagine that we have a road that we don't need, and we're forced to maintain it, there has to be a way to get some kind of contribution from the people that actually do benefit from it.
Ms. Delegal: Well, is that something that Gerry has looked into regarding Portofino Isles?
Mr. Cepero: Yes.
Ms. Delegal: Ok, we'll do that, I certainly agree with what Rich said as far as trying to talk to them about some participation, but I guess we're looking into whether, if we don't need it, whether there's a way to have a little bit of leverage with those that might need it. So let me find that out, and we'll get back with you on that.
Mr. Cepero: So what happens, it's an old road, it serves no purpose to us, so what happens if the CDD decides to sell it and the only bidder comes in for a dollar, and it's a private bidder, and that entity decides to restrict access?
Ms. Delegal: I'm sorry, you said that entity decides to do what? Mr. Cepero: Restrict access or put a toll on it if it's a private road.
Ms. Delegal: Offhand, Jorge, I don't know, but that's something we can look into.
Mr. Cepero: We can offer our neighbors to buy the road, and if they don't buy the road, some other private entity will buy it for a dollar because no one else is going to want to buy it, and at that point that private entity can charge a toll to go through to that other neighbor.
Ms. Delegal: This is a CDD road that has been paid for through bond funds, it's a public street at the present time?
Mr. Cepero: I don't think so, I thinl, the road was always there, and I don't know how exactly, the CDD just ended up getting the deed to it, but I believe, and this is before my time, the original owner bought a big humongous parcet and that parcel was on both sides of McNeat and it included McNeat and then the parcel was subdivided and homes build on one side, and McNeal was deeded to the CDD, but McNeal was always there. Ray maybe you know, or Nancy maybe you know better.
Mr. Spencer: Yes, Sabal Chase has 'been there a lot longer than we have, and there's why it always goes down to Sabal Chase, long before we started building.
Ms. Delegal: I see what you're saying, so that's a bit of an unusual situation.
Mr. Hans: I'll send you a map to show you where we're talking about, but one of the roads there was existing, we didn't build it, it just somehow got deeded to us.
Ms. Delegal: I see, ok.
Mr. Hans: And I don't know what the requirement was, why it was done that way, but will that be an issue for the commercial side?
Mr. Cepero: Well the commercial side is before  the  stretch, and  Ray,  you  know this better than I do, but the commercial is in the front towards Okeechobee.
Mr. Spencer: But the one road behind Applebee's leads to the commercial site. Mr. Cepero: Do we have like a little sketch of the community here?
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Mr. Hans: I'm looking, but maybe we could do a Google search, and  just pull it up on Google Maps or something. So while you're pulling that up, on resolution #2016- 03 we set the public hearing for May 10th at 11:30 a.m., at this location, and I think the form of the budget, there was no desire to change the amount that we' re currently allocating for repairs, and said a lot of that may be done with the construction, so we can probably take a motion just to approve that resolution setting the public  hearing date, and approve the form of the proposed budget which is in the packet.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2016-03 approving the proposed Fiscal Year 2017 budget  and  setting  the Public Hearing on May 10, 2016 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida was approved.



SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance of Audit for Fiscal Year
Ending September 30, 2014 (Cont.)
This item was discussed earlier at this meeting.

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification of Engagement Letter
with Grau & Associates to perform the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2015 (Cont.)
This item was discussed earlier at this meeting.
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EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports (Cont.)
These items were discussed earlier at this meeting.
	Attorney
	Engineer - CDD Owned and Maintained Infrastructure 2015 Annual Report
	Manager


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests	and
Audience Comments (Cont.)
This item was discussed earlier at this meeting.


TENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports (Cont.)
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

These items were discussed earlier at this meeting.


ELEVENTH ORDER-OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: Alright, so we'll get an ownership map together, and I'll give it to Billings, Cochran's group there.
Ms. Delegal: Yes, let's do that so that we can see exactly the lay of the land, who owns what, and how it's laid out, and then we can go from. there with what Jorge is suggesting.
Mr. Hans: Ok, we'll look at the conveyances, and how we ended up with it. Ms. Delegal: Yes, right.
Mr. Hans: Perfect. So I think we covered all our items on the agenda, so just a motion to adjourn our meeting would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.







Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman / Vice Chairman


MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Comm.unity Development District was held on Tuesday, May 10, 2016 at 11:30 a.m.  at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson  Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Rich Hans
Lisa Derryberry Irv Weinstein
 

District Counsel (by phone) District Manager
Governmental Management Services Rogers Towers, P.A. (by phone)



FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Hans called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor to Fill Unexpired Term of Office (Seat #4-11/2017)
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor
	Election of Officers

Mr. Hans: Moving on to organizational matters, we have a vacancy on the board,
if there is somebody you'd like to appoint we can do that now.
Ms. Iglesias: Not at this time. Mr. Hans: Alright.
Portofino Landings COD
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  the	Minutes   of  the
March 10,  2015, June  9, 2015 and
March 8, 2016 Meetings
Mr. Hans: Moving on to item No. 3 which is our approval of the minutes of the March 10, 2015, June 9, 2015 and March 8, 2016 meetings.
Mr. Cepero: We can table those. Mr. Hans: Ok.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, the Minutes of the March 10, 2015, June 9, 2015 and March 8, 2016 meetings were tabled.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Hearing to Adopt the Fiscal
Year 2017 Budget
	Motion to Open the Public Hearing

Mr. Hans: Item No. 4 is the public hearing to adopt our fiscal year 2017 budget. We did advertise this meeting as a public hearing for the purposes of adopting our budget, so at this point we can have a motion to open up our public hearing.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, opening the Public Hearing was approved.


	Public Comment and Discussion
	Consideration of Resolution #2016-04 Annual Appropriation Resolution

Mr. Hans: Item Bis the public comment and discussion, and there are two things that we're doing in this public hearing, one is our annual appropriation resolution which approves the budget, and allocates it between the debt service and the general fund. Then the second part is a levy of the non ad valorem assessments to pay for those, and there is a letter that was received, actually an email that came from Irv Weinstein in regard to the B bond assessment. Typically our B bond assessment has been collected directly which is billed to the landowner, and the bondholders are requesting for this coming year the bonds are maturing, and that we put that assessment on the tax bill, so
May 10, 2016
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that's part of the discussion for today. The budget that's in your packet to be adopted, there are two parts to that, one is the general fund which is identical to what we've been operating under with no changes, and the other portion is our debt service. So our debt service budget that we're adopting does contemplate that the bonds are coming due, and that there be an assessment for the total amount of the bonds, plus the interest that's due.
Mr. Cepero: When are they due? Mr. Hans: May 1, 2017.
Mr. Cepero: So, in a year.
Mr. Hans: Yes, next fiscal year, so the fiscal year budget that we're adopting is when it comes due. There's $1,385,000 worth of the B bonds that are still outstanding. So we can adopt our resolution #2016-04, the annual appropriation resolution which approves the budget and that doesn't get affected by this letter. The letter is the collection, whether we do a direct assessment or not, and we have Irv Weinstein on the phone, and we have Gerry Knight on the phone, and we can discuss that portion in more detail.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes Rich, this is Irv Weinstein, I'm with the Rogers, Towers firm and we represent Regions Bank as trustee, and indirectly the bondholders, and the bondholders have requested that the debt service assessments for the Series B bonds which as Rich said, the principal portion will be coming due next May 1st, and that they not be directed billed, and they'd rather put them on the tax bill, and so we'd like the District to take appropriate action to affect that.
Mr. Knight: This is Gerry, as Rich indicated the resolution approving the budget which #2016-04 is not affected by the request from the bondholders that the B bond debt payment is included in the budget because it covers the fiscal year in which that payment is due, so it is included in the budget along with the general fund budget, the debt is also included for budgeting purposes for the debt payment. So that's in the budget already, and it's not affected by the method of collection, so if you're otherwise ok with the budget the board could go ahead and approve resolution #2016-04.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes we' re just concerned with the method of collection.
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Mr. Cepero: Alright so anything on the budget, comments or questions?
Mr. Weinstein: Gerry, let me ask you this, what action specifically does the District need to take to make sure that this request is honored by the board?
Mr. Knight: The next resolution would have to be postponed, I believe at this point, because as drafted, as proposed, and as advertised, it contemplates a direct bill to collect the B bond debt assessments to pay the debt service on May 1, 2017. So we'd have to reschedule a hearing on the next resolution in affect, modify it to provide for the debt that the B bond assessments will be put on the tax roll, and re-advertise the adoption of that assessment resolution, and send a mailed noticed to the landowners affected, and then have another hearing on that at least 30 or 35 days out from today.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok, so on behalf of the bondholders I'd like to ask the board to do what Gerry just described that defer consideration of resolution #2016-05, and take the other actions.
Mr. Cepero: Alright, but we're still approving the budget right? Mr. Hans: Right.
Mr. Knight: You're still on resolution #2016-04, which is approving the budget.
Mr. Cepero: Alright, well let's get on with the budget, are there any comments or questions on the budget? Then if there are no questions I make a motion to approve the budget.
Mr. Hans: So that's approving resolution #2016-04 which approves the budget. Mr. Cepero: Yes.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2016-04 the Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved.
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	Consideration of Resolution #2106-05 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments
	Motion to Close the Public Hearing

Mr. Hans: So then the next resolution which levies the assessments for collecting, what's in your packet is what was just described, and we only anticipated having the A bonds for the two parcels on the tax roll, direct billing the B bonds, and that's how that was set up, but the request is not to do it that way, to put the B bonds on the tax roll, and in order to do that we need to go through the notice process that Gerry described. So if that's what the board is agreeing to, as the bondholders are requesting, then we'll not approve and table resolution #2016-05, and we'll authorize proper advertisement for a public hearing to adopt that at a future meeting.
Mr. Cepero: And what is the principal of the bonds? Mr. Hans: $1,385,000.
Mr. Cepero: And Gerry, is there any legal reason, can you tax a million dollars, put that on the tax roll?
Mr. Knight: No, there's no legal impediment to doing this, just the process is a little different, if they're going to put the B bond assessment, and it isn't an assessment in affect, it's the assessment of the amount that's due at maturity of the bonds which is May 1st, and typically that's done by direct bill to the landowner to pay that at least 30 days, or we try to do it 30 days before which would put it due around April 1st, but there's no problem with putting the assessment on the tax roll either. So the board can put the assessment that's due on May 1, 2017 on the tax roll, and on the tax bill.
Mr. Cepero: So, the amount is not an impediment. Mr. Knight: No.
Mr. Cepero: Now, what about, I always understood that with type A bonds, you had the option of putting it on the tax roll or direct billing but B's had to be direct billed, so why is it ok now to put it on the tax roll?
Mr. Knight: Again, there's no legal impediment to doing either way on both A's and B's, you can direct bill, you can put them on the tax roll. Typically A's are put on the tax roll, sometimes they're not. Typically B's are direct billed, but they don't have to be,

they can be put on the tax roll, both procedures are legal procedures for collecting the assessments.
Mr. Cepero: So B's can always be on the tax roll if you want them to be? Mr. Knight: You could, yes.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Hans: Just because the way the B's are structured with the principal when you've sold a unit, the principal on the interest would get completely paid off, and  it's not a fixed number year to year, and it's more of a convenience for the developer to pay it that way than put it on the tax roll, and work through corrections lot by lot as you sold units, that's typically why it's a direct assessment.
Mr. Knight: In that case Jorge, if you're selling units, you couldn't tell when the principal payment would be due for each unit during the year, but in this case, you could put the interest due maybe, but anyway in this case we have the principal amount. We know what the principal amount is, that's going to be due on May 1, 2017, and we know what the interest is going to be, so it would not be a problem putting that amount on the tax roll.
Mr. Cepero: Wouldn't putting it on the tax roll, though, force the owner to pay it early, at least for a month or a month and a half?
Mr. Knight: Well, it's just like A assessments that pay the debt service in May, and November, they're collected early if they're on the tax roll. The same thing would be the case here, they would be on the tax roll for November, 2016, on that tax bill, which would be due like all of the other taxes and assessments that are on that tax bill.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, but we're talking about 10 times the amount, so that's a big difference.
Mr. Weinstein: Not like it was a surprise.
Mr. Cepero: No, but if you're going to pay $1.3 million, you probably don't want to pay it a month early or two months earlier, if you're now trying to discount, or a 4%, you have to come up with it 4 or 5 months early.

Mr. Weinstein: We think this will increase the chances of the performing parcels paying that, and that's why the bondholders would like this done.
Mr. Cepero: Ok. Rich, by when do you need to have your budget done in order to submit it to the county?
Mr. Hans: We have to submit our numbers for the TRIM by July 31st, so if we have our public hearing mid-July, or our July meeting would work, and that would give us plenty of time to advertise.
Mr. Cepero: So, you'd have to advertise the July as this being on the roll.
Mr. Hans: Right, Chapter 197 Florida Statutes requires us to have two advertisements, one is 21 days ahead and one is 14 days ahead, and a mail notice at least 20 days to the affected parties.
Mr. Cepero: So, we wouldn't have time to have a meeting in June, and approve it in June before we advertise and put it on the roll?
Mr. Hans: Well, the June 14th meeting, that's pushing it, it's close, but the July 12th meeting is still before I'd have to put it on the roll.
Mr. Cepero: Well, I'm saying, if we approve it in June then you'd be able to put it on the roll for July.
Mr. Hans: Yes, just to the end of the month of July.
Mr. Cepero: My concern is that, I see this email, which I just saw it for the first time, I guess it came in yesterday, and I'd really like to get the property owners input on this. I was going to say unusual, it may not be unusual, but it is unusual in our experience, at least this is the first time we get maturing bonds, and dealing with them in this way, and so I've just never given any thought, and I don't know what the correct or best thing to do is. I hear what Irv is saying. I think I understand why it may be advantageous, but I'd like to get the input from the different landowners, and see what they have to say, so I'd like to table this until June, and then we can approve it in time for the tax roll.
Mr. Knight: So the June :meeting is June 14th, correct? Mr. Hans: Yes it is.

Mr. Knight: So, today is May 10th right? Mr. Hans: Yes.
Mr. Knight: So to do the necessary advertising, and sending out the mail notice to the landowners, and by the way Jorge, they will get mail notice of the proposed assessment prior to the hearing, but you probably would not have enough time between now and June 14th to do what you have to do, right Rich? Is that what you're saying?
Mr. Hans: We could probably get it done. It's 30 and a couple of extra days, and then I think the Chapter 197 is more of a 21 day notice, plus the newspapers lead time, so we can get it in for the 14th.
Mr. Cepero: If you're uncomfortable, I don't have a problem doing a special meeting the week before.
Mr. Hans: Are you saying you want to have a regular meeting, not set a public hearing date today, you want to have another meeting, and then at that meeting decide when the public hearing would be?
Mr. Cepero: Correct.
Mr. Hans: Ok. So, do you understand that Gerry?
Mr. Knight:	Well then the question is, between the 14th, and what's your July meeting?
Mr. Hans: July 12th.
Mr. Knight: That's 28 or 29 days, something like that. Mr. Hans: Yes.
Mr. Weinstein: There will even, following the normal process that Gerry outlined, there will be a public hearing at which the property owners could be heard, so I guess what I would ask the board to do would just be to authorize the District manager to take necessary actions to move this along. Rich has said that he has enough time to get this done before the June 14th meeting, and notice will be given to the property owners, and there will be a public hearing at which they could appear.
Mr. Knight: Well, even if we have the public hearing for the June 14th, you'd still have to take the action after that hearing to adopt the resolution to move forward with

putting it on the tax bill, so as indicated, the landowners would get mail notice of that, and also there would be notice in the paper.
Mr. Cepero: So, does the 14th work, or do you need it to be like it was before?
Mr. Hans: If we're just going to just set the public hearing for the next meeting in June, then June 14th would be the soonest we could do it.
Mr. Knight: But you have enough time to have the hearing, and everything on June 14th, right Rich?
Mr. Hans: Yes we do. Mr. Knight: Ok.
Mr. Hans: Or July 12th works, even the August meeting, we have to give a number for the TRIM.
Mr. Cepero: We've approved budgets in August.
Mr. Hans: Right, but what we would do for our TRIM notice, though, is we would put the full assessment on there, showing the total principal amount coming due, and then if we were to lower it we could do that.
Mr. Cepero: So, I think we can have a meeting June 14th, have a good discussion on that day, and set the public hearing for the July 12th meeting, and that would  give you the time that you need to have the public hearing on July 12th, and then for you to put everything on the tax roll. If that's not the case, then we can do it June 7th instead of June 14th.
Mr. Knight: Rich, isn't the mail notice a 30 day notice?
Mr. Hans: Not for Chapter 197, Chapter 170 is, it's 20 days for Chapter 197.
Mr. Knight: Hang on a second. Ok, either way would work, on June 14th or July 12th, because you'd have enough time between June 14th and July 12th to do the necessary advertisements for the July 12th meeting, but you'd also have between now and June 14th, you'd have even more time to do it.
Mr. Cepero: Alright, so I make a motion to table this discussion until the June 14th meeting.
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On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by  Mr.  Spencer  with all favor, tabling Resolution #2016-05 levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments until the June 14, 2016 meeting was approved.
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Mr. Hans: Alright, so we will come back on the 14th for the purpose of setting a public hearing for either July 12th or somewhere after that date. So we're still in our public hearing for the budget, so just a motion to close our public hearing would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, closing the Public Hearing was approved.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Mr. Hans: Moving on to item No. 5, Staff Reports, under attorney we have our legislative memorandum that Billing, Cochran prepared. I don't know if you have any questions for Gerry.

	Attorney - Discussion of 2016 Legislative Memorandum

Mr. Knight: I think we can defer that also until the next meeting Rich. Mr. Cepero: What is item No. 5?
Mr. Knight: It's 5A the legislative update on what happened at the 2016 session of the Florida Legislature that affects special Districts and Community Development Districts.
Mr. Hans: Why don't we just summarize real quick, so I don't have to put this in the next agenda, and waste copy paper?
Mr. Knight: There are a couple of things here, one is that there's a new statute which requires any contract that the District enters into with, let's say, construction contractors, or any kind of vendors, or other kinds of contractors, that the language be included in the contract that in affect where the contractor agrees, and is notified to the extent that there are written records that relate to that contract, that the contractor may
May 10, 2016
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have, that those records are public records, and they may have to produce them as public records if requested.
Mr. Cepero: The contract itself or documents related to the contract?
Mr. Knight:	It could be any documents relating to the contract, between the District and the contractor.
Mr. Cepero:	So, we just have to notify the contractor that the documents are public record?
Mr. Knight: Yes, under Chapter 119. Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Knight: So, anybody making a public records request to see those documents would have a right to see them. They'd make the request first to the District, and if the District didn't have them to produce then they could go and ask the contractor to produce, and the contractor would have to produce them, so it expands the  public records law to contractors of Districts, and other local government basically. The statute, really that we mention in here, is for changes that were made to the statute Chapter 189 which relates to special Districts with independent, and dependent, special Districts, and the CDD is an independent special District, so it would be affected by these changes. It has to mainly do with providing information available on the website regarding the District and District meetings, and budgets, and things like that.  We're already required to have the proposed budgets put on the District's website. So it just adds to the things that Districts have to do to provide information to the public, and particularly on their website. The other statute we mention is basically a technical thing where the statute redefines financially, if you had a small community to include counties of special Districts, so it makes them eligible for certain assistance and things like that.  Previously a financial disadvantage of a small community would only be a city or a county if they met certain population threshold.
Mr. Hans: Alright, thank you Gerry.
Mr. Knight: Anyway, so that's the summary, so you don't have to put it back on the agenda again.
May 10, 2016
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Mr. Hans: Perfect.
Mr. Cepero: Thank you Gerry. Mr. Knight: Ok.
Mr. Hans: Anything else for us before we move on? Mr. Knight: No that's it.
Mr. Hans: Alright.


	Engineer

Mr. Hans: We have no engineer today.


	Manager
	Number of Registered Voters in the District-142
	Consideration of Proposed Fiscal Year 2017 Meeting Schedule
	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report form the  Commission  on Ethics

Mr. Hans: Under manager, the number of registered voters is 142. We report that because once we hit 250 registered voters, we'll transition to a general election elected board, and we have time for that. Our proposed meeting schedule for next year, again it's going to be the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30 am at this location, if that's good for everybody.
Ms. Iglesias: Did Larry say anything to you about the time, he was complaining about it last night.
Mr. Cepero: We have a conflict with Portofino Court.
Ms. Iglesias: I know, but he told me that last night because he wanted me in the office today, and I said "well I have a meeting, what do you want me to do?" he said "why don't you have the meeting at 9:00am?" So, I guess we're going to leave it, but he's probably going to talk to you about it.
Mr. Cepero: He already knows about it.
Mr. Hans: We probably only meet 3 times a year or so. Ok, so for now this is
good?
Ms. Iglesias: Yes.
Mr. Cepero: Yes.
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Mr. Hans: Ok, so just a motion to authorize staff to go ahead and advertise that schedule would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, accepting the proposed Fiscal Year 2017 Meeting Schedule, and authorizing staff to advertise was approved.


Mr. Hans: Next, we have financial disclosure report, and it's early, you probably haven't gotten your financial disclosure renewal yet that the Supervisor of Elections will send out to you, but just when they do come in make sure you fill them out, and send them back. They're showing that they're not filed yet, but they're just starting to mail them out now, so it's July that they're due.
Mr. Cepero: We don't have any financials in here? Mr. Hans: Yes, under the very last tab.
Mr. Cepero: But there's usually like a list of all the checks and expenses.
Mr. Hans: Well, there probably weren't any checks written, we have AP, accounts payable of $47,000, and $137 in cash, so there were probably no checks written. I'm sure the tax bills were just being paid March 31st, so money probably just came in, so your next financials will show what money will go out.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Mr. Hans: Are there any supervisors requests, or audience comments? Mr. Knight: Rich?
Mr. Hans: Yes Gerry?
 and
Mr. Knight: Let me ask a question. So, today we adopted the budget, so that was the public hearing for the adoption of the budget.
Mr. Hans: Correct.
Portofino Landings CDD
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Mr. Knight: And we had that today, and the budget was adopted. On the assessments, is there a public hearing requirement for the way we did that today?
Mr. Hans: No, because there were no changes to the assessments, so they're the same, so there is no requirement, but if the plan is to add the B bonds, and we do have a change, then we'll have to do that.
Mr. Knight: I realize that, I just wondered if there was a public hearing requirement for today's, if they had adopted the resolution today, if there was no issue regarding this B bond thing, and they deferred action on  that resolution would we have to re-advertise or do anything about the resolution that's from today?
Mr. Hans: No.
Mr. Knight: Ok, alright.
Mr. Hans: So we're going to come back on the 14th, and we'll bring that resolution with us in case the decision is not to add the B bond to it.
Mr. Knight: And just put it back on like it was, and then if they agree to go ahead with the hearing to put the B bonds on the tax roll, then we'll have a new hearing on July 12th, and we'll advertise that in accordance with Chapter 197.
Mr. Hans: Right, ok we're good.
Mr. Knight: In effect they've re-scheduled this item, item 4D to the June 14th meeting.
Mr. Hans: Correct. I'm just looking here, the advertisement Gerry, it says it's a public hearing for the purposes of adopting the budget, but it says we'll also listen to any comments on the levy, so why don't we just do this, go back to our public hearing, and why don't we just re-open it, instead of closing it, we'll just continue it to June 14th, just to be safe.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
Mr. Hans: So, Jorge made the motion to close the public hearing, do you want to make a motion to re-open the public hearing on the budget?

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, re-opening the Public Hearing to adopt Fiscal Year 2017 Budget was approved.
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Mr. Hans:	Then, what we're looking for is a motion to continue that public hearing until June 14, 2016 at 11:30 am at this location.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, authorizing to continue the Public Hearing to adopt Fiscal Year 2017 Budget on June 14, 2016 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida was approved.


Mr. Hans: I think that works Gerry.
Mr. Knight: Yes Rich, and I'll talk to you about this after the meeting, but I think we might want to run a notice of continued public hearing.
Mr. Hans: Alright.
Mr. Knight: Ok.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
 Financial Reports
Mr. Hans: So, we can move on to the financial reports. If there are any comments on those we can take those, and if not a motion accepting those would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: Then, if there's no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in order.
Mr. Cepero: I still wanted to bring back the minutes. Mr. Hans: Ok.

Mr. Cepero: So, I make a motion to approve the minutes of  March 10,  2015 and June 9, 2015.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Minutes of the March 10, 2015 and June 9, 2015 Meetings were approved, and the March 8, 2016 meeting minutes were tabled.


Mr. Hans: Then if there is no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.
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MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, June 14, 2016 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Lisa Derryberry Irv Weinstein
 

District Counsel District Manager
Rogers Towers, P.A. (by phone)



FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Ms. Derryberry called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor to Fill Unexpired Term of Office (Seat #4 - 11/2017)
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor
	Election of Officers

Ms. Derryberry: The second item on the agenda is organizational matters. There  is a vacancy on the board, and at this time if any of the supervisors would like to appoint someone to fill that position now would be the time to do that.
Ms. Iglesias: No, we don't have anyone, we can table it. Ms. Derryberry: Ok. ·
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  the	Minutes of the
March  8, 2016 and	May 10, 2016 Meetings
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to item No. 3, approval of the minutes of the March 8, 2016 and May 10, 2016 meetings.
Mr. Cepero: Table those.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, so that item is tabled.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Continuation of Public Hearing to
Adopt the Fiscal Year 2017 Budget
	Motion to Open the Public Hearing

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to item #4, this is a continuation of the public hearing to adopt the fiscal year 2017 budget. At this time I will need a motion to open the public hearing.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, opening the Public Hearing was approved.


	Public Comment and Discussion
	Consideration of Resolution #2016-05 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments

Ms. Derryberry: The next item is the public comment and discussion section.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, this is Irv Weinstein. If now is the  appropriate  time, I'll  reiterate the  request  we made at  the last meeting  for  the  debt service assessment  for  the B Bonds to be put on the tax bill.
Mr. Knight: This is Gerry, just to refresh  your  recollection,  if  you don't recall, at  the last meeting this discussion occurred, and  the  action of  the  board  was to  reschedule the hearing on the levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments, resolution  #2016-05  to  today,  and the request was, as Irv just indicated, that the B Bond assessments  which  mature  in May of 2017 be put on the November,  2016 tax  bill for collection.  As I indicated  at the  last meeting, the board has the authority to do that, and  so  we're  back  at  the  public hearing for discussion, and adoption of the resolution.
Mr. Cepero: Irvine, could you go over your proposal, this is Jorge, if you could go over your proposal again please?
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, Jorge, it's simply to have the debt service assessment for the B Bonds put on the tax bill that's at the request of the bondholders. The bondholders think that it's appropriate, it will result in a higher likelihood that at least those parcels that have the year before paid their taxes, and assessments would be more likely to do so, and if indeed they didn't pay the tax bill then it would be easier to collect through the tax certificate process than through foreclosure, and we think that those parcels that are improved parcels, and certainly those with vertical units, again it's unlikely that those owners would not pay their taxes, and subject themselves to potentially losing the property through the tax certificate process.
Mr. Cepero: And your request is not just for the B Bond assessments, but also for the balloon payment that's going to be due next year to be put on the tax roll as well.
Mr. Weinstein: Well, again, the request is with respect to the debt service assessment for the B Bonds, and so what you referred to as the balloon payment, or the bond that matures, then that would be on the tax bill.
Mr. Cepero: So, then the tax, and I just want to make sure everybody understands, and is clear, the tax bill portion of the B Bonds would be, and I don't remember right now, I think it's some $30,000 per twice a year, so some $60,000 plus, like
$1.3 million, or what is it?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, $1.385 million.
Mr. Cepero: So, $1.385 million, all of that would be put on the tax roll as part of this B Bond assessment, is that correct Irvine?
Mr. Weinstein: Well, that I guess is what Lisa referred to, and I don't have the numbers in front of me, but Lisa I guess that's the total par amount of the B Bonds that are due.
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, that's correct. Mr. Knight: Due on May 1, 2017.
Ms. Derryberry: Correct.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, so obviously the particular property owner's tax bill wouldn't have that entire amount, it would have that parcels prorated share.
Mr. Cepero: Alright, well just for everybody's knowledge I've been emailing with Irv about this, I had some questions, and concerns, and he's allayed those concerns so I don't have a problem with his proposal. If anybody else has any questions, but I already covered my questions, so if anybody else has any questions, please go ahead.
Ms. Derryberry: Alright, hearing no questions, then the next item to consider is resolution #2016-05 which levies the Non Ad Valorem Assessments. I don't think it would change the numbers here, and it does not change the budget by moving forward.
Mr. Knight: Not the O&M, just the debt portion of the assessment would be on the tax bill, it would include both the A assessments that are applicable to that particular property, plus the portion of the B assessments that mature on May 1, 2017 that are applicable to that property. So, those would be included in the debt assessment portion  on the tax roll.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok.
Mr. Knight: So, this number that's attached as exhibit A would actually be, where it talks about debt assessment on tax roll, and then this debt assessment direct bill, that would shift over, and it will all be on the tax roll in affect.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: Do we need to have two resolutions, two motions to put the B Bonds and approve the budget, or can we do it all in one shot?
Mr. Knight: It think two resolutions would be a good idea, or a motion to put  the B Bonds on the tax roll that mature on May 1, 2017, and then after you do that motion, adopt the resolution as amended with the B Bond assessments on the tax roll, to be collected on the tax roll.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, directing staff to put the B Bonds on the tax roll that mature on May 1, 2017 as stated by District Counsel was approved.

Ms. Derryberry: Ok, so that was the motion to put the assessments on the roll for the B Bonds, and moving on to the next item, is there a motion to approve resolution #2016-05 as amended reflecting the change in exhibit A?
Mr. Cepero: That's the budget?
Mr. Knight: It's the assessment resolution.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2016-05 levying of Non Ad Valorem Assessment as amended was approved.


	Motion to Close the Public Hearing

Ms. Derryberry:	Then, if there is no further discussion, a motion to close the public hearing would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, closing the Public Hearing was approved.


Mr. Weinstein: Thank you.
Ms. Derryberry: Thank you Irv.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to staff reports, Gerry?

	Attorney - Discussion of 2016 Supplement Legislative Memorandum

Mr. Knight: Yes, we have this legislative memorandum on the agenda. This really talks about what happened at the last session of the Florida Legislature, the 2016 session that would affect special Districts, and particularly Community Development Districts, and it's in the backup, I'll let you read it, and if you have any questions please call me, or if you want to discuss anything. I'll just point out a couple of highlights. One is that the legislature has amended the public records law to provide that when there's a contract entered into by a public agency, any documents relating to that contract that are in the
possession of the contractor, not just the public agency, are public records. So that if requested, the contractor would have to produce them. Another section that passed the legislature provides that in a competitive bidding situation, or a competitive solicitation situation where a public agency is going out for bids for contracts, or competitive proposals for services, or whatever they're doing, acquiring materials, or services, that when the contractors come in, or the proposers come in to make their presentations to the board, and when there are any negotiations between the board or the agency, and the prospective contractor, those can be out of the Sunshine. In other words, they don't have to be at a public meeting, where it's open to the public, they can be an executive session of the board, or a "shade session" of the board to consider those negotiations, and presentations. Which means also, sometimes it's kind of awkward that you have 3 contractors bidding on a project, and they're all in the room at the same time, you can actually say, can two of you leave the room while the other one makes his presentation, and that would not be a violation of the Sunshine Law. We also included I think, another memo which updates some other changes that were made by the legislature, and I don't know if it's in here or not, but there were a couple other bills that passed which affect special Districts, and CDDs particularly. One having to do with the budget of the CDD being put on the website, it has to be put on at least I think it's 45 days, and then once it's adopted it needs to be kept on there for 2 years or something like that.
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, that's right.
Mr. Knight: So they set up some new timeframes for public disclosure of the budget, and what's going on at the District, and all that has to be put on the District's website, which each District is required to have its own website. It also requires that the agenda be prepared at least 7 days in advance of the meeting, and put on the website, so that's going to be a change that a lot of Districts will find a little bit difficult to come into compliance with. Anyway, so that's another change, and I think that's about it for what's going on with what the legislature is doing to you.
Ms. Derryberry: Alright, thank you. Mr. Knight: Yes, you'_re welcome.



	Engineer

Ms. Derryberry: We have no engineer present today.


	Manager
	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from the  Commission  on Ethics
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	Discussion of Public Records Requests

Ms. Derryberry: Under manager, we have discussion of the financial disclosure report from the Commission on Ethics. It shows that you need to file your forms no later than July 1st, unless you already have. This report in your agenda packet is a week old. After July 1st however, you'll start getting the letters, and be fined, and I believe it's $25 a day, so if you have any questions or concerns about that please contact our office, and we can let you know.
Mr. Knight: Have you all received your renewal forms in the mail? Ms. Iglesias: Yes, I sent in mine already.
Mr. Spencer: I received it, I haven't filled it out yet. Mr. Knight: Ok, well try to get it in there by July 1st. Mr. Spencer: Ok.
Mr. Knight: And we always recommend that you either send it some way where you get a receipt that it's been delivered, or you take it in yourself, and have a copy stamped.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, they stamp it for you.
Mr. Knight: Just in case there's a screw up on their part, that you have proof that you filed it.
Ms. Derryberry: Thank you. The next item under manager's report, is that we have received through our registered agents, and every CDD manager has received a request for public records. The first request came in late May, and it's from an anonymous requester. So the first request wanted the most recent bank statement, the most recent annual financial report, and the email addresses of all current members  of the board, which is on the website, as well as any email addresses for residents of the
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CDD. We replied promptly, but just in case, this request prompts emails to you, please as always, forward them to us for handling, and we will, but again this went to every CDD manager throughout the State of Florida for each District, so whoever is requesting this has asked for massive amounts of information, and we don't know why.
Mr. Cepero: Is the email address always the same, because what if our SPAM filter blocks it?
Ms. Derryberry: You have a special CDD email address for this District.
Mr. Knight: You're supposed to, and we recommend that you do, because your email addresses are on the website, the District's website, so you probably should have a special email address for your District.
Ms. Derryberry: You do, and we can share that with you, if it wasn't shared previously, we did not use any email address that you had given us, just to avoid any confusion between what might be District business, and regular company business, that your other email address would relate to.
Mr. Cepero: Can we have staff monitor those emails?
Ms. Derryberry: Our staff is, because we set the email addresses up for you.
Mr. Cepero: I mean, when somebody emails that address, does staff check that email, or do I have to log in somewhere to check it?
Ms. Derryberry: No, you don't have to do that, we'll do that for you, but just in case something should get to you somehow, please let us know right away, and we'll address it.
Ms. Iglesias: Ok.
Ms. Derryberry: Then, a second request came in from this same anonymous requester for information regarding purchases by Districts of certain items through a procurement process, and listed 900 vendors requesting information about any items from those vendors that the District may have purchased. In most cases there was nothing, but we are responding to that as well, on a timely basis, just so you're aware that's going on. Ok, that's all I have to report, and I can tell you when our next meeting
	is, it's scheduled for July 12th, if there's a need for a meeting it would be July 12th.
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SIXTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
 and
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on, are there any supervisors requests at this time? Not hearing any, we can just let the record reflect there's no audience here today.

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
 Financial Reports
Ms. Derryberry: The next item on the agenda are the financial reports. The balance sheet and income statement are behind tab 7A in your book. If there are any questions or comments we can take those now, otherwise a motion approving  the balance sheet and income statement would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Ms. Derryberry: Then if there's no further District business, a motion to adjourn would be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Cepero with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.







Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman/ Vice Chairman








MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT	I
I
I
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, April 11, 2017 at 11:30 a.m.  at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson  Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Lisa Derryberry
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District Counsel (by phone) District Manager



FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Ms. Derryberry called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor to Fill Unexpired Term of Office (Seat #4 - 11/2017)
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor
	Election of Officers

Ms. Derryberry: The second item on the agenda is organizational matters. We have consideration of appointment of Supervisor to fill the unexpired term of office for seat #4, are there any nominations at this time?
Mr. Cepero: No.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, so we'll move that to the next meeting.
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THIRD  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  the	Minutes   of  the
March  8,  2016,  May 10,  2016 and
June 14, 2016 Meetings
Ms. Derryberry: Item No. 3 on the agenda is approval of the minutes of the March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016 and June 14, 2016.
Mr. Cepero: You can table those. Ms. Derryberry: Table all?
Mr. Cepero: Yes.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Resolution
#2017-01 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2018 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing
Ms. Derryberry: The next item on the agenda behind tab No. 4 in your book is consideration of resolution #2017-01 approving the proposed fiscal year 2018 budget, and setting the public hearing. The proposed budget must be presented prior to June 15th, and the meeting to adopt the budget must be at least 60 days from today's meeting.
Mr. Cepero: Did we set the meeting with the approval of the resolution, or two separate actions?
Ms. Derryberry: Well, you're going to review the proposed budget today and we'll set the date, time and place.
Mr. Cepero: Ok, so I make a motion to approve the budget.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, and then looking forward at least 60 days from today, June 13, 2017 is at least 60 days from today, and that's the next regularly scheduled meeting, we also have July 11th, August 8th and September 12th which all meet the requirements of the state that the budget be adopted prior to September 15th. So is there a date that's better for the Board?
Mr. Cepero: I'm good with June. Ms. Iglesias: That's fine.
Mr. Spencer: That's fine.

Mr. Cepero: June 13th is good.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, June 13th, so resolution #2017-01 will read that the date of the public hearing will be June 13, 2017 at 11:30 at this location, is there a motion to approve that?

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2107-01 approving the proposed Fiscal Year 2018 budget, and setting the Public Hearing on June 13, 2017 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida was approved.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance	of	Audit	for	Fiscal
Year Ending September 30, 2015
Ms. Derryberry: The next item on the agenda behind tab No. 5 is acceptance of the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2015. I guess we have not met for a while in order for that audit to be accepted. If there any questions I can answer them at this time.
Mr. Cepero: Is that a clean audit?
Ms. Derryberry: Let me see what the findings were. The observations were that the District's financials conditions continue to deteriorate, and I believe that's been a comment made on prior audits, no other comments have been made.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2015 was approved.
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Engagement
Letter and Addendum to Engagement Letter with Grau & Associates to perform the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2016
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on, behind tab No. 6 is consideration of the engagement letter and addendum to the engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2016. The engagement letter is in the standard form, but there is an addendum now to meet the requirement of Florida Statutes. The Florida Statutes changed as of July 1, 2016 to state that vendors are required to make their records available under the public records statute, and this addendum merely incorporates this language into their engagement letter. Future engagement letters will have this language incorporated.
Mr. Cepero: That they have to do what?
Ms. Derryberry: They are considered a custodian of public records on behalf of the District.
Mr. Cepero: Oh, ok.
Ms. Derryberry: So, they need to make those records available, or if any public records requests come into them they will notify the District, and we handle that.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, accepting the engagement letter, and addendum to engagement letter, with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2016 was approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion   of   Procedures  for the
Landowners  Election  - November
14, 2017
Ms. Derryberry: Item No. 7 on the agenda is a discussion of the procedures for the landowners election. The landowners election will be on November 14, 2017, and we need to advise the Board of this at least 90 days prior to that meeting, so just in case we
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don't have another meeting 90 days prior to November 14th we're going to discuss that now. In the packet is a sample of the agenda for the meeting, a sample official ballot, and a sample of the landowner proxy. Only one member of the Board needs to attend that meeting, and bring the ballot, and the proxy with him or her. So this is just an informational matter, just so you are aware, and I think Ray in the past, you've been the one to bring the documentation.
Mr. Cepero: At 11:30?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, at 11:30 a.m.
Mr. Spencer: Yes, I think I did it for Vista also.
Mr. Cepero: Well, it doesn't have to be a member of the Board, it could be a proxyholder.
Ms. Derryberry: Or it could be a proxyholder, that's correct, I misspoke. Mr. Cepero: Ok, so November 14th?
Ms. Derryberry: November 14th, correct, and these documents will be circulated prior to that meeting for completion and delivery to whoever is going to serve as your proxyholder.

EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to staff reports, Gerry do you have anything for the Board?

	Attorney

Mr. Knight: No, I have nothing to report, thanks. Ms. Derryberry: Ok

	Engineer

Ms. Derryberry: We have no engineer present today.


	Manager

Ms. Derryberry: As manager, I want to state that the next advertised meeting for this Board would be held on May 9th, if the Board decides to meet, otherwise June 13,
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2017 would be the next meeting, and advertised as the public hearing to adopt the budget.

NINTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
 and
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on, there's no audience present for any comments. Do the Supervisors have any requests or comments?
Ms. Iglesias: No.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, nothing.


TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to item No. 10 in the agenda package, is the check run summary, and balance sheet, and income statement. This is available for your review, and comment, and I will take any questions at this time, otherwise a motion approving the check run summary, and balance sheet, and income statement would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Check Run Summary and the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.



ELEVENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Ms. Derryberry: Item No. 11 on the agenda is a motion to adjourn if there's  no  further business of the Board.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Cepero with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.






Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman/ Vice Chairman








MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on June 13, 2017 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Nancy Iglesias Jim  Dupre Ray Spencer
Also present were: Rich Hans
Lisa Derryberry Michael Pawelczyk
 Chairperson Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


District Manager
Governmental Management Services District Counsel (by phone)

FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Hans q1lled the meeting to order and called the roll.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor to Fill Unexpired Term of Office (Seat #4 -11/2017)
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor
	Election of Officers

These items were tabled until a future meeting.

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval	of	the	Minutes	of	the
March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14,
2016 and April 11, 2017 Meetings
Mr. Hans: Moving on to Item #3, which is Approval of the Minutes of the March
81   2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, and  April 11, 2017 meetings.
Mr. Dupre: We can table those.
Mr. Hans: Okay. We will table all of those.
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public	Hearing	to	Adopt	the
Fiscal Year 2018 Budget
	Motion to Open the Public Hearing

Mr. Hans: Item #4 is the Public Hearing to Adopt the Fiscal Year 2018 Budget. We did advertise this meeting as a public hearing for the purposes of adopting our budget, so at this point we just need a motion to open our public hearing.
On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor the public hearing was opened.


	Public Comment and Discussion
	Consideration of Resolution #2017-02 Annual Appropriation Resolution

Mr. Hans: Item Bis the Public Comment and Discussion, and for the record we don't have any public with us today for comment or discussion. There are two things that we're doing in this public hearing, one is our annual appropriation resolution which approves the budget, and allocates it between the general and debt service fund, and it approves the final form of the budget. If there are no questions on the budget, a motion approving Resolution #2017-02 would be in order.
On MOTION by Mr. Dupre seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor Resolution #2017-02 the Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved.


	Consideration of Resolution #2017-03 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments

Mr. Hans: Then, we have Resolution #2017-03 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments, which lets us collect assessments on the tax roll. The exhibit shows that the west parcel is going to be a direct assessment, and the commercial, and east parcel will be on the tax roll. So a motion approving Resolution #2017-03 would be in order.
On MOTION by Mr. Dupre seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor Resolution #2017-03 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments was approved.


	Motion to Close the Public Hearing
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Mr. Hans:	Alright, so just a motion to close our public hearing would be in
order.
On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Mr. Dupre with all favor the public hearing was closed.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney

There not being any report, the next item followed.

	Engineer

There not being any report, the next item followed.

	Manager
	Number of Registered Voters in the District -149
	Consideration of Proposed Fiscal Year 2018 Meeting Schedule
	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report form the Commission on Ethics

Mr. Hans: Under manager, the number of registered voters is up to 149. We report that each year because once we hit 250 registered voters, we'll transition to a general election. So we have not reached that point yet. Our proposed fiscal year 2018 meeting schedule for next year, again it's going to be the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30 am at this location, if that's good for everybody.
On MOTION by Mr. Dupre seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor the proposed fiscal year 2018 meeting schedule was approved.


Mr. Hans: Next, we have financial disclosure report, and it's early, you probably haven't gotten your financial disclosure renewal yet that the Supervisor of Elections will send out to you but just when they do come in make sure you fill them out, and send them back. They're showing that they're not filed yet, but they're just starting to mail them out now, so it's July that they're due.
Mr. Spencer: I just got mine.
Ms. Iglesias: I haven't gotten mine yet. Mr. Hans: It varies by county.
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Ms. Iglesias: You have to file it by July?
Mr. Hans: Yes. So watch for those and get them filed.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
There not being any report, the next item followed.
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and

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
 Financial Reports
Mr. Hans: So we can move on to the financial reports. If there are any comments on those we can take those, and if not a motion accepting those would be in order.
On MOTION by Mr. Dupre seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: Then if there's no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in order.
On  MOTION	by   Ms.  Iglesias  seconded	by Mr. Spencer with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.







Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman/ Vice Chairman
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MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, February 13, 2018 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson  Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Rich Hans
Lisa Derryberry
 
District Counsel District Manager
Governmental Management Services



FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Oath of  Office for Newly  Elected
Supervisors	Elected	at Landowners Election held on November 14, 2017 (Seat  #2, Seat
#4 and Seat #5)
Mr. Hans: The first thing we need to do is administer an oath of  office  of  our newly elected Supervisors from our November 14th landowner's election, and those are seats #2, #4 and #5, which are Nancy Iglesias, Jorge Cepero and Ray Spencer. So if you would just raise your right hands, state your names for the record, and  then swear  or  affirm at the end, and you're all familiar with this, so "I".
Ms. Iglesias: "Nancy Iglesias." Mr. Spencer: "Ray Spencer." Mr. Cepero: "Jorge Cepero."
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Mr. Hans: A resident of the State of Florida, and citizen of the United States of America, being a Supervisor of the Portofino Landings Community Development District, and recipient of public funds on behalf of the District, do hereby solemnly swear or affirm that I will support the Constitution of the United States and of the State of Florida, and will faithfully, honestly, and impartially discharge the duties devolving upon me in the office of Supervisor of the Portofino Landings Community Development District, St. Lucie County, Florida.
Ms. Iglesias: "I do." Mr. Spencer: "I do." Mr. Cepero: "I do."
Mr. Hans: If you would just sign those oaths, and I will notarize them. So now we have our official quorum with Nancy, Jorge and Ray.

SECOND ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Hans called the meeting to order and called the roll.


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Resolution #2018-01 Canvassing and  Certifying Results of the Landowners Election

Mr. Hans: Under organizational matters, item A we have resolution #2018-01 canvassing and certifying the results of our landowner's election which is in your packet, and that shows that Nancy Iglesias received 224 votes, Jorge Cepero received 224 votes, and Ray Spencer received 223 votes, and therefore, Nancy and Jorge will serve 4 year terms, and Ray will serve a 2 year term. So a motion approving resolution #2018-01 would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2018-01 canvassing and certifying results of the Landowners Election was approved.
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	Acceptance of Resignation Letters from Ms. Nancy Iglesias for Seat #1

and Mr. Jorge Cepero for Seat #3
Mr. Hans: Then, there was a reorganization of those seats at the election, and you guys were, Jorge and Nancy, you were in seats #1 and #3 at that time, which those terms did not expire, so we just need to have you resign from those seats.
Mr. Knight: They already resigned didn't they? Ms. Iglesias: Right.
Mr. Hans: Oh, you sent it in, and there was an acceptance. Mr. Knight: You already sent it in writing that you resigned? Ms. Iglesias: Yes.
Mr. Hans: Ok, so it's probably in the book. Yes, it is. Ok, so we're just going to accept those resignations by motion, so a motion to accept those resignations would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the resignation letters from Nancy Iglesias for seat #1 and Jorge Cepero for seat #3 was approved.



	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Office for Seat #1-11/2019 and Seat #3 -11/2019
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Consideration of Resolution #2018-02 Electing Officers

Mr. Hans: So, then we have seat #1 and #3 that are open. If we have anybody to appoint to those seats we can do that now.
Ms. Iglesias: We don't have anybody. Mr. Cepero: No.
Mr. Hans:  Ok, so nobody.  So, then we can just move down  to item E, which is
resolution #2018-02 electing officers. Our current slate we have Nancy Iglesias as chairman, Jorge Cepero as vice chairman, Ray Spencer as an assistant secretary, Patti Powers as treasurer, Rich Hans as secretary, and we can add  Lisa Derryberry as an

assistant secretary. If that's good with everybody, a motion accepting that slate would be in order.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, keep them the same, if everybody else is ok with that. Ms. Iglesias: Yes.
Mr. Spencer: Yes.
Mr. Hans: So, we'll keep it the same with the addition of adding Lisa Derryberry as an assistant secretary.
Mr. Cepero:  Yes.
Ms. Iglesias: Absolutely.
Mr. Hans: So, is there a motion to that affect?

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2018-02 electing officers, keeping the same slate of officers, and also adding Lisa Derryberry as an assistant secretary as stated on the record by Rich Hans was approved.
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  the  Minutes  of  the
March  8, 2016,  May 10, 2016, June
14, 2016, April 11, 2017, and June
13, 2017 Meetings
Mr. Hans: Then, we have our minutes from March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, and June 13, 2017 meetings.
Mr. Cepero: We're going to have to table those.
Mr. Hans: Alright, so we have a motion to table these by Jorge, is there a second?

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, the Minutes of the March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017 and June 13, 2017 Meetings were tabled.
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion	on	the	Foreclosure
Litigation
Mr. Hans: Item No. 5 is discussion of our foreclosure litigation, and I think our counsel can take that one.
Mr. Knight: Yes, since nobody paid the assessments, or taxes, nobody redeemed the tax certificates, the property went on the list of available lands, and there was a tax deed applied for the county, actually they applied for the tax deed, and nobody bid on  it at the tax deed sale. So, it went on the list for available lands for 3 years, nobody bought it off the list, so the property is now escheated to the county, which means the county owns the property now free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, including the District's assessment lien. So, we have nothing to foreclose on at this point. The only property that we were foreclosing on was the west parcel, the others had settled some time ago, and so we now have no property to foreclose on at this point. We can't foreclose on the county property anymore. So, what we're going to do is voluntarily dismiss the foreclosure action, so we came today just to inform the Board that's what's going to happen at this point because we have no choice but to dismiss  it, we don't want to keep it alive when we can't foreclose anymore. So we just want the Board to authorize, as the Board of the CDD to go ahead and dismiss the foreclosure action on the west parcel.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, authorizing staff to dismiss the foreclosure action on the west parcel as stated on the record was approved.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Resolution
#2018-03 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing
Mr. Hans: Item No. 6 is consideration of resolution #2018-03 approving the proposed fiscal year 2019 budget, and setting the public hearing date. As you're

familiar, we have two parts to this resolution, one is approving the proposed budget which is in your packet, which is the same budget that we've operating under for the past couple of years. If there are any questions, comments or discussion on that we can take those.
Mr. Cepero: We're keeping everything the same right? Mr. Hans: Yes, that's what's being presented.
Mr. Cepero: I make a motion to approve.
Mr. Hans: Well then, if there are no comments on the budget, the second part is setting our public hearing date which goes in the resolution, and we have to be at least 60 days out, so let me see when that will be. So do you want to do May 8th, or June 12th, or July 10th, and why don't we go June 12th?
Ms. Iglesias: I have no problems with that.
Mr. Hans: That puts us out far enough if something comes up.
Mr. Cepero: Well, do we want to do it that late because you know stuff always happens.
Mr. Hans: That leaves us with July and August. Mr. Cepero: We can't do it in May, it's too early?
Mr. Hans: No, we can do it in May, May 8th would be fine, so do you want to do May 8th?
Mr. Cepero: If everybody is good with May, yes let's do May 8th.
Mr. Hans: Ok, May 8th it will be, at the same location, at this time, so with those blanks filled in resolution #2018-03, we're looking for a motion to approve that resolution.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2018-03 approving the proposed Fiscal Year 2019 budget, and setting the Public Hearing on May 8, 2018 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida was approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance	of	Audit  for	Fiscal
Year Ending September 30, 2016
Mr. Hans: Then we have our audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2016. It's in your packet, and you know the findings are pretty much the same because  we haven't been able to bear our bonds based on the west parcel, and the findings are the same in the prior year. So the findings are that the District is in a financial emergency situation due to the fact that we haven't paid our debt service as a result of the west parcel not paying.
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Mr. Cepero: So, what does that mean for us? So, the lien from the bondholders has been extinguished, removed, and they cannot re-impose that, so does the District have any liability to the bondholders for the bonds that are no longer tied to any property because otherwise, that means forever and ever.
Mr. Knight: Well, we still have liability for the parcels that are still paying the bonds, so we still collect those assessments, and remit them to the bondholders, or to the trustee to pay the bond debt.
Mr. Cepero: Right.
Mr. Knight: So, we still have that ongoing liability. As to the west parcel, we just won't be collecting assessments on that anymore. We won't include it on our assessment roll because we won't be assessing it at this point.
Mr. Hans: Right.
Mr. Cepero: But, what does that mean? According to the accountants we're still in a state of financial emergency, and if that debt is no longer owed, does that mean that we' re now out of financial emergency?
Mr. Knight: I don't know how the auditor is going to interpret that.
Mr. Hans: Yes, remember that occurred after, this is September 30, 2016, so it was before the property escheated, and we're going to have to look at how that gets handled. I would think that the debt that's related to that parcel would go away, it would be defeased, or all forgiven.

Mr. Knight: I don't know exactly how that would be dealt with, the security for the bonds has gone away on that parcel, for whatever the debt was on that parcel, the security that paid for that is gone. So, whether the bonds stay in existence, and obviously there's no way to pay for them, I don't know the answer  to that question. The assessments under the trust indenture, the bondholders can only look to the assessments as payment for the bonds, there's no other source of revenue that is at risk as far as the District is concerned. It's just, not that we have another source of revenue but, there's nothing else that the bondholders can go after.
Mr. Cepero: And, is it specific to all the land? Can they sue the CDD to force it to impose liens on the remaining land?
Mr. Knight: No, I don't think so. Again, the only way that the bonds, the only source of payment for the bonds are the assessments, under the trust indenture. There's no other source of payment. So, in my view they cannot go after anything else the District owns or any other assessments, or require the District to allocate more debt to the land that is still paying assessments in order to make up the shortfall. For one thing, the assessments have to be, they're only legal if they don't exceed the benefit being received from the improvements by the property. So, we can't increase assessments above the benefit that the land receives from the infrastructure. So, I don't know, this is like new territory as far as a property going to the county, and then the assessment lien goes away, and then what happens. All the foreclosures we've done, this is the first time we've had this experience. So, I don't know if you have some other ones Rich, there's no other District that I'm aware of that this has happened to.
Mr. Hans: No.
Mr. Knight: So, there's really no language in the trust indenture that really deals with this situation, except it's clear from the law that the lien isn't there anymore, and it's clear from the trust indenture that the bondholders can only look to the revenue the District receives from assessments to pay the bonds.
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Mr. Hans: So, we'll talk to bond counsel between now and our next meeting May but, it's pretty clear I think that the remaining parcels are not obligated to make up the shortfall on the debt that the west parcel was responsible for.
Mr. Knight: We already talked to the attorney for the trustee about this, about dismissing the foreclosure action, and they are ok with dismissing it because they understand, there's nothing to really foreclose on.
Mr. Cepero: That was from Irv? Mr. Knight: Yes, Irv Weinstein. Mr. Cepero: Who's bond counsel? Mr. Hans: Steve Sanford.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Hans: But that's for this current year, so as of September 30, 2016 that doesn't affect this audit that we're accepting, and they have their same findings they've had for the past few years.
Mr. Knight: Now, the next audit they're going to have to deal with this, and what happens, they're going to have to talk about it in the audit.
Mr. Hans: So, we're just looking for a motion then to accept the fiscal year ending September 30, 2016 audit, if there are no more questions.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2016 was approved.



EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification of Engagement Letter
with Grau & Associates to per£orm the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2017
Mr. Hans: Then we have ratification of our engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2017. So, actually the audit that we just accepted was like a year and a half old, so now they're working
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on the fiscal year 2017, year end, and they probably would pick up subsequent things which was that transfer, so that should be addressed in the 2017 audit. So a motion to ratify the engagement letter with Grau to perform the audit would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, ratifying the engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2017 was approved.


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Mr. Hans: Staff reports, anything additional for us Gerry?

	Attorney

Mr. Knight: No, no report.


	Engineer

Mr. Hans: We have no engineer here today.


	Manager

Mr. Hans: Under manager, our next meeting will be the May 8th meeting for our public hearing for the budget, unless something else comes up before that.

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

 Financial Reports
Mr. Hans: Item No. 10 we have the check run summary, and the balance sheet, and income statement. If there are any questions, or discussions on that, we can take those, and if not, a motion to approve would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Check Run Summary and the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.
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ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Mr. Hans: Supervisors requests, any requests from our Supervisors? Ms. Iglesias: No.
Mr. Hans: No comments from the audience since we have none today.
 and


TWLEVTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: If there's no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in
order.

On  MOTION	by   Ms.  Iglesias  seconded	by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.
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MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 
Chairperson  Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Lisa Derryberry
 
District Counsel District Manager



FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Ms. Derryberry called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Office for Seat #1 - 11/2019 and Seat #3 - 11/2019
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Election of Officers

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to item No. 2 in the agenda, we have organizational matters. Consideration of appointment of Supervisors to fill the unexpired terms of office for seats #1, expiring in November, 2019, and seat #3, expiring in November, 2019. Does the Board have anyone they would like to appoint?
Ms. Iglesias: Not at this time.
Ms. Derryberry: Not at this time, ok, then we can move on to the next item.
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THIRD  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  Minutes  of  the March
8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016,
April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017, and
February 13, 2018 Meetings
Ms. Derryberry: Item No. 3 on the agenda are the approval of the minutes. Mr. Cepero: We can table those.
Ms. Derryberry: Table all of the minutes? Mr. Cepero: Yes.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded  by  Mr.  Spencer with all favor, the Minutes of the March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017 and
February 13, 2018 Meetings were tabled.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Hearing to Adopt the Fiscal
Year 2019 Budget
	Motion to Open the Public Hearing

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to item No. 4, public hearing to adopt the fiscal year 2019 budget. Today's meeting was advertised as the public hearing. So, at this time we need a motion to open the public hearing.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, opening the Public Hearing was approved.



	Public Comment and Discussion
	Consideration of Resolution #2018-04 Annual Appropriation Resolution

Ms. Derryberry: We'll, let the record reflect that there are no members of the general public here today for any public comment or discussion, so we'll move on to what is behind tab 4C in the agenda package which is resolution #2018-04, which is the annual appropriate resolution. What this resolution does is, on the second page it delineates the amounts when they're collected, how much goes to the general fund, and
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how much goes to the debt service fund. We'll take any questions at this time, and if
there are none, a motion approving resolution #2018-04 would be in order.
Mr. Cepero: What tab?
Ms. Derryberry: Tab 4C, and before that you will see a copy of the budget that was proposed in February.
Mr. Cepero: And what's C do again?
Ms. Derryberry: That resolution just breaks down the amounts when they're collected, how much would go to the general fund, and how much would go to the debt service fund.
Mr. Cepero: Why do we need two?
Mr. Knight: It approves the final budget for 2018/2019 that starts October 1st, and sets the annual O&M assessments, or charges, which is attached as an exhibit. No, I'm sorry, the next resolution does that, so this just approves the final budget for 2018/2019.
Mr. Cepero: Except, what are we doing with the debt service?
Ms. Derryberry: Well, based on the budget, the amount anticipated to be collected is shown as $402,170, and that, if collected would be used to pay the debt service.
Mr. Cepero: What was the other thing that you said?
Ms. Derryberry: The general fund, it's per the budget, it's budgeted what the District will collect, or the proposed budget shows $74,925 to go to the general fund.
Mr. Knight: Which is O&M.
Ms. Derryberry: Correct, which is O&M.
Mr. Cepero: Alright. Do you need a motion?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, a motion approving resolution #2018-04 would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, Resolution #2018-04 the Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved.


	Consideration of Resolution #2018-05 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments

Ms. Derryberry: Then, moving on to the next tab, 4D, consideration of resolution #2018-05 is the Levy of the Non Ad Valorem Assessments, and there's an attachment to that exhibit A, which breaks down how much will be on the roll, how much will be direct billed, and then because there is that parcet the west parcel, the 176 units, that is now in the name of the Board of County Commissioners of St. Lucie County. There is a column there for the $165,781.44 that will not be assessed because it is in the name of the county. However, going forward, if that property is sold, it will be on the roll in the future.
Mr. Cepero: So Gerry, I know that when the county did escheat deed, they cleared everything that was up to date. So, say 3 years go by, and they're still holding it, can we accumulate those amounts that are due so when they do give it, or sell it to somebody else, a private company, we can demand payment for these past 3 years? Maybe not the years before escheat deed.
Mr. Knight: You mean for O&M or for debt, or what?
Mr. Cepero: Everything. Well, I guess the debt was removed.
Mr. Knight: Welt the lien was removed, the assessment lien was removed. The debt is still out there. I don't know Jorge.
Mr. Cepero: At least the O&M.
Mr. Knight: I think when we start re-levying, once we can put another lien on there, when it goes back into private hands.
Mr. Cepero:	When the lien was removed is that just for the debt, or also the
O&M?
Mr. Knight: There is no lien for O&M, it's a year to year thing.
Mr. Cepero:	So, can that accumulate because the debt service was clear, the
previous ones?
Mr. Knight: Yes, right. We don't typically assess public property for O&M, and now it's owned by the county, so CDDs don't typically assess property  owned  by another government entity. So, this assessment roll that was attached here, allocates the total amount of the O&M to the remaining parcels, not to the county parcel.
Mr. Cepero: Meaning we're having to pay more?

Mr. Knight: I'm looking at it, and it says, which of the parcels are the county's? Ms. Derryberry: The highlighted one, the 176 units, the second folio down.
Mr. Knight: You have the 2017 maintenance assessment direct bill. Ms. Derryberry: And that we are not billing.
Mr. Knight:	Right.	You've had to take that part of what would have been assessed to them, and reallocated it to the other parcels to make up the shortfall.
Ms. Derryberry: We have not done that yet but, going forward, if the property
'\
does not transfer from the county to another owner, a private owner, we plan to do that
in the future.
Mr. Knight: Ok, so you haven't done it in this budget. Ms. Derryberry: We have not done it in this budget.
Mr. Knight: Then, you're increasing the other parcel to make up for that loss. Ms. Derryberry: Right, yes.
Mr. Knight: Ok. I think we can budget their share of the O&M that isn't getting paid, we can show it but, we can't put it on the assessment roll that we submit to the county, that's all we can do. We can't assess their property yet, until it goes back to private owner. So, we can't levy an assessment lien on their property to pay the O&M assessment.
Mr. Cepero: But if they sell next year, can we send them a bill for next year, and this year?
Mr. Knight: The new owner, maybe, you could try, say this has accrued since this property's share of the O&M has accrued since the county took over the property, and now it's back in private hands, so try and put it on, their first time they're assessed after the property changes hands, you could try to put the accrued O&M assessment on their first tax bill. I don't know how you would do that, it would be a big number for them to pay in one year.
Mr. Cepero: We never sent a letter to the county right?
Mr. Knight: No, I think we drafted it, and sent it to you, well we re-drafted it, and I need to check with Ginger, I don't think you ever said yes, go ahead, and send it.
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Mr. Cepero: No, I didn't, it was very nice.
Mr. Knight: Well, she added some stuff to it, but we kind of made it more aggressive but, we can't be too aggressive on this. We're not on real firm ground here, this is like on the cutting edge of this kind of stuff. I don't know that we have had a situation like this come up before but, there's no reason to get too aggressive with the county on this. We can put them on notice, that's what this letter does, and that we intend to, or we may re-assess once it gets back into private hands, we may be again assessing the property for debt, and for O&M.
Mr. Cepero: I didn't think that, and I'll have to reiterate again, I didn't think that
was very clear.
Mr. Knight: Ok, read it again, because I thought it was pretty clear when I read it.
Mr. Cepero: We need to make it clear to them that they have to make it clear to whoever comes along that they are incurring these responsibilities.
Mr. Knight: That's the problem, I don't think we're in a position to tell the county what they need to do. We can tell them what we're going to do, and we put some language in it, a second version, that they should alert whoever ends up buying the property that they may be subject to these assessments.
Mr. Cepero: We may not be able to tell the county what to do in the sense of forcing them to do something, but it's a free country, we can tell them whatever we want to tell them.
Mr. Knight: Well, I think we want to remain on good relations with the county. Mr. Cepero: Sure, but we want to make it absolutely clear as to what's going on,
so it should trigger a sense of self-preservation in them, that if they don't disclose this appropriately they may open themselves to an issue, because we sent them a very clear letter saying what the situation is, and what's going to happen in the future, and if they don't pass that on to whoever they sell to, with big bold letters, in all capitals, then I think they may be opening themselves up to some liability there to that prospective seller. So that's what I want to make sure of, that they are perfectly aware of what the circumstances are, and that they know that they have to pass that information on.
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Mr. Knight: Well, I think the letter pretty much does that Jorge. Mr. Cepero: Well, I'll read it again but it didn't seem like that.
Mr. Knight: You can make some changes in it the way you want it to read, and send it back to us.
Mr. Cepero: Alright.
Mr. Knight: But you don't want to, there's a bunch of interests involved here, and I don't want to, going forward, have any kind of a negative relationship with the county after all this is over with, or they have a negative reaction to CDDs, or to this CDD, or whatever, that they're messing up their plans.
Mr. Cepero: I don't mean threaten the guys, I just mean, make it absolutely clear what we're going to do, which is completely fair, once a private owner comes in here, they're going to start behaving like every other owner has to, and they need to be aware of what they're getting into.
Mr. Knight: Right, and I think the letter is a good idea, I think the way we wrote it,
and we've added some things to it, per your input, but if you take a look at it, and you still think it needs more work, let us know.
Mr. Cepero: Alright.
Mr. Knight: And if you can give us the wording you want, we can probably go ahead, and do it, and get it done.
Mr. Cepero: Alright.
Mr. Knight: So, to answer your question, I don't know how we show it on our books that we are still allocating a certain amount of O&M to this property, we're not assessing it, we're not putting it on the tax roll, as long as it's owned by the county.
Ms. Derryberry: Or direct billing it.
Mr. Knight: But we can continue to keep track of the amount we would have assessed if it was in private hands during the period that it's being held by the county.
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, we are keeping track of that, and this is evidence of it.
Mr. Knight: Right. So, they do show what the assessment will be, and this says 2017 maintenance assessment.

Ms. Derryberry: I think that needs to be corrected. Mr. Knight: Yes, it should be 2018, or no?
Ms. Derryberry: Actually we're going into fiscal year 2019, so we'll get that corrected.
Mr. Knight: Right, ok, 2018/2019. So, change that, and you're showing what the assessment would have been if it had been allocated if it was privately owned, and then you show that you're not going to put anything on the assessment roll for that property for this coming year, and then we'll, at some point have to deal with what to do about, once we know the facts, as it plays out, we will have to determine how we go back, and try to recapture that money from the new owner, knowing that if it takes 3 years, that we try to put it on the first tax bill after that, it will be like $120,000 in O&M or something, which may be an issue. So, we'll deal with it when that happens, that's my thinking anyway.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok Are there any other comments from the Board? Or questions? If there are none, a motion approving resolution #2018-05 would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, Resolution #2018-05 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments was approved.


	Motion to Close the Public Hearing

Ms. Derryberry: That all being taken care of, a motion to close the close the public hearing would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, closing the Public Hearing was approved.



FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to staff reports, Gerry do you have anything?

	Attorney

Mr. Knight: No I don't.


	Engineer

Ms. Derryberry: There's no engineer present today.


	Manager
	Number of Registered Voters in the District -144
	Consideration of Proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Meeting Schedule

Ms. Derryberry: So, moving on to the number of registered voters in the District. In your booklet behind tab SC, the District the Supervisor of Elections is showing 144 registered voters. This is for your information only. Jorge asked earlier, when we get to 250 registered voters, and the District has been in existence for 6 years, we'll move to a general election. Behind tab C2 in your book is a suggested list of dates to meet for the next fiscal year. We're showing the meetings still continuing to be at 11:30 a.m., here at this location, on the second Tuesday of each month.
Mr. Cepero: And we're doing 11:30 because you guys have to go to the Portofino Isles meeting first?
Mr. Knight: I go to Portofino Isles first, but if you all want to meet earlier that's
probably ok too, I know we moved it to 11:30 to be able to go to both meetings because Paul was going to both meetings, and so was I but, if you all need to move it for some reason, that's probably ok too. I went to Portofino Isles and came here too.
Mr. Cepero: How would you handle the conflict?
Mr. Knight: It depends on when you move it to, have somebody else cover the meeting, or call in, so the same person could cover both meetings, that's why we did it this way, so we don't have to send two people up here.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Ms. Iglesias: Just leave it alone.
Mr. Knight: Do you want to move it earlier?
Ms. Iglesias: No, I just want to leave it the way it is. Mr. Cepero: Yes, that's fine.

Ms. Derryberry: Ok. Alright, is there a motion accepting this proposed notice of meeting dates for fiscal year 2019?
Mr. Cepero:	Yes, if you have to keep them on Tuesday, at the same time, yes that's fine.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok.


On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Meeting Schedule was approved.


SIXTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Derryberry: Behind tab 6A and 6B of your agenda package is the check run summary and the balance sheet and income statement. I'll take any questions that you might have at this time.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, there's a name there I don't recognize. Ms. Derryberry: On the check register?
Mr. Cepero: Yes, a female name.
Ms. Derryberry: Let's see, it's for the TRIM notice, Michele Franklin, is probably the Tax Collector for the county.
Mr. Knight: For St. Lucie County?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, for St. Lucie County.
Mr. Knight: Probably, I don't know who that is. Where is that?
Ms. Derryberry: It's on page 2 of the check register, the third item from the bottom, I believe that's who that is, if it's not the Property Appraiser, it's the Tax Collector and those are the fees related to putting the assessments on the roll.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Ms. Derryberry: While I'm checking on that for you, are there any other questions?
Mr. Cepero: No.

Ms. Derryberry: If there are no other questions, a motion approving the check run summary, and the balance sheet and income statement would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Check Run Summary and the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


SEVENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
 and
Ms. Derryberry: There's no audience present today. Do the Supervisors have any other requests?
Mr. Spencer: No.

EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Ms. Derryberry:	If there's no other business of the Board, a motion to adjourn would be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.








Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman / Vice Chairman
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MINUTES OF MEETING F-ORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The special meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Wednesday, July 25, 2018 at 11:00 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Ray Spencer
 Chairperson Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary


Also present were:
Gerry Knight Rich Hans Irv Weinstein Jan Carpenter
 
District Counsel District Manager
Rogers Towers, P.A. (by phone)
Latham, Shuker, Eden & Beaudine (by phone)



FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Hans called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appoiritment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Officefor Seat #1-11/2019 and Seat #3 - 11/2019
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Election of Officers

Mr. Hans: Under organizational matters, we do have vacancies on the Board, if you have someone to appoint, we can do that, and if not, we can just carry this over to the next meeting.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, I want to appoint Jim Dupre.
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Mr. Hans: Alright so we have a motion by Jorge to appoint Jim Dupre, and we have seat #1 and #3 and they both expire in 2019 so it doesn't really matter, so we'll put him in seat #1 then just to keep our records straight.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all favor, appointing Jim Dupre to fill the unexpired term of office, Seat #1 was approved.


Mr.  Hans:	Then the oath of office and the election we'll wait until our next meeting when we actually administer his oath and get him officially on Board.

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  Minutes of  the March
8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016,
April	11,	2017,	June  13,	2017,
February 13, 2018 and May 8, 2018 Meetings
Mr. Hans: Item No. 3 is the approval of our minutes.
Mr. Cepero: Table.
Mr. Hans: Ok, so we have a motion to table by Jorge, is there a second?


On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded  by  Mr.  Spencer with all favor, the Minutes of the March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017, February
13, 2018 and May 8, 2018 Meetings were tabled.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Settlement
Agreement
Mr. Hans: Then Item No. 4 is consideration of a settlement agreement, and in your packet there's a copy of a proposed settlement agreement. We do have trustee's counsel and purchaser's counsel and our District counsel who basically reviewed this and have gone over it and Jorge has had some communications directly with the trustee's counsel and I don't know where we want to start with this.
Mr. Cepero: It is the same agreement that was sent out?

Ms. Carpenter: This is Jan Carpenter, would you like rne to give a quick overview since we were the ones making the original request?
Mr. Hans: Yes, that would be great Jan.
Ms. Carpenter: Alright. Hi everyone, my name is Jan Carpenter and I generally represent Districts around the state doing what Gerry and those folks do, mostly central Florida and north of where you all are. In this particular case I'm representing Florida Tax Lien Assets IV, LLC and they own tax certificates and because it's in the CDD we got involved to help them. They have tax certificates on the two commercial parcels, the parcels I think you're all aware of, all 3 of you are aware of those two parcels. They own some of the certificates but not all, but they have filed for a tax deed on those, it's on the list of lands available. So if no one takes title fairly quickly the land is going to escheat to the county which I understand you have another parcel where that happened. Unfortunately, these par els are under water.
Mr. Cepero: I'rn sorry, who filed the tax deed, your clients or the county?
Ms. Carpenter: Florida Tax Lien Assets filed the tax deed on them, to be able to get a tax deed, they haven't taken it yet but they have filed so they can. For them to have to take title, it's public record, they'll have to pay over $1 million dollars, $1.17 million and it may have gone up a little bit because that was rny May number. It may have gone up a little because of interest.
Mr. Cepero: But don't you have to pay, in order to file, don't you have to pay all
the taxes?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, that's over a million dollars to do that.
Mr. Cepero: But you said you filed for the tax deed lien already.
Ms. Carpenter: They have filed an application to get the deed but they haven't
	paid the million dollars or taken the deed yet.

Mr. Knight: Jan, I don't know, there's a little confusion on this point but it's rny understanding that once the properties are on the list of available lands, the county list, that the property can be purchased and maybe that's what they've applied for, or they're going to, or they're applying to have a deed. issued to them, a tax deed, that's what you
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get when you buy it off the list I think of available lands. So it's on the list now and if  they stay on the list for 3 years those parcels will escheat to  the county free and clear  of all liens.
Ms. Carpenter: Correct.
Mr. Cepero: So, if it's on the list now, then the county at some point did a tax
deed.
Mr. Knight:   There were t	certificates issued, it's my understanding that were
not purchased by anybody so the county was holding them, and the county must have applied, and I'm not sure about this, the county must have applied for a tax deed and nobody bought the tax deed at the sale, and that's when they went on the list of available lands. So, now this party is coming forward to buy the property off the list.
Mr. Cepero: So, they're buying it off the list, it's not really a tax deed.
Mr. Knight: Well, I think they get a tax deed is what they get if they buy it off the
list.
 

Mr. Cepero: I see.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, because they did buy some of the tax certificates along the
way also.
Mr. Knight: Yes.
Mr. Cepero: Alright, I'm sorry for the interruption, I just wanted to be clear.
Ms. Carpenter: That's ok, and I don't have all the exact details on that but, looking at the land on the property appraiser's website it's worth about $480,000. The bondholder debt is about $600,000, so at this point everybody is going to lose money. I mean if my clients acquire it, they think they can sell it to somebody, they've been out looking and they think they have somebody to sell it to, and are trying to cut the losses, and the bondholders, I guess obviously, and then Irv, I hate to speak for your clients but, obviously they've sort of given up on it because it's not being marketed, and I don't understand that anyone is out there marketing on their side. So, my folks have found somebody that wants to buy the parcels, if we can get rid of the bond debt and,- once those new people buy it, which would be very quickly, they will then be performing, and
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paying O&M going forward. So, we spoke with Irv Weinstein, and proposed to bondholders,  and  ended up with a $200,000 settlement.   The bondholders  would take
$200,000, well there's over $600,000 in debt, or approximately $600,000, we would pay them $200,000, we'd paid the million to the Tax Collector, get the tax deeds, and then sell
.the land to somebody who would be performing, and basically improving the land, and kind of helping the CDD get back on their feet. It's a loss for us but, a bitter loss, but not the whole amount, and it helps the bondholders a little bit, and helps the CDD. So, we've proposed that settlement, and that was what you all have the draft of in your package. Once we first proposed it, we did not realize that some of the money on the Tax Collector bill, there was some outstanding O&M that had not been paid, and I think it's about
$25,000. We had not anticipated that, thought that was all paid, we came back after some discussions, and said well we'll pay the proportion of this year that we would be owning the property, which would be about $8,000 a year, we'll own it for 2 months of the fiscal year, we'll pay $2,000, and at least from the time we have a good owner in there, or we're flipping the property the District would get that $2,000. We thought that was resolved but, apparently that wasn't sufficient, and I believe Rich or the manager came back with, well how about this year being paid for the $8,000, and then we had, before that got resolved, the chairman asked for the whole $25,000 to be paid. So, that's kind of where we are now, we think we have a really good deal for the District, we hope to cut our losses and, get this settlement with the bondholder, and get this property up, and running, and performing long term for the District, and I think that would help everyone at the District. Then we got some feedback that this wasn't acceptable, the District
wanted  a little  bit  more. My  client,  as  t said is  taking  an  awful big loss  on  this in
approximately  $500,000, $600,000  or $700,000, and  they can't do anrthing else, their
$2,000 was more than they had anticipated paying as it was, and I believe the chairman had asked that the trustee could perhaps kick in some of the money, and I guess Irv if you want to maybe talk a little bit, that there were some other proposals that were raised about the District wanting another $100,000 as part of the settlement, and it referred to the west parcel which my folks had nothing to do with, so I'm  not sure where that came

from. I spoke with District counsel a little bit about that but, I've not heard any more about that. So, what we're proposing now is the settlement where the trustee gets a portion of their money, and releases the lien, and we pay the $2,000 from our client, and I guess some additional money was being requested, and I'd like to see where the Board stands on that so we can get this resolved. We need to make the payment to the Tax Collector by the 27th so we're kind of running low on time as the interest will go up even more, and make the debt a little bit higher, and we appreciate you all considering this, we hope we can get this thing up and running for everyone, and help the District somewhat, but we have to tie up this O&M request, and see about this other request, and where that would be if that's really a valid request.
Mr. Weinstein:   Jan, this is Irv Weinstein,  I represent  Regents Bank as trustee, and
the trustee is acting at the direction of the bondholders, so indirectly at least I'm speaking for the bondholders. I have talked to the bondholders about the settlement efforts, and Jan's summary is a good one, being that the bondholders are willing to kick in some money to essentially do what Rich had proposed earlier, and that is to pay the $8,000 in this year's O&M, so that would involve the bondholders paying $6,000 in addition to the
$2,000 that Jan's client would pay, that payment would be made essentially by altering the settlement agreement to reduce the recovery of the bondholders by $6,000 so that Jan's client can pay $8,000 to the District on the O&M side. So, that's what hopefully the bondhqlders are asking the District to approve this, and again, I think Jan's summary of the situation accurately describes things, if this s6ttlement isn't entered into then ultimately it's pretty likely that this commercial parcel will go the way of the west parcel, and that will mean escheatment to the county, wiping out all the assessment liens, and having just the east parcel, the current apartments being really the only property that supports the District, and the District's debt. The bondholders loaned this money to the District, it's obviously been a difficult deal but, we don't really see the business sense in not accepting this settlement which the bondholders are asking the District to do. So, we would appreciate the consideration of the District Board in approving this settlement agreement, again a minor modification to give the District what the District manager had

asked for, and thc1.t is paying this year's O&M, so, we put that on the table for discussion by the Board.
Mr. Cepero: So, this is Jorge, and so just to be absolutely clear, you're both saying nothing on the $100,000, and out of the $26,000 that's owed for O&M, only $8,000 is going to get paid out of that for the commercial parcel.
Mr. Weinstein: That's right, and Jorge, the $100,000, it just has no basis in any contract, or reasonable mention, so it makes no sense to our people, the bondholders, and Jan can speak to the way she looks at it but, we don't understand the basis for that type of demand, and continuing to press that demand is going to end up essentially torpedoing this deal which is not going to help the District, it's certainly not going to help the bondholders, they just don't understand the business thinking behind something like that.
Mr. Cepero: Well, for the benefit of the other Board members who have not been
part of this discussion, I'll fill you in. As you know we lost the west parcel to· this escheatment that the county process did as a result way back when, and Ray I don't think you were on the Board back then but, Nancy  I know  you  were.  When  we first started with the foreclosure where the original developer was trying  to  sell the  property,  and enter into what they thought was a deal with the  bondholders  to  pay  off  some  money, and then buy enough  time to be able to sell the property, and  the bondholders came back  at the following meeting, and forced the Board to foreclose. I wasn't on the Board back  then, and you know I wouldn't have agreed to that but, there was nothing I could  do.  So, the buyer, if you remember, got scared off, and we lost the buyer, and as a result we were never able to do anything else with either of the other  two pieces, and we eventually lost the west parcel to the county, and as a result of that we lost O&M for many years. Rich worked out som.e numbers for me, and I don't have them in front of me  Rich but, I think the O&M that hasn't been paid on the west parcel is something like $300,000 or $360,000, something like that. I feel that the bondholders should  help  out the process,  and  I asked for $100,000, and I'm not saying who has to pay _it but, they can work out an arrangement between  the  buyer  and  the  bondholders   to   make  this   deal  because  what's happening
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right now is the District is smaller than it would have been if  the west parcel was here, if you were trying to approve this size District today, you may not even be able to get it approved. We have to maintain that road between the west parcel, and  the  east parcel  that's really used by  the folks that live  behind  Portofino  Landings  but, we're  paying for it, it's the CDD's responsibility along with all the other roads around the commercial property, that are being used by the commercial but, we're responsible for it. So, I think everybody  should help out a little, and I didn't think asking for $300,000 was   realistic so,  I asked for what we need to get because  we haven't  paid  bills that we have  outstanding  for a long time. So definitely, the commercial  parcel, all the O&M that's  out  there has to be brought up to date, and then another $100,000. So, maybe I could work a little bit with the $100,000 but, certainly not nothing, and out of the $26,000 that's owed to the commercial parcel, they're saying that they don't want to pay what's outstanding on that, they want to pay the county their taxes but, they don't want to pay the CDD what's outstanding on it, so they're only going to pay $8,000 out of the $26,000. So, we're really just getting $8,000 and a promise that they're  going to sell it  to somebody  else, it's not even the folks that are acquiring the property, it's not even that they're  telling  us that they're going to go build it tomorrow, they're  going to sell it  to somebody  else, and  I  don't know if they're going to do something with it, or not, but we've  certainly  gone through a lot of people that said they were going to buy that commercial piece, and they didn't actually go through with it. So, I loved to help, I'd be willing to maybe have this meeting be continued, to encourage the bondholders to  have  further  talks  with  Jan's folks, but I wouldn't be ready to go along with the bondholders  getting $200,000  and we get $8,000, and these folks get a parcel, and give us a promise.
Mr. Knight: Let me just say something here so that the other members of the Board understand, and Nancy you wanted to ask a question?
Ms. Iglesias: No, I'm clear.
Mr. Knight: Ok, I just wanted to make sure everybody understands, and I know Jorge understands this. If the property stays on the list of available lands, and nobody comes, and buys it off the list, like this party is proposing to do, it would then after 3

years of being on the list, and I don't know how long it's been on the list, I think it's been over a year, but I'm not sure how long it's been on the list already. When I talked to the person on the phone they said 2014, but that would mean that the 3 years is about up but,· anyway, once the 3 years is up the property will, just like the west parcel, and what happened to the west parcel, it will, what they call escheat to the county, which means that the county will get an escheatment deed for the property, and the county will own the property at that point. So, the county owns the west parcel today, and they would then own the two commercial parcels, the county would. Once the county gets title, all liens go away, no assessment liens at all, they're all wiped out, so the debt to the bondholder would lose their lien for the debt, or the District would lose the lien for the assessments for the debt, and we'd also lose any O&M that's been owed to date on those two parcels. So, we would be, rather than receiving $8,000 like they're proposing, or
$26,000 which is what was on the tax roll at some point, and it's not on the tax roll anymore, right?
Mr. Hans: No it is.
Mr. Knight: Well, it's still on there but, it's not currently being assessed right, the two commercial parcels on the tax roll?
Mr. Hans: Yes, they're still assessed.
Mr. Knight: Ok, so anyway, there's $26,000 owed for back O&M assessments on those two parcels, and that would be wiped out too. So, the District, if it stays on the list, escheats to the county, the District would receive nothing for this property, no back payment of O&M, no O&M going forward maybe, because the county would then own it, and we talked about possibly assessing the county O&M but, if they don't pay there's nothing we can do about it. We can't foreclose on their property, if somebody buys a certificate and they hold it for 7 years it goes away, but if they apply for a tax deed after 2 years, and nobody buys it, it will end up going to the county again, so it's like treadmill. Anyway, so really there's no good alternative if this deal isn't accepted, or negotiated to something acceptable to the Board, and the property stays on the list then it ends up escheating to the county, there's nothing the CDD will get out of that proposition except
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for possibly, maybe if we send O&M bills to the county for these two parcels they might pay, they might not. If they don't, we can't do anything about it really, we have practical remedy, anyway, that's the situation. In terms of the situation that the District is in, and the Board is in right now, the trustee, the bondholders, are bringing forward this proposal which they're agreeing to, and they're asking the Board to agree to it also. They've agreed to pay $8,000 which as I understand it's not the payment of the back assessments, it's the payment of the current year's assessments for O&M, and you know the Board should consider the reasonableness of this proposal in exercising their discretion whether to approve it or not, and knowing that the Board has a fiduciary relationship with the bondholders, anyway if you have any questions about what that means I'll be glad to talk about it some more but, that should be sufficient.
Ms. Iglesias: Right, it's clear.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: So, let me chip in again and, give you my take on what Gerry has said, which is all accurate, and appropriate but, in terms of making a decision, and a business decision at that. Yes, if the folks don't take the property then we don't get any money, but any money that we stand to get is $8,000, that's all they're offering. It's not exactly a fortune, and this is the leverage that we have, speaking plainly. So, I think that they can do better, and I'm concerned that they're telling us that they're so tight they can't afford a little bit more, but yet this next future is still going to be viable, and they're going to be able to pay assessments. We've heard all that before, we heard it from Floridian, we were never able to get anybody in the west parcel, Floridian never did anything, or was ·able to sell, a lot of people asked, and a lot of people told us yes, maybe we can do it, but nothing ever happened. So, you know, I'm hopeful, I'm optimistic but, I have to see what is the cold hard cash just to be honest, what's on the table here. The bondholders are getting $200,000, we get $8,000 to pay our bills, or we get possibly nothing, or hopefully they go back and talk about it some more, and decide that it's a good idea to contribute a little bit more, and that this community has a good future prospect, and that it's an investment in that future, and that they can afford to do that
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right now. Like I said, I asked them for $100,000, and after paying $26,000 for the O&M, basically their counter is $8,000. So, you know to Gerry's comments, we have  to  understand the consequences, and the consequences could be nothing.
Ms. Iglesias: Exactly.
Mr. Cepero: But, the alternative to nothing right now is, $8,000 which is not something for that, it's not going to make or break the CDD, it's not going to make a huge dent.
Mr. Weinstein: _Let me interject something here, and this is Irv Weinstein, it's not just $8,000, it's $8,000, and a buyer coming in, and Jorge questions whether the buyer is going to pay assessments in the future, I don't know what basis he would have for that but, that somebody else willing to invest money in the property, so it's not just the $8,000, it's the real prospect for future payments.  Let me make a couple of other comments, the
$100,000 just needs to be taken off the table because I don't think  that Jan's  client  is willing to pay any portion of that, and I know that my client is not willing to pay any  portion of that. My client is the trustee for the bondholders that bought these bonds originally, and Jorge's employer is the developer, one of his affiliated companies was the developer that defaulted on this deal. Jorge thinks that the bondholders shouldn't have exercised their rights to foreclose, and try in years past to foreclose,  and  try  to  get recovery on the significant millions of dollars that the bondholders paid on this  property, and Jorge is holding that grudge, a grudge  that  I  personally  don't  really  understand, thinks that the bondholders pulled  the  trigger  too quickly  on  the foreclosure.  I  would ask the other members  of  the Board  to  consider  the fact that the bondholders  have taken a very significant loss, the west parcel is gone, that's a lost for the  bondholders,  we've talked about the loss of the commercial parcel that the bondholders will suffer, so  it's not just $8,000, it's $8,000 and new blood being brought into the commercial parcel. These people aren't going to be paying that kind of money, including Jan's client without a reasonable business prospect for this to go forward but,  it's  not  that  easy  to  get somebody else, and as I understand it from Jan, this needs to be done today, we can't go back, and  try  to negotiate this in  the future because her client, first of  all, if  it takes longer
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it's going to be more expensive for her client. Jan, I don't know if you want to weigh in here.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, I can jump in, and  hopefully  it's ok with the chairman.  Yes, my client has the property under contract, and it's been under contract for a couple of months contingent on getting this resolved with the  CDD  and  bondholders.  We  had hoped it would happen earlier, it's taken until the end of the month, and the county  has given us the numbers to be able to by the 27th which would be  the very latest,  they  actually extended their redemption time from the 24th to the 27th just for these parcels to allow the Board to consider this. There is an active purchaser,  there's a  contract, these  folks have spent money, due diligence, that they're ready to close but, for some reason, as the chairman said, something falls part, my clients will own the land, they'll be the deed owner, and they will own the land, they will have put a million dollars to get it from the county, plus another $200,000, plus anoth r couple of  thousand  to  the  District, so they will have a huge amount of money into this, and would  certainly  not  lose  it  by  not paying their O&M assessments in the future. So, it will either be the new person, whose contract that we need to get this thing done and sold to them but, if we don't my client is willing to hold the land, and try to find another  buyer  and  pay the O&M  down the road, and the bond will be gone.  So for future it would  just be  the $8,000 O&M per year which is not a huge amount of money to be paid long term, so I think the District has a certain assurance that by the first of August there will be a new owner who's paying O&M  and  that's in the best interest of the CDD, and I  think  the Board ·definitely needs  to look at  that as an important thing for the CDD, and part of their duty, and as I said, I normally represent CDDs, as I'm on the other side for me in this particular situation, but the
$100,000 request really came out of the blue to us, and that $100,000 is not owed on this land. My client has no ability to pay it because they just can't get money from nowhere to pay debt that's not theirs, and I don't think that's under any documents that money is owed by the bondholders. So, I don't see where there is a claim for that money, and I don't step on Irv or Gerry's toes but, if that demand is made as a contingency without any basis, I mean I think there may be a claim by the bondholders against the District for

interfering with a deal that would pay them back on money for something that's not owed. Again, these situations are horrible, and I've had CDDs with lots of debt, and foreclosures, and it's ugly, and really sad, but the Board has to look to the future, and there's two parcels ready to perform.
Mr. Weinstein: The District's debt, the District owes this debt to the bondholders, and the bondholders are asking the District to take this action, the bondholders are willing to take a severe haircut, and in the end as Jan describes, there will be new blood with respect to the commercial property. So I would echo Jan's comment, and hopefully we can persuade Jorge to rethink his position, but if not, the remaining two Board members I hope will consider what we've described.
Mr. Cepero: Well, this is Jorge again, I'd like to go back, and address some of Irv's comments. As far as the basis for whether any new buyer can function properly, well I'm basing it on experience, you know we had Floridian come in, and make promises, and they said they were going to do certain things, and that didn't work out. So, they can't make it work, somebody else is going to make it work, and I don't know. Again, we've known several parties who tried to come in, and look at it, and what we're being told basically right now is that they're trying to do a fire sale to try to rescue some of their funds so they don't lose everything they stand to lose, so to minimize their losses is not something that gives me a warm fuzzy feeling. So that's the experience, and that's the basis for that, and I think it's fair. As to the grudge, you know I don't hold a grudge, I didn't speak of a grudge, this is basically, it's just business, there were decisions that were made that had consequences. So, I think we should all work together to help the process move along, that's all I'm proposing here, for everybody to work a little bit harder. The bondholders are going to resolve their bonds on that commercial parcel so, it works out for them because they don't have to worry about what happens in the future, they know what they're getting today. I don't know what we're getting in the future, we're just being promised $8,000 and being told that they can't even afford the $26,000 that we should be getting on that parcel, so that again, concerns me. So, I'm looking at being practical, and getting things up front as much as possible. As to fiduciary

responsibilities, yes, we do have a responsibility to bondholders but, first, before the bondholders we have a responsibility to the CDD. I've always said that from the day that we started, the CDD has to be viable, and be able to survive before we can look after other folks. We will look after them for their best interests, but first we have to be able to survive, and we are treading water, we're trying to keep as much water out of the boat as we can, so I'm proposing everybody working together, and having a partnership where everybody can move forward with this, and the CDD needs cash today, not years from now. We need to go with this, and I'm very disappointed that what you guys came back with is $8,000, with all the needs that the CDD has, and I would motion that we, if you have a deadline of the 27th then I would motion that we reconvene on the 27th, even tomorrow we could reconvene if that's enough time, and I'll leave it up to them how much time they need, and what do you call it Gerry to hold this meeting open?
Mr. Knight: To recess and reconvene.
Mr. Cepero: To recess and reconvene.
Mr. Weinstein: Mr. Chairman, if I might interrupt, and this is Irv Weinstein. I would like to hear if I could the comments both from Rich Hans, and the other two Board members, we've heard from Jorge but, we'd like to hear what the other two  Board members have to say, and what the advice of Rich Hans is to the Board.
Ms. Carpenter: And excuse me, this is Jan Carpenter again, and Mr. Chairman, if I could just address quickly, this is not a, what we're going to do,  we've  got  the  application, and the money ready to acquire the property, so it will be a deed, and my clients will own the property, whether they sell or not, they're  going  to  own  it,  and they'll have the obligation to pay O&M. So, this isn't a, if we buy  it, then this happens, this is, we get a deed, we owe the money, we have to pay it, or the District forecloses, and the Tax Collector takes it. So, this is not being compared to a new developer  coming in and taking over, and  buying a w ole  bunch of  lots, and  negotiating  things,  we're ready to go, as I said in two days, we're ready to go and buy this land, and we'll be paying, and you said you're disappointed on the response of $8,000, and we came with that because that's what we had heard from the District, saying would you consider this, this seems
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reasonable, and we went back and talked to our clients, and between the bondholders and my client we said ok, we will come up with enough money to make this reasonable, and so that's where we came up with that, we just didn't come back saying oh sorry, but we don't want to pay that money, we figured out a way to scrape together enough to come back with the offer we had that was reasonable, so I just wanted to make sure you knew that.
Mr. Hans: Jan, this is Rich Hans, and I just want to clarify that $8,000 amount. From both conversations I think with Jan, and Irv, I made it clear that sounded reasonable to get some money, and have a paying entity going forward but, in no sense was that ever an offer, and it was made clear that I didn't have the authority to make that an offer, and it would have to come back to the Board. To me, without getting into all the other items that the Board has gotten into, it's $8,000 to cover this year's, and having a viable developer there, or builder, made some sense but, no way should it be construed as my recommendation that the Board should take it, and I made it clear that it would have to come back to the Board, and they would have other thoughts.
Mr. Knight: I think, and just  a  little  bit  more  history  on  it.  As I understand  it, as Jan pointed out, her client was  not initially  aware  that  the  District  had  O&M on  the  tax  roll on  these  two  parcels  that  was  unpaid,  and   once they found  that out they  asked  Rich, I guess, and correct if I'm wrong, but would it be possible to  remove  that  $26,000  or whatever it is, from the tax roll  by  doing  a  correction  certificate  or  something,  taking  it off, so they wouldn't  have  to  pay  it,  and  then  as  part  of  that  discussion  the  question about paying this year's assessments_  came  up, 1 at  least  paying  this  year's,  and  the response was they  pay a  prorate amount.  Now  their  response  is, they'll pay  it, the  $8,000 for this year but, they still want the District to  take its assessments  off, the  parcels for  the prior years, or not required that to be paid as  part  of  this agreement, so,  that's where we  ended up on that. Again, there are $25,000 or $26,000 owed on these two parcels for prior years assessments for O&M, is that correct Rich?
Mr. Hans: 2015, 2016, and 2017 taxes.
Mr. Knight: Are the years, ok.

Mr. Hans: The current one is November, 2017 and that's what we're talkmg about as saying current.
Mr. Knight: Right, so the outstanding amount owed for  O&M  for  those  two parcels is $25,000 or $26,000 as of today. That's where this $26,000 comes up, and that's where that number comes from. The $100,000 is a proposal by Jorge, it  doesn't  really relate to what this parcel should have paid, as part of its  O&M  obligation,  so  it's  a number which Jorge came up with, which he's looking for a contribution to the CDD  to help cover some of the expenses that the District has but, it doesn't really relate to these, there's nothing that's been assessed against these two parcels that would add up to
$100,000 that we would be lookmg for them to pay ordinarily. So, that's the distinction, the $26,000 is something that was assessed to these two parcels that hasn't been paid at this point, the $100,000 is not.
Mr. Cepero: And, just to give you the rest of the story, and I'm sure the same thing happened with you guys, I got like 50 million calls from the manager's office trying to set up this meeting, and I finally spoke with Rich, and I said what is this, why are we having this meeting, and he explains this settlement agreement to me, and also for the benefit of Jan, so she can see where I'm coming from, and he explains that the bondholders are going to settle their bonds, and the CDD gets nothing. So I said, what do you mean, what about our O&M?
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, and the bondholders essentially would take the payment-that Jan's client would pay to them, and essentially extinguish the bonds, and so this CDD ·  would really just have the east parcel  bonds  left,  and  that's  what  would  happen  at  the end of this transaction after all the dust settles, it would  be  the  east parcel  bonds  that would be outstanding. Aga:in, if Ray  and  Nancy  are willing to share their  thoughts with Jan and I, we'd appreciate it.
Mr. Cepero: Before you do that, let me just finish the story I was sharing, and the call I had with Rich, and Rich please attest to it. I got a little bit excited when I heard that there was $26,000 outstand:ing, and we were going to get zero. So, now we're going to get $8,000 out of $26,000, so the District is not really that much better off, we hav a

promise, and a hope that a new buyer will be able to meet its obligations. We know that the past ones have not, and the bondholders will be able to walk away from that portion of the property, and not have to deal with it again. So it doesn't really matter to them what happens with them in the future, but that piece will still be part of the CDD, and we'll still ha e to deal with it, and be responsible for it. So again, my point, and feel free to share your thoughts but, my point is we get $8,000 today, that's all we can co-qnt on for the whole CDD that's our portion, that's all I have to say.
Ms. Iglesias: Now, this is Nancy, can Jan go back to the bondholders and see if
they can come up with at least what is owed? Mr. Knight: For the $25,000 or $26,000? Ms. Iglesias: Yes, the $26,000.
Mr. Spencer: Yes, I agree with Nancy.
Mr. Weinstein: Nancy, one question I would ask is whether Jorge would  remove his demand for the $100,000?
Mr. Cepero: Well, I don't know if I would call it a demand, or characterize it as a demand, I think I would certainly see it as more of an open discussion. I don't think zero out of that is great either, you know, I think we can work on some of those numbers Irv.
Mr. Weinstein: Jorge let me say this, on the $100,000 from the bondholder's perspective, and I think Jan said from her perspective, it has to be zero.
Ms. Carpenter: Again, I'll jump in, and Gerry you might want to chime in on this, we looked at these parcels, my clients are going to buy the parcels, we hope we can sell them, we think we have somebody ready, we have a contract, if we can't, we're going to own them, we're going to have to pay future CDD assessments, we knew there's almost
$600,000  in  bonds that negotiated  that,  but  this $100,000,  and Mr. Chairman when you
said, you heard the $26,000 you were excited, well when we heard there was $26,000 we got sick to our stomachs, like oh no, there's more money owing  on this,  because  you know you had tax certificates that were paid along the way that paid some of the CDD money. So, we've been sort of paying the CDD over time for the ones my client bought, the $26,000, if we  could figure out a way  to resolve the $26,000, I think we can figure out
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a way to get that done somehow to make everybody happy, but the $100,000 just came in as, there's no legal obligation for us to pay that, or the bondholders, and that's just totally out of the blue, and we can't pay it, there's nothing owed, and I don't think the trustee, or bondholders can pay it, and they're corning out of a fund or whatever.
Mr. Weinstein: Well, again I would go back to Jorge, and ask him whether he will withdraw, and if he doesn't want to call it a demand, call it a request, but essentially whether or not the $100,000 that he's requested will be taken off the table whether we're just talJ.<ing about this assessment now.
Mr. Knight: Before you answer Jorge, let me just clarify s.ometlring, are you asking Irv if the $100,000 would go away, then we're down to discussing the $26,000 that's owed on those 2 parcels?
Mr. Weinstein: That's correct.
Mr. Knight: Ok, and would that include this year's, is that this year's also, is that
in that number?
Mr. Hans: Yes.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
Ms. Iglesias: So the $26,000 includes this year's? Mr. Hans: Correct.
Ms. Iglesias: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: So, let me pose the question to you guys on the table here, and I'm talking to the Board members Irv, I feel strongly, I mean no question about it, the commercial parcels have to pay the $26,000, and when I say the commercial parcels, I'm not referring to any particular, we have two parties on the phone, I'rn not saying which one should pay what but, the CDD should be paid for the commercial outstanding on them.
Mr. Spencer: At least the $26,000.
Mr. Cepero: Right, at least the $26,000 because what's basically happening here is, the county is going to get its money, the bondholders are going to get their money, and we're not. So that's part one, I also feel very strongly that we have to get some more
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funding in here, we have a lot of, and you guys know about the potholes, and all the other things with the lakes, and we have to get this stuff done. I asked for $100,000, and maybe that was a little bit ambitious, I think something should be due, or should be entertained, I would have to think about that number, but what they're basically saying is, forget about the $100,000, maybe we'll think about the $26,000, and I don't know if that means they'll come back with a counter offer, or they'll agree to the $26,000 but, where do you guys stand as to the two parts, the $26,000 for the commercial parcels, whether for sure we have to get that, and whether we should·get some additional funds
beyond that because everybody is getting something out of  it,  so  do  we just live with the
'
$26,000 or do you feel that maybe a little bit more on the other side also?
Ms. Iglesias: I agree with you.
Mr. Spencer: Yes, I think we need to get a little bit more than just the $26,000, if
everybody else is going to benefit from this.
Mr. Knight: Well, let me jump in again.
Mr. Weinstein: In your description of benefiting, you need to keep in mind that the bondholders are taking a significant loss and again, let me reiterate, there's no room whatsoever for negotiation on the $100,000 from my client's perspective. I'm willing, and it's something that we can talk about at this meeting because I don't want this meeting to be continued, and it's something that I can get the necessary approval quickly, and this can be resolved, but the $100,000 from the bondholder's perspective has to be zero.
Mr. Cepero: And, to back up what Irv's saying, that everybody in this project has
been hurt, from day one, there's body's strewn across the field on the side of the road, including the bondholders, ·and including Floridian, and many other folks, so that's absolutely true, ':1-Ild legitimate but, we're going to continue getting hurt moving forward as the CDD, so we have to make sure that the CDD is in as stable a position as possible. So, Irv is saying absolutely no to any portion of the $100,000, even $1 so that's I guess what we have to consider now.
Ms. Iglesias: Jan was also saying that.
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Mr. Knight: Let me just say something, I just wanted to say, and Irv said it, I just wanted to remind the Board, and I'm just trying to talk about he facts here, I'm not taking a position but, the bondholders are taking a hit, what is the outstanding bonds on these two parcels, $600,000 did you say earlier?
Mr. Hans: Yes, $578,000.
Mr. Knight: So they're taking $200,000, and this is what Jan's client is offering to them, as I understand it, and it's in the agreement $200,000.
Mr. Weinstein: That's correct.
Mr. Knight: So they're taking one third of  what  they're  theoretically  entitled  to get, and the District again, we're owed $26,000, and what Jorge asked for  both  in his  letter, was to pay the $26,000, plus the $100,000 but, pay the $26,000, so if the District got the $26,000 we would be whole in terms of what we're owed from this parcel.
Ms. Iglesias: Right.
Mr. Knight: Maybe not have enough money to do all the things we need to do but, we would get what we are owed from this parcel at least.
Mr. Spencer: And, we'd be in better shape than we are now.
Mr. Knight: Yes. Ms. Iglesias: Right.
Mr. Knight: Anyway, that's all.
Mr. Cepero: Well my further suggestion, and Irv I'm sorry you feel like this is personal, and I have a grudge but, I really am looking at this just purely black and white numbers, and I would again encourage you, and I think you're a good guy, and you've done a great job at defending your client over the years here and elsewhere, so I have great respect for you, and I would ask you to give it one more shot, go back to the bondholders, and if you don't want to continue for tomorrow, we can continue the meeting for half an hour, and rm flexible, I'm willing to work with you, or if the bondholders are no, then maybe Jan's folks can kick in a little bit more but, we need a little bit more than the $26,000.

Mr. Weinstein: Well, Jorge what I'rn saying is that I've had extensive conversations with the bondholders, and current conversations with thern, and there's just no way that any amount of money will be contributed by them for this $100,000 element. Jan can speak for her client, but on the $100,000, continuing will do no good because I've already adequately discussed it with rny client.
Ms. Carpenter: And I'll jump in, my client came to the settlement of the $200,000 with the bondholders, they're taking their 60% sorne loss, and I believe the bondholders probably came back with the $8,000 saying, well we're taking this big loss, let's have an equivalent, we'll help the District with the $8,000, and that puts them in about the equivalent position that we're in on these parcels. So it was reasonable, and if the $26,000 is still the amount out there, I don't think my client has any rnore money but we can certainly talk to the bondholder but, this $100,000 really came out of the blue and there's no relation between that and the parcels, and the proposed settlement, and I don't want to get nasty but I do think you're setting the CDD up for claims, I mean you're asking for something that's not owed, that maybe is related to prior dealings with the trustee, and that's not fair, it's. not part of this deal and it's going to interrupt my client's transaction, it's going to interrupt your relationship with the trustee, and I would hate to see the CDD be forced to pay legal fees on that side of it when you're in it sounds like such financial straits. So the extraneous $100,000 comes off the table because that just sort of came into this, and we're down to the $26,000, then I think it would make sense to take a short break and perhaps Irv and I can each get with our clients, and talk to each other, and come back to see if we can come up with something closer to where you want to be.
Mr. Weinstein: By the way, when we talk about the $26,000, Rich is that the number, $26,000, what's the number precisely?
Mr. Hans: I don't have it in front of rne, and I'm looking for emails right now. Mr. Cepero: I may have it in here, let me look for emails.
Mr. Weinstein: What Jorge said in his email, $26,472.22. Mr. Cepero: I forwarded whatever you had sent me Rich. ·


I
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, and that's including the Tax Collector, and I don't know if
you can get it off this quickly at this point, because that's the 7% markup for them, or 4%, I'm not sure what the county is. So do we have an exact number because that would be helpful to know?
Mr. Cepero: What I have is $26,472.22, is this it?
Mr. Hans: Yes, $8,824.07 per year was the O&M amount for 3 years, so it's
$26,472.22.
Ms. Carpenter: And that's what's on the tax roll now; that's what you'll get the check from them if we redeem it?
Mr. Knight: Well, that's the O&M without interest and all that stuff, right?
Mr. Hans: Yes, that's the amount that was levied, so if someone were to pay now they would get interest and penalties.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok, and I'm just not sure if you can get it off the tax roll that quickly.
Mr. Weinstein:  Again, I guess two  points I would make and one, as I've tried to
say   before,   while  we  can  talk  about,  and   negotiate   what  we're  calling  this roughly
$26,000 number, there's no point in discussing that if the $100,000 or any portion of it is still on the table. So, I'm willing to take a couple of minutes, and I don't think it would take a long time, and Jan and I can talk, and I can talk to appropriate other people, and get back but, if we come back and there's still discussion about the $100,000 then there's no point in our having done that.· So I guess I'm asking for a sense of the Board as to whether  or not it's worth having that discussion with my client and with Jan about  this
$26,000.
Mr. Knight: I think if the_ Board was inclined to do what Irv is requesting the
'
Board could in fact, or one thing the Board could do is make a motion to approve the settlement subject to the payment of the $26,000 for the property, or what's owed to the District on the property, if that's your position and then we wouldn't have to recess.
Mr. Cepero: Well but they still need to recess to confer to see if they can get to the
$26,000.
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Mr. Weinstein: What I'm saying is, we can have that discussion but I don't want to have it if we still have to talk about anything that has to do with the $100,000.
Mr. Knight: Well I was just thinking if someone made that motion, and then seconded it, and then we wouldn't vote on it until you came back, so then you'd know that's what the motion is in front of the Board.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok, well the motion could be voted down, and then they could resurrect the $100,000, and I'm not trying to be cute about it, I'm just trying to get a sense of the Board whether the Board will retreat from this $100,000, and it needs to be zero.
Mr. Knight: I think that's the Board's position, the $100,000 that was a suggestion made by one member of the Board.
Mr. Cepero: Gerry, if you could state the motion.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, but I understood, I think Ray is the one who said it would be nice to get some portion, or whoever said it, so it wasn't just Jorge, so again, I would just like to know if it's the sense of the Board that we're completely moving away from the $100,000 and that aspect of this discussion is now settled to be zero.
Mr. Hans: Just before we recess if you want to discuss it, one thing I want to just clarify Irv, you stated the bonds on the east parcel would be the only bonds that would be outstanding, that has been prepaid, the money was sent in a while back, I think we sent some information as to exactly when that happened.
Mr. Weinstein: You know you're right, and I forgot about that, so that really would mean that there would be_nothing outstanding.
Mr. Hans: Right, and I think this is part of the settlement agreement, or maybe just some comfort for the District level is, if the bonds are on the west parcel, which is the one that the county owns, those will be formally cancelled as a part of this whole deal, and then there's no outstanding bonds at all for the District.
Mr. Weinstein: Rich, you're right, and I don't think we really need to involve Jan with this, I mean from her perspective of it is that her client would have no debt service assessments, and that's clearly part of the settlement agreement but, what you just described I had forgotten about that with the respect to the east parcel, there's some clean
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up, and again, I don't think that really involves Jan, and her client, but that's clean up that we would attend to, and that's really more ministerial in nature I think.
Mr. Hans: Ok, but just knowing that's going to be gone, and there's not going to be something to re-assess that parcel in the future, will make our discussion about future costs for the District, and what we actually can live with would be known better. With the bonds we know are completely gone, admin costs will change somewhat, and maybe that could affect the $100,000, or any part of that $100,000 that Jorge is looking for.
Mr. Weinstein: But again, so is it the sense of the Board  that we can forget  about the $100,000 request?
Ms. Iglesias: Can we move forward with what we all agree to, the assessments and reconvene with the $100,000?
Mr. Cepero: You mean the $26,000?
Ms. Iglesias: Right, that's what's owed. Mr. Spencer: So you want to motion that?
Mr. Knight: Well, they wanted to take a few minutes but, do you want a motion on that Irv?
Mr. Weinstein: I mean, frankly I'm ok with just hearing the sense of the Board.
Mr. Knight: Well, I think a motion would fairly describe that, and if they got a second that would tell you what the sense of the Board was.
Mr. Weinstein: Alright, go ahead.
Mr. Knight: The motion would be to approve the settlement agreement, with the change in it that the amount paid to the District for past O&M would be paid as part of the settlement.
Mr. Weinste•in: Well, let's put a dollar amount in there Gerry. Mr. Knight: Ok.
Ms. Carpenter: So up to the $26,472.22. Mr. Knight: Right, it would be $26,472.22. Mr. Hans: Yes.
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Mr. Knight: So, the amount that Rich previously stated, so they would pay that, the District would get that money as part of the settlement, and then the effect of that would be right Rich, that we would not remove it from. the roll, or we would still remove it?
Ms. Carpenter: If we can't get it off it's probably better that my client pay it, and
then anything in excess you get over the $26,472.22, you'd reimburse, that might be the easier way, if  there's interest or something, if  we  could take it off  that would be great but I don't know if you can.
Mr. ght: Right, but anyway we would end up with $26,472.22, whatever the assessments were on that property that is currently owed outstanding, as $26,472.22.
Mr. Weinstein: It's really .21, .22 is what Jorge indicated but, I just did the math.
Ms. Carpenter: I'll throw in the penny, rn.y client will throw the penny in to get
this done.
Mr.  Knight:	Anyway, so they approve the agreement subject to the District receiving its assessments for O&M on those two parcels thatare outstanding.
Mr. Weinstein: And again Gerry, I'd rather have an amount in the motion.
Mr. Knight: Ok, in the amount of $26,472.22.
Mr. Weinstein: $26,472.21.
Mr. Knight: That would be the motion if anybody wanted to make it. Mr. Cepero: Do you guys want to make the motion?
Mr. Weinstein: Ok, and I'm not sure I completely followed the motion, is  the motion to approve the settlement in escrow agreement  in  substantially  the  form submitted  because  there  are a couple  of  little  clean up  things that we  need  to  do,  and
plus,  if we  do  come  up  with  the  $26,472.21  then  we  need  to  juggle  a  couple  of the
numbers. In other words, the $200,000 is probably going to be reduced by some amount, and the amount that Jan's client will be paying will be increased by a commensurate amount, so again, if it were approved in substantially that form, if that's the motion then again, we can take a couple of minutes, and get back.
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Mr. Knight: So would the maker of the motion agree to modify the motion to say that the agreement is approved in substantially form with the amendment that we just discussed? Did you accept that change in your motion?
Mr.  Spencer: Yes.
Mr. Knight: Ok, and seconded? Ms. Iglesias: Yes.
Mr. Knight: Ok, so that's fine Irv.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok, and I guess Jan, another thing is, just in the context of getting the document signed, in order for you to do this in a timely fashion, you really would need these documents to be signed by the District, your client, and my client by today?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, I think that would be good, and maybe Gerry or Rich could hold them in escrow, but yes we would need those signed documents today, and we have the Board there, and I think the signature pages were all separate so we could make the changes to the agreement later.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, because again, even in the release I just mentioned to Jan that there was a typo in a date, 2007 was typed as 2017, but that's not on the signature page but again, I guess if this is approved then we would need everybody to sign this thing, and I can get the trustee to sign it today, and it probably ·_ought to be sent to me because our firm is the escrow agent under this agreement, so that probably would make the most sense.
Mr. Knight: Do you want us to wait for the vote, or do you want us to take the vote now?
Mr. Weinstein: Well Jan, I think they probably could take the vote now couldn't
they?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, unless we can't come up with quite $26,000.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, if we can't come up with quite $26,000 then I guess, we'd
want to reconvene, so maybe it does make sense to take a couple of minutes.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
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Mr. Weinstein: And, we can be pretty  quick  about this.  So I'm going to put  you on mute and leave the phone line open, and hopefully in a couple of minutes I'll be back.  Is that agreeable to the group?
Mr. Cepero: Irv this is Jorge again, I'm certainly willing to be flexible here and go along, you had the motion put forward and it has been seconded, we can hold on the vote but you draw a hard line on the $100,000, and I don't like it, I'm still thinking whether, even if the other two members of the Board vote yes, I may basically have a protest vote here, or whether I should be more a team person, and if they're going to go with it, join them. I don't want to be a pain in the butt either but, if you come back with
$15,000 instead of $26,000 then it's a no vote for me, so if it's $15,000 or $20,000 or $23,000 so we're at $26,000, that has to be the hard number.
Mr. Weinstein: Alright, just give me a couple of minutes if you would.
Mr. Cepero: Thank you Irv, and Jan.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok, so I'll do the same thing.
Mr. Knight: Ok so we're going to move on with the agenda while you all figure that out.
Ms. Carpenter: Do you need us to hang up, or with the hold kill your music or anything if I put you on hold?
Mr. Weinstein: I don't put them on hold, I put them on mute. Ms. Carpenter: Ok, that sounds good, let me do :that as well.
-	Hans: Ok, so they're on hold from our end. Ms. Iglesias: Right.

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance of Audit for Fiscal
Year Ending September 30, 2017
Mr. Hans: So, we'll move forward with the items. In your packet we have item No. 4, which is acceptance of the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2017. It's a clean audit, it's in compliance with the provisions of the Auditor General, so there's nothing in there, although we do have our typical findings for nonpayment on the bonds that we've had every year.
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Mr. Cepero: So let me ask you, so the east parcel doesn't have bonds either then?
Mr. Hans: Right. These parcels paid their principle, they paid it off, they sent money in January.
Mr. Cepero: So there would be no bonds.
Mr. Hans: My point is, to get them formally, they kind of linger, the bonds that are on that west parcel. Well, it went to the county, so if he's going to write them off, and say the bonds are totally defeased, then there's no bonds, you could dissolve the District almost if you wanted to.
Mr. Cepero: As long as that stays outstanding in the west parcel, we're going to continue getting audits saying that those are in default.
Mr. Hans: Right. Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Hans: So, I think we just need something formally from the bondholder defeasing, or cancelling the bond$.
Mr. Knight: I don't think we can do that, in the day and a half we got.
Mr. Hans: No, but I think Irv already. said on the phone call that they would cancel, they would be gone.
Mr. Knight: Right, it's their intent to cancel the bonds that are outstanding on the west parcel.
Mr. Hans: Right, so that would clean that up, and this would go away. Mr. Cepero: Ok, so next year we'll have a clean audit?
Mr. Hans: No, not next year, the year after next year. Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Hans: So, a motion to accept the audit would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the audit for Fiscal  Year ending September 30, 2017 was approved.
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Mr. Hans: Moving on to staff reports, under attorney, discussion of the 2018 legislative session memorandum, Mr. Knight?

	Attorney - Discussion of 2018 Legislative Session Memorandum and Recently Approved Legislation

Mr. Knight: There's very little in that memorandum, if you all want to read it on your own, and if you have any questions about it I'll be glad to try to answer it. It's just about what happened at the 2018 legislature that will affect CDDs and, there wasn't much there.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, I read about it before.
Mr. Hans: Right, it's the same as Portofino Vista, or one of the other ones.


	Engineer

Mr. Hans: Under engineer, there's no engineer here today for any report.


	Manager - Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from the Commission on Ethics

Mr. Hans: Under manager, financial disclosure report, where are we on those?
So, as of last week when this went out, Nancy, Jorge and Ray have not filed your forms.
Mr. Cepero: I filed mine like last week or something like that, I did it by mail though.
Ms. Iglesias: Yes, I did too. Mr. Spencer: I did mine today. Mr. Hans:· Ok.
Ms. Iglesias: I sent mine via email.
Mr. Hans: Ok, so the books are done a week ahead before the meeting, but we'll double check to make sure, but that's good, make sure you get them in because it's getting close where they start fining.
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
 Financial Reports
Mr. Hans: Then we have our financial reports, the balance sheet and income statement. If there are any questions or discussion, we can take those, or a motion to approve would be in order.
Mr. Cepero: So, there's no bill or invoices, where are those?
Mr. Hans: Probably not because we just met recently, so they probably haven't cut any checks since then, or we don't have any money to cut any checks. Well, it actually shows some cash there.
Mr. Knight: We need to dial back in, because I'm getting an email from Irv, or a text message for us to dial back in.
Mr. Hans: Ok. Let me just get a motion on the balance heet and income statement accepting that would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.





mute?
 Mr. Hans: Hello Irv?
Mr. Weinstein: Rich, can you pick up the phone please, I think you have us on


Mr. Hans: Yes, it's off now, can you hear us?
Mr. Weinstein: Yes. Jan and I have reached an agreement that the District will get
the $26,472.21.
Mr. Cepero: Good.
Ms. Carpenter:  We  just need to figure out how to do that with the tax bills and all,   I can't tell from the bills out there what of the Tax Collector's payments go to the District, and what doesn't of that $26,000.
Mr. Weinstein: I guess what we'd like, well first of all, I don't think they voted on the motion yet, but assuming that the motion is adopted then I guess we need to have both the signature page for the agreement signed, and the signature page for the release
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signed, .and that both of those signature pages if you would send them to me, I guess by overnight probably would make sense, and Jan, if you would do the same. Rich, there is one little housekeeping thing, there's a place for a fax number for you, in the notice section, can you give me that?
Mr. Hans: Yes it's 954-721-9202.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok. So, again, we need to make a couple of tweaking changes because the amount that the bondholders will get will be reduced but, in the end the agreement will say that the O&M payment that will be made by the developer which will be the $26,472.21. So, can we ask that the motion be voted on?
Mr. Knight: Yes, in just a second. Irv, is there a provision, and I didn't see it but there might be one in here, where the agreement says, if this doesn't happen, if  the property isn't purchased off the list by Jan's client prior to a certain date, this agreement goes away.
Ms. Carpenter: We say it's contingent upon acquisition, and timely payments, do you want to put a date in there?
Mr. Knight: Well, I'm saying we don't want this sitting out there a year from now
i
or two.
Ms. Carpenter: Let's say September 30th, that's the end of the fiscal year.
Mr. Knight: Ok, that's ok with me.
Ms. Carpenter: I think it will happen much quicker.
Mr. Knight: I'm just saying there should be an end to it at some come point, if
you're not going ahead with it.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, and I'll circulate a revised version of this settlement agreement with a marked copy so you'll see the changes, but again, the signature pages should change at all, and so everybody should just go ahead, and sign the signature pages, but the District also needs to sign the release.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
Ms. Carpenter: And, Rich I guess if you can get with the Tax Collector and figure out what would come off that payment so we basically know whether we're paying the
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$174,000, or whether we're going to have to pay to the Tax Collector, and get a rebate or how that Vvill look.
Mr. Hans: Alright, we'll find out today whether they'll take it off.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok, because that would certainly save money for everybody.
Mr. Hans: Right, because we would take off the $26A72.21, and they would submit a check for the $26A72.21 directly to us.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok.
Mr. Knight: And, that brings up another point, if we deliver the signature pages to you, and Irv, you're getting them in escrow in affect, if the District gets these off the tax roll then, the escrow condition would be that the District receives the funds before those pages can be released right?
Mr. Weinstein: Well the way the escrow works is that, we as escrow agent don't record the release until everything else is done.
Mr. Knight: Ok, alright.
Mr. Weinstein: In other words, it's our responsibility to record the release, does that address your issue?
Mr. Knight: Yes, it does. As long as it's clear that it's uot  recorded  until  the  District receives its funds, if the District is going to take the assessments off the roll.
Mr. Weinstein: Jan, do you have any thoughts on that? ·
Ms. Carpenter: I guess we'll know quic1:<).y, if we can get them off the roll today, I think we're prepared to take title tomorrow. I think as soon as that happens we'll take title, and then we'll make the payment.
Mr. Weinstein: So, you'll send the payment, and I guess we should send you some wire instructions to wire the amount we're going to be holding in escrow.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, please. Mr. Weinstein: Alright.
Ms. Carpenter: So we're not going to be able to finalize until Rich finds out if he can pull it from the roll, if he can't then we'll have to figure out, maybe Rich·can tell us
what the number on the roll is, and what the District is going to get with the reimbursement.
Mr. Hans: Right, well I have no way of really calculating what the interest of penalties we would receive but, if the money came in, the District would just keep
$26,472.21, and forward anything else that came in.
Mr. Knight: In excess of that back to Jan's client. Mr. Hans: Right.
Mr. Weinstein:	I didn't follow that Rich, if the money were more than the
$26,472.21 what would you do with the difference?
Mr. Hans: It would go to either the bondholder, or to Jan, I'm not sure who gets that money back but, the District would only keep the $26,472.21.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, and I think the answer is the bondholder, I think Jan would agree with that, so in other words give it to us.
Ms. Carpenter: Well, it depends on.what it is, so let's figure it out.
Mr. Knight: Well, in your revision to the agreement maybe you address that, who the District returns the excess to.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok, because we're going to have a hard time telling what's owed to the bondholders, and what's owed to the District because they don't break out O&M on the tax bills each year.
Mr. Knight: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: Well, aren't they on the tax roll now?
Mr. Knight: Yes.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok, so can the Board vote now? Mr. Knight: Yes, there's a motion on the floor. Mr. Hans: All in favor say "aye".
Ms. Iglesias:  "Aye."
Mr . Spencer: "Aye."
Mr. Hans: Jorge?
Mr. Cepero: I really want to say no, but I don't want II'\'.' to walk away from this District thinking that I don't want to be a team player, so I will say yes as well.
Mr. Hans: Ok, so that's all in favor. Mr. Weinstein: Thank you.

On MOTION by Mr. Spencer seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the Settlement Agreement in substantially final form, subject to the change in the amount of $26,472.21 to be paid to the District for past O&M assessments on the two parcels that are outstanding was approved.


Mr. Hans: So, then one motion I would like is to authorize staff to remove the O&M assessment from the tax roll for those 3 years, if possible.
Mr. Cepero: For the $26,472.21?
Mr. Hans: Yes, the $8,800 whatever per year.
Mr. Cepero: Right, but do we need to remove it first, or once the settlement is done then we remove it?
Mr. Hans: No, if we can remove it now, we only have a day or two, and then they'll send us a check for the $26,472.21.
Mr. Cepero: And, if nothing happens by September 30th, can we put it back? Mr. Hans: Good question.
Mr. Knight: That is a good question.
Mr. Hans: I think it's best if you just pay the taxes.
Mr. Knight: It sounds like, we're better off if you just paid what's owed and then we reimburse you any excess over, and above the amount we agreed to.
Mr. Hans: Right.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, I was just trying save the 7%.
Mr. Knight: I understand, you'll get it back but, let's say, and Jorge makes a good point, if we take it off, and then this deal doesn't go through for some reason, now it's off theTax roll, what do we do? So, we'd like to leave it on there.
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paid?
 Mr. Weinstein: So what's the suggestion, that the $26,472.21, how do you want it


Mr. Knight:	If  you  pay  it  as  part  of  your  payment  to  the  county,  it's my
understanding that amount comes back to the District as its 5hare of that, whatever you pay as one of the taxing authorities. That's what I'm thinking Rich.
Mr. Weinstein: Let me ask you this, is there any benefit if Jan's client just pays that
$26,472.21 to the escrow agent, and it's held in escrow? Does that make any sense?
Ms. Carpenter: No, I think what he's saying is the concern is if for some reason we don't go through with ifin the next day or two, and they pull it off the tax roll, they'd have to put it back on the next year.
Mr. Weinstein: Ok. Well if they put it back on next year, is there any harm?
Mr. Knight: Yes, it's just a pain, because we'd have to put it all on for those 3 years, we'd have to put it all back on the tax roll for next year, which we'd prefer not to do.
Mr. Weinstein: I mean what's the difference? Hopefully that's not going to happen, but if it does what's the difference?
Mr. Knight: Well if anybody was interested in buy that certificate for next year, they're going to have to pay a lot more than they would have to pay if they just paid the annual assessment.
Ms. Carpenter: Can we reduce the $26,000 by the 7% or whatever the Tax Collector gets? It's not a lot of money but it's a couple thousand dollars. Isn't that the mark up, it's 7% the county where they charge 7%, or is it too late? You know what, in the interest of getting this done, let's just pay it.
Mr. Knight: Then when the District gets the money from the Tax Collector we'll give you back whatever you're owed.
Ms. Carpenter: But can we confirm that for some reason the Tax Collector doesn't get that much, I don't want us to have to owe something more than we pay, that's my concern. Our estoppel didn't show this.
Mr. Knight: Well what you owe would be in addition to our assessment.
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Ms. Carpenter: Ok, then there's nothing on the Tax Collector then you're saying, on those 3 years? I guess the Board doesn't need to be held up for this. We just need to be clear that what we're paying the Tax Collector is either going to pay that, or not pay it, I just want to make sure we know where that money is.
. Mr. Knight: I think you should still try to get it off the roll, see if they'll take it off, I'm thinking, before the 27th, and if they will then her client will just pay Irv, the escrow agent, the $26,000 whatever. Putting it back on the roll if it just doesn't go through is going to be problematic probably, and putting it all on one tax year is not going to help sell the certificate.· I think we can all agree is, and we need to confirm this with the Tax Collector, or with the clerk because it's in the hands of the clerk now because it's on the roll. They'll pay all the taxing authorities including the District, once they get the money, and then we'll keep what we are owed, the $26,000 whatever, and we'll pay them back the excess.
Mr. Hans: What are you guys doing with the debt on the roll?
Mr. Weinstein: I beg your pardon?
Mr. Hans: So the debt service that's been on the roll is subject to the late fees and interest so you're going to be paying if it's at 8% or whatever?
Mr. Weinstein: I mean in terms of debt service the bondholders are going to get what Florida Tax Lien Assets pays us, and that will wipe out the debt service assessment.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, but your question is, part of that is on the tax roll as well.
Mr. Hans: Right.
Ms. Carpenter: I mean it needs to get pulled off.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, that needs to be pulled off the roll.
Ms. Carpenter: It has to all be pulled off  the  roll, and  then we make the payment of $200,000 and just split that to the $26,000 to the District, and $174,000 to the escrow agent.
Mr. Hans: So you would like the District to take off the debt and the O&M for the last 3 years?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes.
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Mr. Knight: But, the debt has been on there longer than the last 3 years.
Mr. Weinstein: But, really that I mean the $200,000 or whatever the reduced amount is, that's going to go to the bondholders, that can't be paid off until it's released from escrow right?
Ms. Carpenter: Correct.
Mr. Hans: Can we do this, why don't we finish the meeting, and then we can go through these, so the Board can finish up and we can just figure out how we're going to handle this.
Mr. Weinstein: That's fine, in the meantime I'll get out, hopefully, in the next 2 hours or so, like I said, a marked copy of this settlement agreement putting in things like the fax number, and correcting a couple of typos, and things like that, and we can focus on this issue.
Mr. Hans: Right. Ok, so before we finish, I'd like to go back to the Board, and go back to that request for a motion to authorize the District, for myself to remove the last 3 years of assessments, if needed.
Mr. Cepero: I'm sorry, did we say that we could put it back on the roll, or we're not sure?
Mr. Hans: We could.
Mr. Knight: We could put them back, the question is in my mind anyway is, if we put all $26,000 back on for 1 year, it's going to make the certificate a lot more unattractive to a potential purchaser.
Mr. Hans: And we're talking debt assessment as well.
Mr. Knight: I don't know if we have to put the debt back on. I don't know, you all have to work out the mechanics of this I think _but, our position is, we get the $26,000 whatever it is, in the end we get that amount, however the mechanics are worked out but, that's the amount the District is owed.
Mr. Weinstein: Right. Now again, the appropriate person will sign the escrow agreement, and the release, and send the signature pages to me as escrow agent?

Mr. Knight: We'll have the District chairman sign them, and Rich will send them to you overnight.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, just send them to me, I'll hold them in escrow.
Mr. Knight: You'll hold them until we review the revised agreement and make sure it's ok, and we'll send it to anybody else that wants to look at it. If you want to look at it Nancy, I'll send it to you.
Ms. Iglesias: That's fine.
Mr. Weinstein: But the signature pages won't change.
Mr. Knight: Right.
Mr. Hans: Alright, so we're back to on the roll, off the roll. I mean if I'm going to take them off, I need authorization to take them off the roll.
Mr. Knight: So, you're going to motion to authorize, if necessary, to make, this deal work. If that's the mechanics we have to go through to resolve this, that's the question. That was the request initially that we remove them from the roll, a month ago, whenever this started so that they could pay directly when we settled, whatever they were going to pay, or just get rid of them off the roll.
Mr. Cepero: And, we need to do this because they want to pay the money directly?
Mr. Knight: If we don't rerr;iove them from the rolls, her client is going to go, and redeem everything, so the money will go through the Tax Collector, and come back to the tax authority to this District, the part its entitled to, and then we would keep $26,000 whatever of that, and send the rest back to the bondholder, or to whoever they tell us to.
Mr. Cepero: What's wrong with that?
Ms. Carpenter: And, that can take several months.
Mr. Knight: Right, that can take several months.
Mr. Hans: Why several months?
Mr. Knight: So you'd get it faster than that?
Mr. Hans: Yes.
Mr. Knight: So, Rich is saying you'd get it faster than that.
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Mr. Hans: Typically, if yc;m paid this month, we'd get it in the middle of next month when they do the disbursement.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes but, the bondholders won't get their money even then for another month, and then we can get clear title.
Mr. Weinstein:  Right,  and I'm hoping that we can essentially  wrap this up, and   get out of the escrow within a week or so, I mean Jan is that reasonable?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, if we can take these 3 off the tax roll, we can make the payrnent1    and  this will all be done, acquire the property, the 27th on Thursday or Friday, and then make the payment to the District, and the trustee, and we're done.
Mr. Weinstein: Right, but if we take it off the tax roll, and for whatever reason this deal blows up1   then we need to put it back on the tax roll with respect to the debt service right Rich?
Mr. Hans: Well, that's what we were talking about.
Ms. Carpenter: Correct but, I think if you also got the escheating problem then. It doesn't really matter because, I mean you need to put it back on for recordkeeping.
Mr. Weinstein: Right. Alright, let's do it that way Rich, if that makes sense to you. Mr. Hans: Well, Jorge has something to say I think.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, I'm just concerned about putting it all back together. Ms. Carpenter: Why don't we talk after so the Board can finish?
Mr. Hans: Well, we need authorization from. the Board, so we need to keep them.
here.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok.
Ms. Iglesias: What was your concern Jorge?
Mr. Cepero: If we put it all back, and unfortunately the deal doesn't go through
and we need to put it back on the tax roll, then the certificate that year is not going to sell, it's going to be too much.
Mr. Hans: But, do we have to put the debt back on the roll?
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, I mean if the settlement blows up we'd have to put the debt service back on the roll.
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Mr. Cepero: What's the debt?
Mr. Weinstein: But, I mean nobody is going to buy the tax certificate anyway.
Mr. Knight: No.
Mr. Cepero: Why not, because it's on the county's list?
Mr. Knight: Well, Irv makes a good point, they're not going to buy a certificate for a property that's on the county list because they're going to be wiped out when an escheatment deed is issued.
Mr. Cepero: So are we taking off only the O&M, or are we taking off also the, whatever bond?
Mr. Knight: We're taking off the O&M, and now Irv is suggesting we also ask the Tax Collector to take off the debt.
Mr. Cepero: How much is that?
Mr. Hans: It's in that spreadsheet.
Mr. Cepero: But, that was including all future bonds in that $600,000 something.
Mr. Hans: No, it had a breakout of the annual assessment, I thought I put it on
there.
Mr. Knight: Ok, so the annual assessment.
Mr. Weinstein: So, we'd be taking it off the tax roll, the debt service, but it would
be with respect to debt service assessment that haven't been paid by a tax certificate.
Mr. Knight: The more I think about it, I think we have to leave it on the tax roll, and when we get paid, we give them back their money, I don't know.
Ms. Carpenter: Correct, that's the last 3 years.
Mr. Weinstein: The stuff we're taking off, nobody has bought those tax certificates or else the debt service would have been paid.
Ms. Carpenter: Exactly, and we wouldn't be asked to pay it by the Tax Collector.
Mr. Cepero: This is just O&M, or is this also the commercial parcels?
Mr. Hans: It's $251,000.
Mr. Cepero: So how do you get to a million dollars from $251,000?
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Mr. Hans: All the certificates that are prior certificates that have to be redeemed, these are just the last 3 years that no certificates sold.
Mr. Cepero: Oh, the last 3 years, so there's other years. Mr. Hans: There's certificates that have sold.
Mr. Knight: All certificates, and all delinquent taxes have to be paid. Mr. Hans: Right, plus the county fees.
Mr. Knight: I'm thinking the way to go is to leave them on the tax roll, pay this, and then when we get the money, we return the excess to whoever you'll tell us to, same with the debt. I mean, I don't know how you're handling the debt but, that wciuld be the same thing, and then you could record the release, you'd have the release in escrow.
Mr. Hans: That would be the simplest, quickest, and would show a commitment on the purchaser side that they're going to go through.
Mr. Knight: And, Rich is saying that he expects to get the money back faster than 2 to 3 months. I don't know without talking to the Tax Collector, and everybody, you know what the process should be.
Mr. Cepero: I'd rather do it that way.
Ms. Carpenter: Well, if we don't do it these 3 years that we found that weren't paid is about $160,000 due to the District, then you'd have to have an apportionment of what's due to the trustee, and what's due to the District, and then we'd have to pay the difference to whichever-party is owed something. Now, if you can calculate that out for us, then it can stay on the roll.
Mr. Hans: Well, the District would just take $26,472.21 for O&M, and the balance would just go to your escrow account, or to the trustee, and then you guys split it however it's supposed to be split. The District is concerned with getting their $26,472.21.
Ms. Carpenter: Well, I have to confirm the numbers, I have the tax bills in front of me but, I don't have current interest, and all that right now, I just texted my client to ask if they could get it for me. If the Board can approve this, and can't calculate it from the tax bills to make it work, then we could take it off the roll as sort of a last resort to make this happen.

Mr. Hans: I'm not sure we could calculate it. We keep $26,472.21, and you give Irv the $200,000 and everything else is yours.
Ms. Carpenter: But if the 3 years stay on the tax roll, we're paying about $160,000 to the District, to the Tax Colle_ctor; so we can't pay that $160,000 plus the $200,000. If we pay that, we have to take some of that money the District gets which would go back to the bondholders, that's why it would be cleaner to take that off the tax roll.
Mr. Knight: Well, you're right, and one way to do it for you to pay everything to get the property that's currently owed, and then you pay us the $26,000, you pay the bondholders $200,000 and then you pay everything that's owed on the tax roll, and then when we get our money we return the whole amount to you but, that you'd be paying twice for a while anyway.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, and my folks can't get that much cash.
Mr. Hans: But, I think everyone would be satisfied if you made the payment, and you have a receipt of the payment to the Tax Collector for everything outstanding, then you can release the title.
Mr. Knight: Well, we wouldn't have our money at that point right?
Mr. Hans: No, but we know we're going to get it.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, but you know that it was paid to the Tax Collector, like Rich said, why isn't that good enough?
Mr. Knight: Right, and you would do the same on the debt side, you'd do the same Irv?
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, we could estimate Irv, you get this much back, and give you the balance, and again, I don't know how much interest they're tacking on to this to be able to figure out what the real numbers you're going to get are, that's my concern.
Mr. Knight: Well, we'll know when we get it.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, but Irv's client is going to want the difference of what they're not getting in.from the Tax Collector, they're not getting their whole $200,000 from the Tax Collector, only about $140,000 maybe to the Tax Collector.
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Mr. Weinstein: But, I don't want to get the $200,000  from the Tax Collector,  I  mean our deal is that we get the $200,000 or whatever the reduced nuni.ber  is because  we're kicking in our share of the $26,000, so we want that money from your client.  We don't want it from the Tax Collector.
Ms. Carpenter: Well, that's why it needs to come off the roll because otherwise I have to pay it to the Tax Collector.
Mr. Weinstein: It seems to me like we just take it off the roll.
Mr. Knight: Well, why doesn't the Board give Rich contingent authority to remove the property from the tax roll, if necessary to implement this settlement?
Ms. Iglesias: Yes, we have to do something.
Mr. Hans: So, if we take it off the tax roll when does this District get its $26,000?
Mr. Weinstein: AB soon as the Tax Collector pays you.
Mr. Hans: No, if we take it off the tax roll.
Mr. Weinstein: Oh.
Ms. Carpenter: Then we'll either pay it all to the escrow agent, and they send it to you, or we pay the whole $200,000 to escrow, and then escrow will need to pay it to you.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, that's fine, we can do that. I mean right now that's not part of the agreement, I need to tweak it.
Ms. Carpenter: Yes, but we would pay whatever our share is to you, whatever our share is, and then you release it, and that might make everybody happy that you have it all as escrow agent.
Mr. Weinstein: Yes, that's fine.
Mr. Knight: Then the escrow would end when you close on the property, and then that's when we get the $26,000?
Ms. Carpenter: As soon as we get title which we are hoping to do any moment, as soon as we know this deal is signed off, we have the payoff numbers, and I guess as soon as we know that it can come off the roll, we just need.the payoff number, minus the off roll stuf£_
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Mr. Weinstein: And, I think what we would do, I'll tweak this agreement and really just get written approval from the District manager, from Jan's client, and from the trustee to pay out the $200,000 minus to the trustee, and the $26,472.21 to the District.
Ms. Carpenter: And then alternatively you can't get it off the tax roll, we pay the whole amount to the Tax Collector, and then once the District got the money, they would pay themselves, and pay the bondholder.
Mr. Weinstein: So, you're saying I really can, well again, this deal for the bondholders needs to be that we get our money from your client, not that we wait around for Tax Collector.
Ms. Carpenter: Ok, and we can't pay it twice, so ok.
Mr. Weinstein: I understand. Ms. Carpenter: Alright.
Mr. Weinstein: I guess we just need to let Rich have some conversations with the Tax Collector.
Ms. Carpenter: And, Rich I'll send you the number of who we've been dealing with, I'll try to get that payoff information, and number to you as soon as I get it.
Mr. Hans: Sure.
Ms. Carpenter: Thank you.
Mr. Cepero: So, what are we doing? They're putting the money in escrow?
Mr. Knight: Yes.
Mr. Cepero: Both the $200,000 for Irv, and the $26,000 for the CDD?
Mr. Knight: Right.
Mr. Cepero: But, what happens if the deal goes through, what happens to the escrow?
Mr. Knight: If the deal dies, it if the deal doesn't go through, or does go through?
Mr. Cepero: Doesn't go through.
Mr. Weinstein: If the deal dies, I send the money back to the developer.
Mr. Knight: Right, the money goes back to them, and then we, if we've taken the assessment off the tax roll we're going to have to put it back on but, it's kind of an
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academic exercise to some extent but, anyway, we could spread it over 3 years, or we could do something to make it less onerous but, I don't think anybody is going to buy the tax certificates at this point anyway.
Mr. Cepero: That's true, the question is, being sure that we can put it back on the tax roll afterwards.
Mr. Knight: Right, I think we can. The delinquent assessments can be put on the tax roll at any time.
Mr. Cepero: Are there certificates being sold while the property is on the county
list?
Mr.  Knight:	I don't believe so because why would someone buy a certificate
knowing that, unless the entire amount owed is paid off by somebody to get the property that they will be wiped out at the end of the 3 years. So, that's a big risk to take hoping somebody will come, and buy the property in the next year or you're going to be wiped out.
Mr. Cepero: You could probably put it up for sale but, nobody might buy it, but they could still put it up for sale just because it's another mechanism.
Mr. Weinstein: Well, I need to drop off.
Mr. Knight: Why don't you go ahead and revise the settlement agreement per our discussions, to get the alternatives, if we can take it off we will, if we can't what happens then but, we still need authority from the Board to take it off the roll if necessary to implement the settlement agreement.
Mr. Cepero: If we can put it back on, and being realistic,  acknowledging  that nobody is probably going to want to buy certificates anyways, even if we put it in a huge certificate with $200,000 on it, if we can put it back on the tax roll then I guess begrudgingly go alongwithit.
Mr. Hans: Alright, so you're authorizing staff to remove the CDD assessments for 2015, 2016! and 2017 contingent upon being able to put them back on the roll which we're pretty certain we can.
. Mr. Cepero: Right.
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Mr. Knight: And, you'll confirm that with the Tax Collector.
Mr. Hans: Well, it's what we need, they don't care, as long as we're statutorily ok to do it, it's our decision.
Mr. Knight: Right ok.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, authorizing staff to remove the O&M Assessments from the tax roll for the 3 years, if necessary to implement the Settlement Agreement was approved.



EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Mr. Hans: Any other Supervisors requests for today? Not hearing any.
 and


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: If there's no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in
order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Spencer with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.
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MINUTES OF MEETING PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, March 12, 2019 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Jim Dupre
Rox-Ann Wallace
 Chairperson  Vice Chairperson
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary



Also present were:
Ginger Wald Lisa Derryberry Rox-Ann Wallace
 
District Counsel (by phone) District Manager
Prime Group ·


FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Moment of Silence in Memory of
Mr. Ray Spencer
Ms. Derryberry: At this time we were saddened to learn of the  passing  of Supervisor Ray Spencer and we would like to honor his memory with  a  moment  of silence.

SECOND ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Ms. Derryberry called the meeting to order and called the roll.


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Office for Seat #5 -11/2019

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on with the agenda,  we  have  organizational matters  and at this time we do have one unexpired seat for a term ending in November of 2019, and
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that is seat #5. So, if the Board would like to appoint an individual to fill that seat, now would be the time.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, I would like to appoint Rox-Ann Wallace.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr.  Dupre with all favor, appointing Rox-Ann Wallace to fill the unexpired term of office, Seat #5 wa-s approved.



	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Election of Officers

Ms. Derryberry: Now at this time we'll need to administer the oath of office to Jim,· who was appointed at the July 25th meeting, and then we can also give  Rox-Ann  her .· oath was well, so I'll do these at the same time. So, after I say the word "I", please  state your names for the record, and at the end say, "I affirm" or "I acknowledge", so "I".
Mr. Dupre: "Jim Dupre."
Ms. Wallace: "Rox-Ann Wallace."
Ms. Derryberry: A resident of the State of Florida  and citizen of the United States  of America, being a Supervisor of the Portofino Landings  Community  Development District and recipient of public funds on behalf  of the District, do hereby  solemnly  swear or affirm that I will support the Constitution of the United States and of  the  State  of Florida, and will faithfully, honestly, and impartially discharge  the duties devolving  upon me in the office of Supervisor of the Portofino Landings Community Development District, St. Lucie County, Florida.
Ms. Wallace: "I affirm." Mr. Dupre: "I affirm."
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, I'm going to give you this oath to complete and then you can return that to me and I will notarize it after the meeting, and Rox-Ann, have you served on a Board before?
Ms. Wallace: I have not.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, I will also give you information  regarding what it  means  to be a member of Board. We're governed by Florida Statutes, the Su_nshine law applies, there's a lot of information in this package, and I can go over it with you after the meeting.
Ms. Wallace: Ok, thank you.
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Ms. Derryberry: So, at this time, with Rox-Ann on the Board, the Board has the opportunity to elect officers. Currently we have Nancy Iglesias  as  chairman,  Jorge Cepero as vice chairman, and Jim Dupre as an assistant secretary.  Would the Board like to make any changes to that, or merely add Rox-Ann as an assistant secretary, and then keep Rich Hans as secretary, and Patti Powers as treasurer.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, let's do that. Ms. Derryberry: Ok.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr.  Dupre with all favor, election of officers, keeping the existing slate of officers and adding Rox-Ann Wallace as an assistant secretary was approved.



FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of Minutes of the March 8,
2016, May 10,  2016, June 14,  2016,
April	11,	2017,	June	13,	2017,
February  13, 2018, May 8, 2018 and
July 25, 2018 Meetings
Ms. Derryberry: The next item on the agenda  is approval of the minutes  of March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017, February 13, 2018,
May 8, 2018 and the July 25, 2018 minutes.
Mr. Cepero:	Let's table please.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, so is that a motion to table Jorge? . Mr. Cepero: Yes.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all  favor,  the Minutes  of the March 8, 2016, May  10, 2016,
June  14,  2016, April  11,  2017,  June  13, 2017,  February
13, 2018, May 8, 2018 and July 25, 2018 Meetings were tabled.	.
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration	of	Resolution
#2019-01 Approving  the Proposed Fiscal Year  2020 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing
Ms. Derryberry: The next item on the agenda is in the packet behind tab No. 5 is resolution #2019-01. This resolution will establish the date for adoption of the proposed budget, and behind the resolution is the proposed budget for  fiscal year  2020.  The budget must be proposed before June 15th, and the meeting to adopt the budget must be at least 60 days from today. So, at this time the Board has the opportunity to review the proposed budget, and also select the date at least 60 days from today to  adopt  the budget.
Mr. Cepero: Can we do it on the May meeting?
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Ms. Derryberry: The May meeting would be p2 days from today that would meet  the 60-day requirement, yes. Does that work for everyone? This District meets on the second Tuesday of each month at this time at this location, so the  next  advertised meeting that would satisfy the 60-day requirement would be May 14th.
Ms. Iglesias: Yes, that's fine.
Mr. Dupre: How about you Rox-Ann? Ms. Wallace: I'm good with that.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, so we will complete the resolution to reflect May 14, 2019 at this location, at 11:30 a.m. Are there any questions from the Board regarding  the  proposed budget?
Ms. Iglesias: No.
Mr. Cepero: There are no more trustee fees?
Ms. Derryberry: There are no bonds outstanding, that's correct.
Mr. Cepero: I did notice that they're being cc'd on the emails from the COD. Ms. Derryberry: Ok, we will have our records correct to remove them.
Mr. Cepero: And here we have stormwater and roadway maintenance at $15,000 that's for property maintenance, lakes and stuff like that?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, that's correct, and the definition should be behind that, the definition does say, represents funds needed for stormwater and roadway maintenance. That would be I believe on the east parcel.
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Mr. Cepero: But how much are we actually collecting because the west parcel is not paying?
Ms. Derryberry:	I don't know if I brought the actual collections to date for the current year. We have invoiced for O&M $40,000.
Mr. Cepero: Out of $59,000?
Ms. Derryberry: I did not bring the collections to date with me, but the O&M on the roll for the multi-family parcel on the east side is $40,000.
Mr. Cepero: What about the commercial, they're paying right? Ms. Derryberry: The commercial is $8,824, and yes.
Mr. Cepero: Ok, so can you let her know how much money is there being collected for maintenance because you need to get reimbursed for whatever, cutting the grass around the lakes, so if you can give her the engineers report maybe, or something, so she knows what kind of maintenance the COD is responsible for, so she knows what to invoice for?
Ms. Derryberry: Ok. So, the motion would be to approve the budget and set the public hearing.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr. Dupre with all favor, Resolution #2019-01 approving the proposed Fiscal Year 2020 Budget and setting the Public Hearing on May 14, 2019 at 11:30 a.m. at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida was approved.



SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Consideration of Resolution #2019-02
Approving the Amended Fiscal Year 2019 Debt Service Fund Budget
Ms. Derryberry: The next item behind tab No. 6 is consideration of resolution #2019-02 approving the amended fiscal year 2019 debt service fund budget. What this does is it reflects that the bonds were paid in full. There are no longer bonds outstanding so it's just one page that reflects that the debt service fund, when the budget was adopted it was expected that nearly $400,000 would be on the roll and collected but, the

bonds have been paid off and were paid in fiscal year 2019, so the budget has been amended to show zero.
Mr. Cepero: So, it's only changing as far as collections for debt payments, and payments to the trustee for those debt payments but nothing on the actual budget for the property budget?
Ms. Derryberry: That's correct.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Mr.  Dupre with all favor, Resolution #2019-02 approving the amended Fiscal Year 2019 Debt Service Fund Budget was approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification	of	Engagement	Letter
with Grau & Associates to perform the Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2018
Ms. Derryberry: Behind tab No. 7 you'll find the engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2018. Grau & Associates is a CPA firm that was selected by the Board in 2014 for a 5-year engagement. The Board is being asked to ratify this letter so that it can proceed with the audit for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2018.
Mr. Dupre: The price is the same?
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, it was as proposed in 2014. Mr. Dupre: Ok, I move that we approve that.

On MOTION by Mr. Dupre seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, ratifying the engagement letter with Grau & Associates to perform the audit for  Fiscal  Year ending September 30, 2018 was approved.


EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Notice	from	Trustee	Cancelling
Bonds
Ms. Derryberry: Behind tab No. 8 is a copy, and this is just for informational purposes only for the Board, a notice from the trustee, Regio'ns  Bank, saying that the  2007 Series A, and 2007B Bonds have been paid in full and no further amounts are due.
Mr. Cepero: That's for the entire District or just the east parcel?

Ms. Derryberry: Well, all bonds have been paid in full, the east parcel  only has  O&M on it now, all bonds are gone. So, they've identified it as the bonds outstanding, Portofino Landings Community Development District Special Assessment Bond Series 2007A, and 2007B, so the bondholders have been satisfied.
Mr. Dupre: Was that supposed to be for all of them Jorge? Ms. Iglesias: It should be all of them because it says trustee. Mr. Dupre: Apparently it says all of them.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.
Mr. Dupre: But it's strange, it's not even on their letterhead or anything.
Ms. Derryberry: Yes, I realize that but, it has been filed on EMMA which is the dissemination website, so all bondholders have been notified with all of the required information.
Mr. Dupre: Ok.
Mr. Cepero: And the trustee has been dismissed, or all the accounts are closed  with them, right?
Ms. Derryberry: I can check that when I get back, I believe that's the case, although as of January 31st, revenue A & B funds, if we look at the balance sheet appear to be open but we're going to have them move the funds to the general fund.
Mr. Cepero: Ok.


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion	of	Procedures	for	the
landowners Election
Ms. Derryberry: The next item again, is for informational purposes only, the landowner's election for Portofino Landings has been advertised for Tuesday,  November 8, 2019 at 11:30 at this location. It is not a Board meeting so there is  a form  of  the  sample ballot, and the proxy, and the Board can select someone to serve their proxy or send a Board member to this location, and the landowner's election will be held, but it is  not an official Board meeting, so among yourselves you can decide who you would like to be your proxy, and vote the number of votes for the properties in the community.  Again, this is given to you because we have to tell you 90 days in advance, and this Board does not meet often enough to give you 90 days notice by the next meeting.
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TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Ms. Derryberry: On the phone we have Ginger Wald, and Ginger do you have anything for the Board?

	Attorney

Ms. Wald: No, I do not.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, thank you.


	Engineer

Ms. Derryberry: We have no engineer present.


	Manager

Ms. Derryberry: As for the manager, the only thing I have to report is the next advertised meeting of the Board is April 9th but, this Board typically doesn't meet that often, so if you choose to meet, our office will send out a notice to everyone but, I think the next meeting will most likely by May 14th to adopt the budget.

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Derryberry: Moving on to financial reports, behind tab 11A is the check run summary and I'll take any questions at this time, and behind that is the balance sheet and income statement.
Mr. Cepero: On page 6, it mentions Michelle Franklin, TRIM notices for $1,000, what is that?
	Ms. Derryberry: Michelle Franklin is, and I'm not sure, she's either the Tax Collector, or the Property Appraiser for St. Lucie County, so it's a required fee for administration of the District with regard to putting items on the tax roll.

Mr. Cepero: Ok, so they charge us in order to put our assessments on the roll? Ms. Derryberry: Correct.
Mr. Cepero: I don't remember seeing this fee in other Districts, is this particular to St. Lucie County?
Ms. Derryberry: I believe it is because I think other Districts, in other counties, have agreements that are signed with those Tax Collectors and Property Appraisers but,

the fees are deducted before the amounts are remitted to our office versus them remitting funds, and we have to pay them back, so I think this county might be a little unusual but, that who Michelle Franklin is.
Mr. Cepero: Ok, I'll make a motion to approve.
Ms. Derryberry: Ok, and is that for both the check run summary, and the balance sheet, and income statement?
Mr. Cepero: Yes.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.


TWELVTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
 and
Ms. Derryberry:		There is no audience present today, are there any Supervisors requests  at this time?	Not hearing any.

THIRTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Ms. Derryberry: If there's no other  District business,  a motion to adjourn would be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Mr. Dupre with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.











Secretary  / Assistant Secretary	Chairman / Vice Chairman
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MINUTES OF MEETlNG PORTOFINO LANDINGS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Portofino Landings Community Development District was held on Tuesday, May 14, 2019 at 11:30 a.m.  at 2160 NW Reserve Park Trace, Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum were:


Nancy Iglesias Jorge Cepero Rox-Ann Wallace
 Chairperson
Vice Chairperson Assistant Secretary



Also present were:
Rich Hans
Lisa Derryberry Ginger Wald
 
District Manager
Governmental Management Services District Counsel (by phone)
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FIRST ORDER OR BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Hans called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
	Consideration of Appointment of Supervisor(s) to Fill Unexpired Term(s) of Office forSeat#J-11/2019
	Oath of Office for Newly Appointed Supervisor(s)
	Election of Officers

Mr. Hans: Under organizational matters, we do have a vacancy on the Board, if you have someone you want to appoint, we can do that.
Ms. Iglesias: Not at this time.
Mr. Hans: Ok, we can bring that back at the next meeting.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of Minutes of the March 8,
2016, May  10, 2016, June 14, 2016,
April	11,	2017,	June	13,	2017,
February	13,  2018,  May	8, 2018,
July 25, 2018 and March 12, 2019 Meetings
Mr. Hans: Moving on to item No.  3 which  is the approval  of the minutes  of March 8, 2016, May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016, April 11, 2017, June 13, 2017, February 13, 2018,
May 8, 2018, July 25, 2018 and March 12, 2019 meetings.
Mr. Cepero: Motion to approve the March 8, 2016 meeting, and table the rest.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, the Minutes of the March 8, 2016 were approved and the May 10, 2016, June 14, 2016,  April 11,  2017, June
13,  2017, February  13, 2018,  May  8, 2018,  July  25, 2018
and March 12, 2019 Meetings were tabled.



FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion  of Letter  from St. Lucie
County regarding Invoices for 2018
& 2019 Assessments
Mr. Hans: Then item No. 4 is discussion of a letter from  St.  Lucie  County  regarding the invoices for the 2018 and 2019  assessments.  As  you know that property has escheated to the county.
Mr. Cepero: Are we talking about the west parcel? Mr. Hans: Ye&.
Mr. Cepero: What about it, I'm sorry?
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Mr. Hans: Well, the county owns it as you know, and we had sent a direct bill for the O&M and there's correspondence between them and the District, counsel has been involved, and basically, they're saying we can't assess the government property and they're not going to pay. We responded with a letter saying how they're obligated to, and I think that's the last thing I've heard. Ginger do you have any updates or anything different? Can you hear us Ginger? Hello, Ginger?
Ms. Wald: Can you hear me now? Mr. Hans: Yes, I can hear you now.
Ms. Wald: Ok, good, I had to transfer to the car from outside.
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Mr. Hans: Ok, we're on the St. Lucie County letter, you know the invoices that we sent, they're not paying and we've kind of went back and forth on whether they need to or not, and is there any update on that?
Ms. Wald: No. The problem is we can't lien them, if they're not going to pay voluntarily, which they're stating, and we've provided them with  the  Statutes  and  the follow up letter, then the only next step which I don't necessarily recommend is litigation.
Mr. Cepero:  And, we can't withhold  like water,  and sewer  connections  from them if they don't pay?
Ms. Wald: I would not recommend doing that. Mr. Cepero: Ok, alright.
Mr. Hans: Before there's  going ,to be any water  and sewer connections  requested it probably would be sold to a private entity.
Mr. Cepero: I don't think it's going to be sold, I think  they are going to keep  it and  do a long term lease, a year lease or something like that for affordable housing.
Mr. Hans: Got it.
Mr. Cepero: I don't know how that affects us.
Ms. Wald: What may be worthwhile is to engage in conversations with, instead of attorney to attorney, with staff to staff, as to what their intentions  are with the  property, what they're looking at occurring,  and also the services  being provided,  and our place is  in St. Lucie, the service charges where the COD actually owns  and  operates,  they  actually receive money  back from the city as to those.  So, maybe  there is an opportunity or something similar to that here in Portofino Landings. I'm not saying definitely, I'm just saying that may be something that might be worthwhil to explore.
Mr. Hans: Well, Landings is Fort Pierce,  and  it's the City  of Port St.  Lucie is the one that does the rebate on the water and sewer, the stormwater.
Ms. Wald: Ok. Who does it in Fort Pierce, is it the county, or is it the city?
Mr. Hans: There's an entity that they actually charge  us  a Non  Ad  Valorem,  I think, and they don't offer a rebate on that. I don't even think the  city  collects  a  stormwater fee like the City of Port St. Lucie.
Ms. Wald: Ok, so that's not available. Mr. Hans: No.

Ms. Wald: So, there really is no holding back of any type of water and sewer services, we're not providing it.
Mr. Hans: Right, we're not. Alright, well we'll just have to have some discussions going forward maybe, you guys may know better what the plans are, and who to talk to.
Mr. Cepero: Ginger, often when a developer installs water and sewer lines with extra capacity, they enter into an agreement with the water and sewer authority to which it's conveyed the lines, and anybody that connects in the future is entitled to, or has to pay connection charges, and the authority transfers those payments to the developer that originally built the lines. In this case we don't have any kind of an agreement because we just conveyed it without the agreement but, do we have an argument that built the lines for this purpose with the understanding that it was going to be paid back by money, and now the city is not paying, so they should pay for the cost of their portion of this infrastructure.
Ms. Wald: What agreement is in place though?
Mr. Cepero: I don't think there's a funding agreement, that's what I'm saying, normally a developer would convey with an agreement of that kind.
Ms. Wald: But is there an agreement in this instance?
Mr. Cepero: No, I don't know because it was long before my time, but I wouldn't  think so because the understanding would have been that the COD sold bonds, and was going to get reimbursed from the cost of the bonds.
Ms. Wald: The cost as to the bonds, and they can't  be held  to that because  this was done on an escheatment because the properties weren't bought  out on a tax deed sale, therefore there's no debt on the properties.
Mr. Cepero: Yes, but they are getting a benefit when they hook up to the water and sewer that somebody else paid for.
Ms. Wald: Again, you have to have something that would show that the escheatment to the county would not cancel out, for lack of a better term, any other type of agreement or land use, and we don't even know if one even exists to make that determination.
Mr. Cepero: Alright.
Ms. Wald: It doesn't sound like it does, and therefore when it occurs this way, and you have the escheatment for the not paying of the taxes, and you want someone to buy

it out on a tax deed sale because at least you get the Non Ad Valorem paid off, and then you can go ahead and move forward any type of O&M, which is all you can send to them, not the debt portion, then you could move forward, but until that happens then no, you  really don't have any way to connect up to the county, and own the properties because of that, and they have made the determination from what you're saying is, for at least right now, they're going to hold on to these properties, and it potentially could be a lease situation versus a sale. So, a lot of this depends upon exactly  what the county is going to do with these properties.
Mr. Hans:  But if there's  a long term lease  on the property by a private entity, kind of like Hollywood Beach, we do have the ability to levy just a collection against a property isn't the same but, we could still levy an assessment.
Ms. Wald: Yes, we could go back to explore the  O&M  but,  there's  no debt, the debt is gone.
Mr. Hans: Right.
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Ms. Wald: The debt has been paid off, so there's no Non Ad Valorem assessments that's going to go on any of those properties because the debt has been paid off, it would only be new debt.
Mr. Cepero: And, O&M.
Ms. Wald: Right, and O&M, yes.
Mr. Cepero: Should we advise  the county  attorney that we intend  to  seek these, or go after whatever private user, I'm sorry?
Ms. Wald: I don't know exactly what you mean, go after or intend to seek?
Mr. Cepero: Well, once they have a lease in place, but I mean if we do that, and  now that I'm saying it, if we do that it's kind of maybe giving them a roadmap of what to avoid so, we can't go after a long term lease holder, and have them pay for the portion of the O&M. So, that's fine, I guess we'll wait to see what the county does.
Ms. Wald: Right, I mean we don't know what the county is going to do, I mean we really just need to wait, and see, county sells the property, the county does a long term lease, I mean we don't know.
Mr. Hans:  Right. Mr. Cepero: Alright.
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public	Hearing	to	Adopt	the
Fiscal Year 2020 Budget
. A. Motion to Open the Public Hearing
Mr. Hans: So, we'll move on then to item No. 5 which is our public hearing to adopt the fiscal year 2020 budget. This meeting was advertised for that purpose, and the first thing we need is to open up our public hearing.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, opening the Public  Hearing  was approved.



	Public Comment and Discussion
	Consideration of Resolution #2019-03 Annual Appropriation Resolution

Mr. Hans:  Then we have no general public here for any  comments  or discussion, so we can move on to the other items. We can discuss your budget, and the resolution is going to approve this budget, and this is what we had at our  prior meeting  when  we set the public hearing. I don't think there's any more discussion about it, so just a motion approving resolution #2019-03 the annual appropriation resolution which approves that budget that's in your packet.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, Resolution #2019-03 the Annual Appropriation Resolution was approved.



	Consideration of Resolution #2019-04 Levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments

Mr. Hans: Then the next one is the resolution that levies the Non Ad Valorem Assessments on the property. You guys were kind of just discussing, yes, there is
$80,000 with the annual total assessment would be, so $48,000 basically if you look at exhibit A, $48,999 would go on the developed properties, the two parcels that are commercial and the east parcel, and then there's $31,000 that's allocated to our west parcel, which we have no means at this point to collect.
Mr. Cepero: Are you talking about collections?
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Mr. Hans: Yes, this resolution #2019-04 levies an assessment on the property  for our O&M.
Mr. Cepero: Which tab?
Mr. Hans: It's right behind the budget, so it's section 5, tab D is the resolution, so that resolution is levying $80,000 which is what we need to cover the budget, and then behind the last page of that resolution is the assessment roll, and of the four parcels, one of those is the county parcel that we were just discussing, it's $31,566, and I'm just showing it as a direct bill because we can't collect on the tax roll, so I'm just pointing out that of the $80,000 only $49,000 is actually collectable.
Mr. Cepero: Are the commercial parcels, are they paying?
Mr. Hans: It's on the tax roll, they've been either selling tax certificates or paying, so yes, so that's where we are. The resolution levies the assessment, and I'm just pointing out that we still have that issue of the extra $31,000 that's not collectable at this time.
Mr. Cepero: And this direct bill you're going to send a bill to the county?
Mr. Hans: Well, that's on the advice of our attorney whether we do or not, the letter that came back said, they disagree, and stop trying to cloud our title with these assessments or whatever.
Ms. Wald: Right, I've already made it clear that they're not going to pay, no reason to send a bill, they're not going to pay.
Mr. Cepero: I would still send a bill. Ms. Wald: That's up to the Board.
Mr. Cepero: Just so it's in the record how much money we're talking about.
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Mr. Hans: Well, if we sent it, there's no reason you see, other than the fact that they're not going to pay.
Ms. Wald: Until there's a change in the legislation is basically the answer. Mr. Hans: Alright.
Mr. Cepero: I say send a bill, unless there's some harm to sending the bill, I would send it. If they're just going to ignore it, but at least it's on the record.
Mr. Hans: Alright, so then our motion is going to be to approve  resolution  #2019-  04 levying the Non Ad Valorem Assessments, and we'll include in that motion to send the direct bill to the county.



On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, Resolution #2019-04 levy of Non Ad Valorem Assessments and directing staff to send a direct bill to the county as stated on the record was approved.
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	Motion to Close the Public Hearing

Mr. Hans: Then just a motion to close the public hearing would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, closing the Public Hearing was approved.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Appointment of Audit Selection
Committee
Mr. Hans: So, moving  on to item No. 6, is the audit selection  committee process,  so we're going to step out of our regular meeting, and go into audit selection committee meeting, and so we have appointment of our audit selection committee. Typically, it's our Board members, and being that Rox-Ann wasn't on our Board prior to this, if this Board would like to add Rox-Ann to the audit selection committee, a  motion  approving  that would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, appointing the entire Board of Supervisors to serve as the Audit Selection Committee and also adding Rox-Ann Wallace to the committee was approved.


Audit Selection Committee Meeting
	Opening Audit Selection Committee Meeting
	Roll Call
	Ratification of Criteria for Evaluation
	Ratification of RFP
	Ranking of Respondents to the RFP
	Adjournment

Mr. Hans: Ok, so now we move into our audit selection committee meeting, and we're going to open up our audit selection committee meeting, and roll call is Nancy Iglesias, Jorge Cepero, and Rox-Ann Wallace. Next is ratification of the criteria for
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evaluation, that's the criteria that we passed out, and this is what we've used for  all the prior years, so just a motion ratifying the use of that criteria would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, ratifying the criteria for evaluation was approved.


Mr. Hans:	Then, we did advertise the meeting for proposals, so just a motion ratifying that action would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, ratifying the RFP was approved.


Mr. Hans: So, we had two respondents  which  are Carr, Riggs & Ingram, and Grau & Associates.
Mr. Cepero: Have we used Carr, Riggs before?
Mr. Hans: No, we're currently using Grau & Associates. Mr. Cepero: In any COD I mean?
Mr. Hans: As far  as the Portofinos? Ms. Iglesias: I think I've heard of them.
Mr. Hans: I'm not sure if you have or not, but they  do quite a bit of  COD work.  Grau & Associates has the lion's share of COD business in the state. So, you're ranking criteria, if you look at it, it's ability of personnel, proposer's experience, understanding the scope, ability to furnish the required services, and price, and then the total for 100 points. Pre.tty much most of these items that we're ranking them on, they're very similar between the two firms. You received the proposals, which were provided, but price is a factor that could be weighted in your determination, so price is included. If you look at the pricing differences, there is a significant difference between Carr, Riggs and Grau & Associates. So as an audit selection committee, if you guys just go off of one of these criteria sheets, just rank them.
Mr. Cepero: If Carr, Riggs is doing a lot of COD work, it sounds like they have the ability, the experience, and understanding, so I would basically give both Carr & Grau top scores for all those rankings, except price, and obviously Grau being the lowest price I

would give them 20 points, and Carr, Riggs because they're considerably higher, I would give them 10 points, so that would give Grau the most points.
Mr. Hans: Right, so Grau's  ranking  would be 100 points,  and Carr,  Riggs  would be 90 points, so your ranking would be Grau & Associates as #1, and Carr, Riggs  &  Ingram as #2. So, we'll record that in here Grau #1, and Carr,  Riggs #2.  Then,  we're  going to make a motion to adjourn our audit selection committee meeting.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, the Audit Selection Committee meeting was adjourned.


Mr. Hans: Ok so we're just going back into our regular meeting, and we should have an item on the agenda that says, the recommendation of the audit selection committee is to rank Grau & Associates #1, and the COD Board, if you accept that ranking you can just make a motion to authorize staff to bring an agreement with Grau & Associates as the #1 ranked firm.

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting Grau & Associates as the #1 ranked auditing firm and authorizing staff to be bring back an agreement to the next meeting was approved.



SEVENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports	.
Mr. Hans: Moving on to item No. 7, staff reports, under attorney, Ginger anything
else?

	Attorney

Ms. Wald: No.


	Engineer

Mr. Hans: We have no engineer here today for any report.


	Manager
	Number of Registered Voters in the District-149
	Consideration of Proposed Fiscal Year 2020 Meeting Schedule
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	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report form the Commission on Ethics - Supervisor of Elections will be mailing out 2018 forms by end of May 2019)

Mr. Hans: Under manager, the number of registered voters in the District is 149. As you know we have to report this each year, once you get to 250 registered voters, and the District has been around for 6 years, then you would start converting from the landowner's elections to a general election.
Mr. Cepero: We have 150 now?
Mr. Hans: 149, so as of now we still stay as a landowner's election, we have another 100 registered voters to go before we start converting. The meeting schedule for the upcoming 2020 fiscal year, it's going to be the second Tuesday of each month, at this location, at 11:30 a.m. if that's good with everybody we'll advertise that.
Ms. Iglesias: Sounds good. Mr. Hans: Is there a motion?

On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all favor, accepting the proposed Fiscal Year 2020 Meeting Schedule was approved.


Mr. Hans: Then, discussion of the financial disclosure reports, they're coming out a little bit later, your renewals in the mail for your financial disclosures, for some reason they're almost a month later than normal but, once you get them, just be sure to return them, fill them out and send them so you guys don't get fined. That's just a reminder, no action is needed there.
Mr. Cepero: Can you, after the meeting go over with Rox-Ann over that since she hasn't done it before.
Mr. Hans: Sure.


EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
A. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Mr. Hans: Item No. 8 is financial reports, there's the balance sheet and income statement. If there are any questions or comments, we can take those, and if not, a motion accepting those would be in order.
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On MOTION by Mr. Cepero seconded by Ms. Iglesias with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.
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NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Mr. Hans: Supervisors requests, anything from our Supervisors today? Ms. Iglesias: No.
Mr. Hans: We have no audience here today for any comments.
 and

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Hans: If there is no other District business, a motion to adjourn would be in
order.

On MOTION by Ms. Iglesias seconded by Ms. Wallace with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.
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Grau& Associates
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
 951 Yamato Road• Suite 280 Boca Raton, Florida  33431 (561) 994-9299 • (800) 299-4728
Fax (561) 994-5823
www.graucpa.com

May 17, 2019

Board of Supervisors Attn: Patti Powers
Portofino Landings Community Development District 5385 N. Nob Hill Road
Sunrise, FL 33351

We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the services we are to provide Portofino Landings Community Development District, St. Lucie County, Florida (the "District") for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2019, with the option of four (4) additional one-year renewals. We will audit the financial statements of the governmental activities and each major fund, including the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the basic financial statements of Portofino Landings Community Development District for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2019, with the option of four (4) additional one-year renewals. In addition, we will examine the District's compliance with the requirements of Section 218.415 Florida Statutes.

Accounting standards generally accepted in the United States of America provide for certain required supplementary information (RSI), such as management's discussion and analysis (MD&A), to supplement the District's basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. As part of our engagement, we will apply certain limited procedures to the District's RSI in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. These limited procedures will consist of inquiries of management regarding the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We will not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.

The following RSI is required by generally accepted accounting principles and will be subjected to certain limited procedures, but will not be audited:

	Management's discussion and analysis
	Budgetary comparison schedule

Audit Objectives
The objective of our audit is the expression of opinions as to whether your financial statements are fairly presented, in all material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles and to report on the fairness of the supplementary information referred to in the second paragraph when considered in relation to the financial statements as a whole. Our audit will be conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the standards for financial audits contained in Government  Auditing  Standards,  issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and will include tests of the accounting records of the District and other procedures we consider necessary to enable us to express such opinions. We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of the District's financial statements. We cannot provide assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us to modify our opinion or add emphasis-of matter or other-matter paragraphs. If our opinion on the financial statements is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons with you in advance. If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the audit or are unable to form or have not formed an opinion, we may decline to express an opinion or issue a report, or may withdraw from this engagement.
We will also provide a report (that does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial statements and compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the financial statements as required by Government Auditing Standards. The report on internal control and on compliance and other matters will include a paragraph that states (1) that the purpose of the report is solely to describe the scope of testing of internal control and compliance, and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the District's internal control on compliance, and (2) that the report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the District's internal control and compliance. The paragraph will also state that the report is not suitable for any other purpose. If during our audit we become aware that the District is subject to an audit requirement that is not encompassed in the terms of this engagement, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance that an audit in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards and the standards for financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards may not satisfy the relevant legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements.
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Examination Objective
The objective of our examination is the expression of an opinion as to whether the District is in compliance with Florida Statute 218.415 in accordance with Rule 10.556(10) of the Auditor General of the State of Florida. Our examination will be conducted in accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and will include tests of your records and other procedures we consider necessary to enable us to express such an opinion. We will issue a written report upon completion of our examination of the District's compliance. The report will include a statement that the report is intended solely for the information and use of management, those charged with governance, and the Florida Auditor General, and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. We cannot provide assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us to modify our opinion or add emphasis-of-matter or other matter paragraphs. If our opinion on the District's compliance is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons with you in advance. If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the examination or are unable to form or have not formed an opinion, we may decline to express an opinion or issue a report, or may withdraw from this engagement.
Management Responsibilities
Management is responsible for the financial statements and all accompanying information as well as all representations contained therein. Further, management is responsible for compliance with Florida Statute 218.415 and will provide us with the information required for the examination. The accuracy and completeness of such information is also management's responsibility. As part of the audit, we will assist with preparation ofyourfinancial statements and related notes in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles based on information provided by you. These nonaudit services do not constitute an audit under Government Auditing Standards and such services will not be conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards. You agree to assume all management responsibilities relating to the financial statements and related notes and any other nonaudit services we provide. You will be required to acknowledge in the management representation letter our assistance with preparation of the financial statements and related notes and that you have reviewed and approved the financial statements and related notes prior to their issuance and have accepted responsibility for them. In addition, you will be required to make certain representations regarding compliance with Florida Statute 218.415 in the management representation letter. Further, you agree to oversee the nonaudit services by designating an individual, preferably from senior management, who possesses suitable skill, knowledge, or experience; evaluate the adequacy and results of those services; and accept responsibility for them.
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal controls, including evaluating and monitoring ongoing activities, to help ensure that appropriate goals and objectives are met; following laws and regulations; and ensuring that management is reliable and financial information is reliable and properly reported. Management is also responsible for implementing systems designed to achieve compliance with applicable laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements. You are also responsible for the selection and application of accounting principles, for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements and all accompanying information in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, and for compliance with applicable laws and regulations and the provisions of contracts and grant agreements.
Management is also responsible for making all financial records and related information available to us and for the accuracy and completeness of that information. You are also responsible for providing us with (1) access to all information of which you are aware that is relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements,
	additional information that we may request for the purpose of the audit, and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the government from whom we determine it necessary to obtain audit evidence.

Your responsibilities include adjusting the financial statements to correct material misstatements and for confirming to us in the written representation letter that the effects of any uncorrected misstatements aggregated by us during the current engagement and pertaining to the latest period presented are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. As part of our engagement, we may propose standard adjusting, or correcting journal entries to your financial statements. You are responsible for reviewing the entries and understanding the nature of the proposed entries and the impact they have on the financial statements.
You are responsible for the design and implementation of programs and controls to prevent and detect fraud, and for informing us about all known or suspected fraud affecting the government involving (1) management, (2) employees who have significant roles in internal control, and (3) others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements. Your responsibilities include informing us of your knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the government received in communications from employees, former employees, grantors, regulators, or others. In addition, you are responsible for identifying and ensuring that the government complies with applicable laws, regulations, contracts, agreements, and grants and for taking timely and appropriate steps to remedy fraud and noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts or grant agreements, or abuse that we report.
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a process for tracking the status of audit findings and recommendations. Management is also responsible for identifying for us previous financial audits, attestation engagements, performance audits or other studies related to the objectives discussed in the Audit Objectives section of this letter. This responsibility includes relaying to us corrective actions taken to address significant findings and recommendations resulting from those audits, attestation engagements, performance audits, or other studies. You are also responsible for providing management's views on our current findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as well as your planned corrective actions, for the report, and for the timing and format for providing that information.
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With regard to using the audit's report, you understand that you must obtain our prior written consent to reproduce or use our report in bond offering official statements or other documents.

With regard to the electronic dissemination of audited financial statements, including financial statements published electronically on your website, you understand that electronic sites are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are not required to read the information contained in these sites or to consider the consistency of other information in the electronic site with the original document.

Audit Procedures-General
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements; therefore, our audit will involve judgment about the number of transactions to be examined and the areas to be tested. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We will plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable rather than absolute assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether from (1) errors, (2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of assets, or (4) violations of laws or governmental regulations that are attributable to the government or to acts by management or employees acting on behalf of the government. Because the determination of abuse is subjective, Government Auditing Standards do not expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse.
Because of the inherent limitations of an audit, combined with the inherent limitations of internal control, and because we will not perform a detailed examination of all transactions, there is a risk that material misstatements may exist and not be detected by us, even though the audit is properly planned and performed in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards. In addition, an audit is not designed to detect immaterial misstatements or violations of laws or governmental regulations that do not have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. Our responsibility as auditors is limited to the period covered by our audit and does not extend to later periods for which we are not engaged as auditors.
Our procedures will include tests of documentary evidence supporting the transactions recorded in the accounts, and may include tests of the physical existence of inventories, and direct confirmation of receivables and certain other assets and liabilities by correspondence with selected individuals, funding sources, creditors, and financial institutions. We will request written representations from your attorneys as part of the engagement, and they may bill you for responding to this inquiry. At the conclusion of our audit, we will require certain written representations from you about your responsibilities for the financial statements; compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements; and other responsibilities required by generally accepted auditing standards.

Audit Procedures-Internal Controls

Our audit will include obtaining an understanding of the District and its environment, including internal control, sufficient to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements and to design the nature, timing, and extent of further audit procedures. Tests of controls may be performed to test the effectiveness of certain controls that we consider relevant to preventing and detecting errors and fraud that are material to the financial statements and to preventing and detecting misstatements resulting from illegal acts and other noncompliance matters that have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. Our tests, if performed, will be less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on internal control and, accordingly, no opinion will be expressed in our report on internal control issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards.

An audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. However, during the audit, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance internal control related matters that are required to be communicated under AICPA professional standards and Government Auditing Standards.

Audit Procedures-Compliance

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, we will perform tests of the District's compliance with the provisions of applicable laws, regulations, contracts, agreements, and grants, if applicable. However, the objective of our audit will not be to provide an opinion on overall compliance and we will not express such an opinion in our report on compliance issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards.

Audit Administration, Fees, and Other

We understand that your employees will prepare all confirmations we request and will locate any documents selected by us for testing.

The audit documentation for this engagement is the property of Grau & Associates and constitutes confidential information. However, subject to applicable laws and regulations, audit documentation and appropriate individuals will be made available upon request and in a timely manner to a cognizant or oversight agency or its designee, a federal agency providing direct or indirect funding, or the U.S. Government Accountability Office for purposes of a quality review of the audit, to resolve audit findings, or to carry out oversight responsibilities. We will notify you of any such request.
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If requested, access to such audit documentation will be provided under the supervision of Grau & Associates personnel. Furthermore, upon request, we may provide copies of selected audit documentation to the aforementioned parties. These parties may intend, or decide, to distribute the copies or information contained therein to others, including other governmental agencies. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge that various  documents reviewed or produced during the conduct of the audit may be public records under Florida law. The District agrees to notify Grau & Associates of any public record request it receives that involves audit documentation.

This agreement provides for a contract period of one (1) year with the option of four (4) additional, one-year renewals upon the written consent of both parties. Our fee for these services will not exceed $4,500 for the September 30, 2019 audit. The fees for the fiscal years 2020, 2021, 2022, and 2023 will not exceed $4,600, $4,700, $4,800, and $4,900, respectively, unless there is a change in activity by the District which results in additional audit work or if Bonds are issued.

We will complete the audit within prescribed statutory deadlines, which requires the District to submit its  annual audit  to the Auditor General no later than nine (9) months after the end of the audited fiscal year, with the understanding that your employees will provide information needed to perform the audit on a timely basis.

The audit documentation for this engagement will be retained for a minimum of five years after the report release date. If we are aware that a federal awarding agency or auditee is contesting an audit finding, we will contact the party(ies) contesting the audit finding for guidance prior to destroying the audit documentation.

Our invoices for these fees will be rendered each month as work progresses and are payable on presentation. Invoices will be submitted in sufficient detail to demonstrate compliance with the terms of this agreement. In accordance  with our firm policies, work may be suspended if your account becomes 60 days or more overdue and may not be resumed until your account is paid in full. If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, our engagement will be deemed to have been completed upon written notification of termination, even if we have not completed our report. You will be obligated to compensate us for all time expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket costs through the date of termination. The above fee is based on anticipated cooperation from your personnel and the assumption that unexpected circumstances will not be encountered during the audit. If significant additional time is necessary, we will discuss it with you and arrive at a new fee estimate.

We will provide you with a copy of our most recent external peer review report and any letter of comment, and any subsequent peer review reports and letters of comment received during the period of the contract. Our 2016 peer review report accompanies this letter.

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Portofino Landings Community Development District and believe this letter accurately summarizes the significant  terms  of our engagement.  If you have any questions, please let us know. If you agree with the terms of our engagement as described in  this letter, please sign the enclosed copy and return it  to us.
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Very truly yours, Grau & Associates



Antonio J. Grau RESPONSE:
This letter correctly sets forth the understanding of Portofino Landings Community Development District.

By: Title:
 gj;	
Date:  	1,zJ (1(  tq
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Grau & Associates



For having a system of quality control for its accounting and auditing practice in effect for the year ended June 30, 20J6which has been designed to meet the requirements of the quality control standards
for a:n accounting and auditing practice established by the AICPA and which was complied with during the year then ertded to provide the firm with reasonable assurance of conforming with professional standards.
 µ	
,111ita.Fofd, Chafr
AICPA Peer Review Board
2016
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RESOLUTION 2020-03

A RESOLUTION OF  THE  BOARD  OF  SUPERVISORS  OF  THE  PORTOFINO  LANDINGS  COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT AUTHORIZING DISTRICT COUNSEL AND DISTRICT STAFF TO FILE A PETITION WITH THE CITY OF FORT PIERCE, FLORIDA TO DISSOLVE THE DISTRICT AND FOR  ANY  OTHER ACTION TO EFFECTUATE TERMINATION OF THE DISTRICT; PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY, CONFLICTS AND AN EFFECTIVE DATE

WHEREAS, the Portofino Landings Community Development District ("District") was established by the City of Fort Pierce Ordinance No. K-462, adopted on November 20, 2006; and

WHEREAS, the District Board of Supervisor ("Board") has determined that it is in the best interests of the District and current and future landowners of land within the boundaries of the District that the District be terminated; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 190.046(10), Florida Statutes, the District Board proposes to dissolve the District and take all actions necessary to dissolve the District including, but not limited to, disposal of all District assets, financial obligations and operation and maintenance responsibilities.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE PORTOFINO LANDINGS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals clauses are true and correct and are hereby incorporated into this Resolution by reference.

SECTION 2. The District hereby authorizes the filing with the City of Fort Pierce, Florida, a petition to dissolve the Portofino Landings Community Development District and any associated filing fees, in accordance with Section 190.046(10), Florida States.

SECTION 3. The District hereby authorizes the transfer of all real property assets to the City of Fort Pierce or St. Lucie County, Florida.
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SECTION 4. The District hereby authorizes the Chairperson to execute all documents necessary for the dissolution and conveyances on behalf of the District.

SECTION 5. If any section or part of a section of this resolution be declared invalid or unconstitutional, the validity, force and effect of any other section or part of a section of this resolution shall not thereby be affected or impaired unless it clearly appears that such other section or part of a section of this resolution is wholly or necessarily dependent upon the section or part of a section so held to be invalid or unconstitutional.

SECTION 6. All resolutions or parts thereof in conflict herewith are, to the extent of such conflict, superseded and repealed.

SECTION 7. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Resolution shall become effective upon its adoption.


PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS	DAYOF 		_J	2020.

PORTOFINO LANDINGS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT


ATTEST:	By:




Secretary / Assistant Secretary	Chairman/Vice Chairman
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City of Fort Pierce
Code Enforcement Division
P.O. Box 1480
Fort Pierce, Florida 34954 TEL#: (772) 467-3000

NOTICE TO THE OWNER AND ALL PERSONS INTERESTED

August 19, 2019	Tax ID#: 2419-211-0003-000/1
PORTOFINO LANDINGS COD
%GMS-SF LLC
5385 N NOB HILL RD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33351

ADDRESS: OKEECHOBEE RD
 Case #: 19-00002248
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THE PROPERTY LISTED ABOVE IS IN VIOLATION OF THE FOLLOWING AND AS SUCH HAS BEEN DECLARED A NUISANCE:

Section: 16-46, 16-47, 16-48	Nuisance as a Condition
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	Injures or endangers the comfort, repose, health or safety of any person.

(7) Tends to or could depreciate the value of property of any persons.
	Any trash, litter, debris, garbage, bottles, paper, plastic, metals, cans, rags, offal, bricks, concrete, lumber, building materials, or dead or decaying plants, (except for compost piles) or animals of any kind.
	Any condition which provides, or could provide, harborage for rats, mice, snakes, insects or other vermin.

	Any landscaping element that is not well-maintained including but not limited to lawns, hedges, bushes and trees. Such landscaping elements shall be kept trimmed and free from becoming overgrown and unsightly where exposed to public view and where the same may constitute a blighting factor thereby depreciating adjoining property

THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS MUST BE TAKEN TO REMEDY THE NUISANCE:
	Cut all grass and weeds as needed.
	Trim all trees, shrubs and bushes to comply with the requirements of the above-stated sectior:isof-the-Fort-Pierce Code of Ordinances.We recommend.compliance with the CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental Design) Basic Principles and Concepts relating to Landscaping as a -satisfactory remedy. These standards recommend that all trees, shrubs and bushes be trimmed up to seven (7) feet to prevent reduced visibility.
	Remove all trash, debris, dead trees and branches. If this is a vacant lot or a property without utilities, the Solid Waste Department will not remove trash, debris or other items. Please make necessary arrangements to have all debris removed from the property.


Dated this August 19, 2019.

Sincerely,

-
Isaac Saucedo
Code Enforcement Officer (772)467-3143
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August 15, 2019

Property address: OKEECHOBEE RD
Tax ID 4/:: 2419-211-0003-000/1

PORTOFINO LANDINGS CDD
%GMS-SF LLC
5385 N NOB HILL RD SUNRISE, FL 33351

Re: Case 41= 19-00002248
NOTICE TO THE OWNER AND ALL PERSONS INTERESTED
PURSUANT TO THE CITY OF FORT PIERCE CODE OF ORDINANCES 1 AN INSPECTION WAS MADE AT THE PROPERTY LISTED ABOVE. IT WAS FOUND TO BE IN VIOLATION OF THE FOLLOWING AND HAS BEEN DECLARED A NUISANCE.

Section16-46 - Maintenance of nuisance on property prohibited
No person in charge of or in control of any object or condition within the city, whether as owner, tenant, occupant, lessee or otherwise, shall allow any such object or condition defined  as  a  nuisance by this article to remain on any private or public property within the city.
Section 1 6-48 - Nuisance as a Condition
(9) Any trash, litter, debris, garbage, bottles, paper, plastic, metals, cans, rags,  offal,  bricks, concrete, lumber, building materials, or dead or decaying plants, (except for compost piles)   or animals of any kind.
(18) Any landscaping element that is not well-maintained including but not limited to lawns, hedges, bushes and trees. Such landscaping elements shall be kept trimmed and free from becoming overgrown and unsightly where exposed to public view and where the same may
constitute a: blighting factor thereby depreciating adjoining property.

THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS MUST BE TAKEN TO REMEDY THESE VIOLATIONS:
	Cut all grass and weeds as needed. This includes trimming along fence lines, around  houses  and any other permanent object such as trees, mailboxes and telephone poles, etc.
	Trim all trees, shrubs and bushes to comply with the Fort Pierce Code of Ordinances.
	If this property is a water front property, all trimming and cutting must be limited to the seaward edge of existing development and/or the 1981 Coastal Construction Control Line. Anything further seaward will require additional authorization  from the City  of  Fort  Pierce and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.




Atenci6n: Documento importante con respecto a sus derechos y responsabilidades. Si usted no comprende ingles consiga traducci6n inmediatamente. Atansyon: Dokuman sa impotan an rapo avek droi e responsab/ite au. Si ou pa kompran angle rele nou ou bien cheche au moun p6u nou esplike sa tou suit.

100 NORTH US 1, FORT PIERCE, FLORIDA 34950 • CITYOFFORTPIERCE.COM • TEL: 772.467.3000 • FAX: 772.468.0457
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	If any trees are to be removed, you must contact the City of Fort Pierce's Urban Forrester at 772-467-3794.


	The City has adopted the CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) Basic Principles and Concepts relating to landscaping as a satisfactory remedy. These standards require that all trees be trimmed up to seven (7) feet and all shrubs and bushes down to two

(2) feet to prevent reduced visibility.
	Remove all trash, debris, dead trees and branches.
	If this is a vacant lot or a property without utilities, the Solid Waste Department  will  not remove trash, debris or other items.
	Per Section 16-27 (1) commercial customers and/or residential developments  using dumpster service are not ellgible for landscape debris removal. Please make necessary arrangements to have all debris removed from the property.
	For qualifying residential properties, per Section 1 6-27 (4) garden and yard trash must be neatly stacked in manageable piles. Limbs must not exceed six (6) feet in length and six (6) inches in diameter.
	Per Section 16-27 (5) trash generated by commercial and landscape contractors must be removed from the premises and disposed of by the contractor or resident  in  a  lawful manner.

e, Please correct these violations within 10 days from receipt  of  this  letter  or  request  a hearing pursuant to section 2-245 of the Fort Pierce Code of Ordinances.

Failure to either remove the nuisance or to request a hearing will be deemed a waiver of the right to a hearing and a contractor hired by the city will enter the property and correct the said violation. A bill for services rendered will be filed as a lien against the property. In addition, a
$100.00 administrative charge will be added for any nuisance the City causes to be abated.

Your cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated. If you are unable to meet this request for any reason, please contact  me directly. My office hours are Monday  through  Thursday,  6:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. A complete  version  of the Code of Ordinances  can  be accessed at www.cityoffortpierce.com or
www.municode.com.

Sincerely, ·- ·

;=;;=
Isaac Saucedo
Code Enforcement Officer P - 772-467-31 43
EM: lsaucedo@cityoffortpierce.com
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Portofino Landings
Community Development District

Summary of Invoices
5/1/2019 -1/31/2020


Date	Check No.s	Amount
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05/06/19
352-354
10,044.80
05/22/19
355-358
18,191.30
07/22/19
359-360
6,000.90
09/17/19
361-363
8,731.00
10/18/19
364-367
1,014.02
11/22/19
368-369
1,705.14
11/25/19
370-373
2,447.46
01/14/20
374-375
28,534.97
!Total Check Register	$	76,669.59 I
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AP300R	YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS
 RUN	2/03/20	PAGE	1




2/28/19
3/31/19
 SERVICE 154826
CHECK DATE
VEND#
.....INVOICE.....
DATE	INVOICE
...EXPENSED TO...
YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
VENDOR
NAME
STATUS
AMOUNT
....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
5/06/19
00014
1/31/19 154451
201901 310-51300-31500


*
1,261.00


SERVICE 155477
SERVICE
 THRU 1/31/2019
201902 310-51300-31500
THRU 2/28/2019
201903 310-51300-31500
THRU 3/31/2019
 
*	500.00
*	800.00




3/01/19
 



198
 BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO
5/06/19
00001
3/01/19
198
201903 310-51300-34000

MAR
2019 MGMT FEES
3/01/19
198
201903 310-51300-44000

MAR
2019 RENT

*
*
201903 310-51300-35100	*
 
1,750.00
200.00
83.33
 2,561.00 000352
MAR 2019 COMPUTER TIME
3/01/19
3/01/19
3/01/19
3/01/19
3/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
4/01/19
 198
MAR
198
MAR 198
MAR
198
MAR
198
MAR
199
APR 199
APR 199
APR 199
APR 199
APR 199
APR 199
4/01/19
199	201904 310-51300-41000
*
3.14
5/01/19
200
MAY 20
201905 310-51300-34000
19 MGMT FEES
*
1,750.00
5/01/19
200	201905 310-51300-44000
MAY 2019 RENT
*
200.00
5/01/19
200
201905 310-51300-35100
*
83.33

APR
APR
 201903 310-51300-31300
2019 DISSEMINATION
201903 310-51300-35110
2019 WEB ADM
201903 310-51300-51000
2019 OFFICE SUPPLIES
201903 310-51300-42000
2019 POSTAGE
201903 310-51300-42500
2019 COPIES
201904 310-51300-34000
2019 MGMT FEES
201904 310-51300-44000
2019 RENT
201904 310-51300-35100
2019 COMPUTER TIME
201904 310-51300-31300
2019 DISSEMINATION
201904 310-51300-35110
2019 WEB ADM
201904 310-51300-51000
2019 OFFICE SUPPLIES
201904 310-51300-42500
2019 COPIES
2019 PHONE
 *	208.33
*	41.67
*	.32
*	2.00
*	7.20
*	1,750.00
*	200.00
*	83.33
*	208.33
*	41.67
*	7.50
*	68.85



MAY 2019 COMPUTER TIME
PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS











AP300R
YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
RUN 2/03/20
PAGE

*** CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***
PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS


CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE........EXPENSED TO...		VENDOR NAME DATE		DATE	INVOICE	YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
 STATUS
 AMOUNT
 ....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
5/01/19
 200
 201905 310-51300-31300
 *	208.33
MAY 2019 DISSEMINATION
5/01/19
 200
 201905 310-51300-35110
 *	41.67
MAY 2019 WEB ADM
5/01/19
 200
 201905 310-51300-42500
 *	1.95
MAY 2019 COPIES
 GMS-SF, LLC
 6,940.95 000353
5/06/19 00004
 3/13/19
3/13/19
3/29/19
 2250006
NOTICE 2250023 NOTICE 2259661 NOTICE
 201904 310-51300-48000
OF PUBLIC HEARING 201905 310-51300-48000
OF ACM 2019
201903 310-51300-48000
OF RFP AUDIT 2019
 *	303.60
*	112.20
*	127.05

5/22/19 00014
 TREASURE COAST NEWSPAPERS
4/30/19 155957	201904 310-51300-31500
SERVICE THRU 4/30/2019
 
*	500.00
 542.85 000354

5/22/19 00001
 
5/01/17
5/01/17
 
176
MAY 176
 BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO
201705 310-51300-34000	*
17-MGMT FEES
201705 310-51300-35100	*
 
1,750.00
83.33
 500.00 000355
MAY 17-COMPUTER TIME
5/01/17
 176
 201705 310-51300-44000
 *	200.00
MAY 17-RENT
5/01/17
5/01/17
 176
MAY 176
5/01/17
176	201705
MAY 17-POSTAGE
310-51300-42000
*
1.13
5/01/17
176
201705
310-51300-42500
*
84.20

MAY
 201705 310-51300-31300
17-DISSEMINATION SVCS
201705 310-51300-35110
17-WEBSITE ADMIN
 *	208.33
*	41.67


MAY 17-COPIES
6/01/17
6/01/17
6/01/17
6/01/17
6/01/17
6/01/17
 177
JUN
177
JUN 177
JUN 177
JUN 177
JUN
177
JUN
 201706 310-51300-34000
17-MGMT FEES
201706 310-51300-35100
17-COMPUTER TIME
201706 310-51300-44000
17-RENT
201706 310-51300-31300
17-DISSEMINATION SVCS
201706 310-51300-35110
17-WEBSITE ADMIN
201706 310-51300-42000
17-POSTAGE
 *	1,750.00
*	83.33
*	200.00
*	208.33
*	41.67
*	2.80
PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS
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*** CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***
PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS
















CHECK DATE
VEND#
.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...
DATE	INVOICE	YRMO	DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
VENDOR
NAME
STATUS
AMOUNT
....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
6/01/17
177
JUN
201706 310-51300-42500
17-COPIES
*
3.15
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-34000
17-MGMT FEES
*
1,750.00
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-35100
17-COMPUTER TIME
*
83.33
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-44000
17-RENT
*
200.00
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-31300
17-DISSEMINATION SVCS
*
208.33
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-35110
17-WEBSITE ADMIN
*
41.67
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-42500
17-COPIES
*
53.70
7/03/17
178
JUL
201707 310-51300-41000
17-TELEPHONE
*
1.57
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-34000
*
1,750.00
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-35100
17-COMPUTER TIME
*
83.33
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-44000
17-RENT
*
200.00
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-31300
17-DISSEMINATION SVCS
*
208.33
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-35110
17-WEBSITE ADMIN
*
41.67
8/01/17
179
AUG
201708 310-51300-42500
17-COPIES
*
.90
9/01/17
180
SEP
201709 310-51300-34000
17-MGMT FEES
*
1,750.00
9/01/17
180
SEP
201709 310-51300-35100
17-COMPUTER TIME
*
83.33
9/01/17
180
SEP
201709 310-51300-44000
17-RENT
*
200.00
9/01/17
180
SEP
201709 310-51300-31300
17-DISSEMINATION SVCS
*
208.33
9/01/17
180
201709 310-51300-35110
*
41.67

17-MGMT FEES













SEP 17-WEBSITE ADMIN
9/01/17 180	201709 310-51300-42500	*
SEP 17-COPIES
 

.15
GMS-SF, LLC
5/22/19 00012	5/02/19 18154	201904 310-51300-32200
AUDIT FYE 9/30/2018
 
*	6,000.00
 11,564.25 000356
GRAU AND ASSOCIATES	6,000.00 000357

PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS
AP300R
YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
RUN 2/03/20
PAGE

*** CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***
PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS

PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS

CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...	VENDOR NAME	STATUS	AMOUNT	....CHECK.....
DATE	DATE	INVOICE	YRMO	DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS	AMOUNT	#
5/22/19 00004	5/16/19 2282889	201909 310-51300-48000	*	127.05
NOTICE OF MTNG DATES 9/4
TREASURE COAST NEWSPAPERS	127.05 000358
-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -	-   -   -   -   -   -   -     -      -     -     -   -	- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7/22/19 00014	5/31/19 156557	201905 310-51300-31500	*	825.00
SERVICE THRU 5/31/2019
6/30/19 156896	201906 310-51300-31500	*	500.00
SERVICE THRU 6/30/2019
- -	- -
BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO	1,325.00 000359
*
1,750.00
*
200.00
*
83.33

-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -	-  -	-   -  -  -	-   -  -  -	-  -	- - - - - - - - - - -
7/22/19 00001	6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-34000
JUNE 2019 MGMT FEES
6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-44000
JUNE 2019 RENT
6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-35100
*
208.33

*
41.67

*
9.22

*
3.25

*
89.80

*
1,750.00

*
200.00

*
83.33

*
208.33

*
41.67

*
2.00

*
.45

*
4.52



4,675.90
000360

-
-
-
-
-
-
- - - -
- - - - -
*






525.00


JUNE 2019 COMPUTER TIME 6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-31300
JUNE 2019 DISSEMINATION
6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-35110
JUNE 2019 WEB ADM
6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-51000
JUNE 2019 OFFICE SUPPLIES 6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-42000
JUNE 2019 POSTAGE
6/01/19 201	201906 310-51300-42500
JUNE 2019 COPIES
7/01/19 202	201907 310-,513 00-34000
JULY 2019 MGMT FEES
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-44000
JULY 2019 RENT
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-35100
JULY 2019 COMPUTER TIME 7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-31300
JULY 2019 DISSEMINATION
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-35110
JULY 2019 WEB ADM
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-42000
JULY 2019 POSTAGE
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-42500
JULY 2019 COPIES
7/01/19 202	201907 310-51300-41000
JULY 2019 PHONE
-	-
GMS-SF, LLC
-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -	-  -	-  -  -	-   -  -  -	- - - -
9/17/19 00014	7/31/19 157568	201907 310-51300-31500
SERVICE THRU 7/31/2019
- -
BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO	525.00 000361
-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -	-   -   -   -  -  -	-  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -	- -
CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE........EXPENSED TO...		VENDOR NAME DATE		DATE	INVOICE	YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
9/17/19
00021
9/13/19

9/17/19

00001

8/01/19


8/01/19


8/01/19


8/01/19


8/01/19


8/01/19


8/01/19

10/18/19

00014

8/31/19

10/18/19

00017

9/30/19

10/18/19

00012

9/01/19

10/18/19

00004

9/30/19

11/22/19

00008

10/01/19

11/22/19

00024

11/22/19


11/22/19


11/22/19

9634	201909 300-15500-10000
FY2020 LIAB INS
 STATUS

*
 AMOUNT	....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
5,922.00

203
AUG 203
AUG 203
AUG 203
AUG 203
AUG 203
AUG 203
AUG
 EGIS INSURANCE ADVISORS, LLC
201908 310-51300-34000
2019 MGMT FEES
201908 310-51300-44000
2019 RENT
201908 310-51300-35100
2019 COMPUTER TIME
201908 310-51300-31300
2019 DISSEMINATION
201908 310-51300-35110
2019 WEB ADM
201908 310-51300-42500
2019 COPIES
201908 310-51300-41000
2019 PHONE CREDIT
 5,922.00 000362
- -
-  -  -	- - - - - - - - - -
*	1,750.00
*	200.00
*	83.33
*	208.33
*	41.67
*	1.05
*	.38-
GMS-SF, LLC
158130	201908 310-51300-31500
SERVICE THRU 8/31/2019
 - - - - - - - - - - -
2,284.00
-   -   -   -
000363

500.00

000364

9.40

000365

500.00

000366

4.62
-   -   -  -

000367

175.00

000368

*	500.00
BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO
2018ROLL 201909 310-51300-42000 POSTAGE
 
*	9.40
CHRIS CRAFT ST LUICE TAX COLLECTOR
18643	201910 310-51300-32200
FYE 9/30/2019 AUDIT
 -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -
*	500.00
GRAU AND ASSOCIATES
00028695 201909 310-51300-48000
NOTICE OF MEETING DATES
 -   -   -   -   -   -   -
*	4.62
TREASURE COAST NEWSPAPERS
74379	201910 310-51300-54000
ANNUAL FEES
 - - - - - - - - - - -
*	175.00
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
2419-211 201911 310-51300-49100
2019 PROPERTY TAX
2419-211 201911 310-51300-49100
2019 PROPERTY TAX
2419-212 201911 310-51300-49100
2019 PROPERTY TAX
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*	86.11
*	1,198.94
*	245.09
ST. LUCIE COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR	1,530.14 000369


AP300R	YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS
 RUN	2/03/20	PAGE	6
CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...		VENDOR NAME DATE		DATE	INVOICE	YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
 STATUS
 AMOUNT
 ....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
11/25/19 00014
 9/30/19 158629
SERVICE 10/31/19 159191
SERVICE
 201909 310-51300-31500
THRU 9/30/2019
201910 310-51300-31500
THRU 10/31/2019
 *	500.00
*	500.00

11/25/19 00012
 BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO
11/11/19 18854	201909 310-51300-31200	*
SERIES 2007A FYE 4/30/19
 
600.00
 1,000.00 000370
GRAU AND ASSOCIATES
11/25/19 00022	11/01/19 2016 100 201911 310-51300-31600
2019 TRIM
 
*	491.78
 600.00 000371

11/25/19 00004
 MICHELLE FRANKLIN
9/12/19 00037902 201909 310-51300-48000
NOT OF LO & REG MTNG 9/12
 
*	355.68
 491.78 000372
TREASURE COAST NEWSPAPERS
1/14/20 00014	11/30/19 159751	201911 310-51300-31500
SERVICE THRU 11/30/2019
 
*	500.00
 355.68 000373
1/14/20
00001
3/01/16
162
MAR
201603 310-51300-34000
2016 MGMT FEES


*
1,750.00


3/01/16
162
MAR
201603 310-51300-35100
2016 COMPUTER TIME


*
83.33


3/01/16
162
MAR
201603 310-51300-44000
2016 RENT


*
200.00


3/01/16
162
MAR
201603 310-51300-31300
2016 DISSEMINATION


*
208.33


3/01/16
162
MAR
201603 310-51300-35110
2016 WEBSITE ADM


*
41.67


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-34000


*
1,750.00


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-35100
2016 COMPUTER TIME


*
83.33


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-44000
2016 RENT


*
200.00


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-31300
2016 DISSEMINATION


*
208.33


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-35110
2016 WEBSITE ADM


*
41.67


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-51000


*
5.00


4/01/16
163
APR
201604 310-51300-42000

PLND PORTOFINO


LAND


MPHILLIPS
*
2.84

BILLING, COCHRAN, LYLES, MAURO	500.00 000374









2016 MGMT FEES






2016 OFFICE SUPPLIES
2016 POSTAGE
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***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS
CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...	VENDOR NAME	STATUS	AMOUNT	....CHECK.....
DATE	DATE	INVOICE	YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS	AMOUNT	#
4/01/16 163	201604 310-51300-42500	*	45.75
APR 2016 COPIES
4/01/16 163	201604 310-51300-41000	*	4.99
APR 2016 PHONE
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-34000	*	1,750.00
MAY 2016 MGMT FEES
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-35100	*	83.33
MAY 2016 COMPUTER TIME
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-44000	*	200.00
MAY 2016 RENT
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-31300	*	208.33
MAY 2016 DISSEMINATION
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-35110	*	41.67
MAY 2016 WEBSITE ADM
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-42000	*	.49
MAY 2016 POSTAGE
5/02/16 164	201605 310-51300-42500	*	9.45
MAY 2016 COPIES
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-34000	*	1,750.00
JUNE 2016 MGMT FEES
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-35100	*	83.33
JUNE 2016 COMPUTER TIME
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-44000	*	200.00
JUNE 2016 RENT
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-31300	*	208.33
JUNE 2016 DISSEMINATION
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-35110	*	41.67
JUNE 2016 WEBISTE ADM
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-51000	*	5.00
JUNE 2016 OFFICE SUPPLIES
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-42000	*	17.12
JUNE 2016 POSTAGE
6/01/16 165	201606 310-51300-42500	*	76.00
JUNE 2016 COPIES
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-34000	*	1,750.00
MANAGEMENT FEES
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-35100	*	83.33
COMPUTER TIME
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-44000	*	200.00
RENT
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-31300	*	208.33
DISSEMINATION
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-35110	*	41.67
WEBSITE ADMIN
7/01/16 166	201607 310-51300-51000	*	5.00
OFFICE SUPPLIES
PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS
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***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019  - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
7/01/16
166
POSTAGE
201607
310-51300-42000
*
2.33
7/01/16
166
COPIES
201607
310-51300-42500
*
40.50
7/01/16
166	201607
TELEPHONE
310-51300-41000
*
5.42
8/01/16
167	201608 310-51300-34000
MANAGEMENT FEES
*
1,750.00
8/01/16
167	201608
COMPUTER TIME
310-51300-35100
*
83.33
8/01/16
8/01/16
167	201608
RENT
167	201608
DISSEMINATION
310-51300-44000
310-51300-31300
*
*
200.00
208.33
8/01/16
8/01/16
167
WEBSITE 167
201608
ADMIN 201608
310-51300-35110
310-51300-42000
*
*
41.67
6.45
8/01/16
167
COPIES
201608
310-51300-42500
*
12.30
8/01/16
167
201608
310-51300-41000
*
2.61
9/01/16
TELEPHONE
168	201609
310-51300-34000
*
1,750.00

BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS

CHECK
VEND#
.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...
VENDOR
NAME
STATUS
AMOUNT
....CHECK.....
DATE

DATE	INVOICE	YRMO	DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS




AMOUNT	#













POSTAGE



SEPT 2016 MGMT FEES
9/01/16 168	201609 310-51300-35100	*	83.33
SEPT 2016 COMPUTER TIME
9/01/16 168	201609 310-51300-44000	*	200.00
SEPT 2016 RENT
9/01/16 168	201609 310-51300-31300	*	208.33
SEPT 2016 DISSEMINATION
9/01/16 168	201609 310-51300-35110	*	41.67
SEPT 2016 WBSITE ADM
9/01/16 168	201609 310-51300-42500	*	1. 65
SEPT 2016 COPIES
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-34000	*	1,750.00
SEPT 2019 MGMT FEES
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-44000	*	200.00
SEPT 2019 RENT
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-35100	*	83.33
SEPT 2019 COMPUTER TIME
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-31300	*	208.33
SEPT 2019 DISSEMINATION
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-35110	*	41.67
SEPT 2019 WEB ADM
9/01/19 204	201909 310-51300-42000	*	.50
SEPT 2019 POSTAGE
PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS
AP300R
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***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS
DATE
DATE

9/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

10/01/19

11/01/19

11/01/19

11/01/19

11/01/19

11/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

12/01/19

1/01/20

1/01/20


AMOUNT
#
*
.75


*
1,802.50


*
200.00


*
83.33


*
208.33


*
83.33


*
3.00



CHECK VEND#	.....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...	VENDOR NAME	STATUS	AMOUNT	....CHECK.....
INVOICE	YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
204	201909 310-51300-42500
SEPT 2019 COPIES
205	201910 310-51300-34000
OCT 2019 MGMT FEES
205	201910 310-51300-44000
OCT 2019 RENT
205	201910 310-51300-35100
OCT 2019 COMPUTER TIME
205	201910 310-51300-31300
OCT 2019 DISSEMINATION
205	201910 310-51300-35110
OCT 2019 WEB ADM
205	201910 310-51300-51000
2.00

2.70


1,802.50


200.00


83.33


208.33


83.33


1,802.50


200.00


83.33


208.33


83.33


.92


1.05


1,802.50


200.00



OCT 2019 OFFICE SUPPLIES
205	201910 310-51300-42000	*
OCT 2019 POSTAGE
205	201910 310-51300-42500	*
OCT 2019 COPIES
206	201911 310-51300-34000	*
NOV 2019 MGMT FEES
206	201911 310-51300-44000	*
NOV 2019 RENT
206	201911 310-51300-35100	*
NOV 2019 COMPUTER TIME
206	201911 310-51300-31300	*
NOV 2019 DISSEMINATION
206	201911 310-51300-35110	*
NOV 2019 WEB ADM
207	201912 310-51300-34000	*
DEC 2019 MGMT FEES
207	201912 310-51300-44000	*
DEC 2019 RENT
207	201912 310-51300-35100	*
DEC 2019 COMPUTER TIME
207	201912 310-51300-31300	*
DEC 2019 DISSEMINATION
207	201912 310-51300-35110	*
DEC 2019 WEB ADM
207	201912 310-51300-42000	*
DEC 2019 POSTAGE
207	201912 310-51300-42500	*
DEC 2019 COPIES
208	202001 310-51300-34000	*
JAN 2020 MGMT FEES
208	202001 310-51300-44000	*
JAN 2020 RENT
PLND PORTOFINO LAND MPHILLIPS
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***   CHECK DATES 05/01/2019 - 01/31/2020 ***	PORTOFINO LANDINGS - GEN FUND
BANK A PORTOFINO LANDINGS



CHECK DATE
VEND#
.....INVOICE........EXPENSED TO...
DATE	INVOICE	YRMO	DPT ACCT# SUB	SUBCLASS
VENDOR
NAME
STATUS
AMOUNT
....CHECK.....
AMOUNT	#
1/01/20
208	202001 310-51300-35100
*
83.33
1/01/20
208	202001 310-51300-31300
*
208.33
1/01/20
208	202001 310-51300-35110
*
83.33
1/01/20
208	202001 310-51300-42000
*
2.00
1/01/20
208	202001 310-51300-42500
*
2.55

JAN 2020 COMPUTER TIME JAN 2020 DISSEMINATION JAN 2020 WEB ADM
JAN 2020 POSTAGE
JAN 2020 COPIES
 






GMS-SF, LLC
 






28,034.97 000375

TOTAL FOR BANK A TOTAL FOR REGISTER
 76,669.59
76,669.59
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 2019

Major Fund
 Total
Governmental
 	General	Funds	


ASSETS:

Cash

$40,398
$40,398

Revenue A


$0

Revenue B


$0

Due from Debt Service

$7,197
$7,197

TOTAL ASSETS

$47,595
$47,595



LIABILITIES:




Accounts Payable

$26,653
$26,653

FUND BALANCES:





Unassigned

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES
  	$20,942	$20,942 

$47,595	$47,595
file_64.bin


Portofino landings

Page 2

file_65.png

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT GENERAL FUND
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance For the Period Ended December 31, 2019


ADOPTED	PRORATED BUDGET	ACTUAL
DESCRIPTION	BUDGET	THRU 12/31/19	THRU 12/31/19	VARIANCE
file_66.bin


Revenues	

Maintenance Assessments -Tax Roll	$74,925
$37,965
$37,965
$0
Total Revenues	$74,925
$37,965
$37,965
$0

Ex[!enditures




Administrative	




Engineering
$3,000
$750
$0
$750
Dissemination
$2,500
$625
$625
$0
Attorney
$6,000
$1,500
$1,500
$0
Auditing
$6,000
$500
$500
$0
Management Fees
$21,630
$5,408
$5,408
$0
Computer Time
$1,000
$250
$250
$0
Website Compliance
$1,000
$250
$250
$0
Telephone
$25
$6
$0
$6
Postage
$100
$25
$3
$22
Printing & Binding
$250
$63
$4
$59
Rentals & Leases
$2,400
$600
$600
$0
Insurance
$6,356
$6,356
$5,922
$434
Legal Advertising
$1,000
$250
$0
$250
Other Current Charges
$350
$88
$633
($546)
Office Supplies
$25
$6
$3
$3
Property Taxes
$2,500
$2,500
$1,530
$970
Dues, Licenses & Subscriptions
$175
$175
$175
$0
First Quarter Operating
$5,614
$1,404
$0
$1,404
Total Administrative
$59,925
$20,755
$17,403
$3,352

Field




Stormwater/Roadway Maint.
$15,000
$3,750
$0
$3,750
Total Field
$15,000
$3,750
$0
$3,750
Total Expenditures
$74,925
$24,505
$17,403
$7,102

Excess (deficiency) of Revenues




over (under) Expenditures
$0
$13,460
$20,562
$7,102

Fund Balance - Beginning	 		$0	 		$380	 Fund Balance - Ending		 	$0		$20,942



Portofino Landings
Community Development District Tax Collections
Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2020




$49,177.82
$49,177.82



300-363-100




General
Total
Date
Gross Tax
Commissions
Discounts/	Property	Interest
Net Amount
Fund

Received
Received

Penalties	Appraiser
Received
100.00%
100.00%

12/13/2019

$	40,353.75

$	774.79

$1,614.15	$	$	$

37,964.81

$ 37,964.81

$ 37,964.81
TOTALS
$	40,353.75
$	774.79
$1,614.15	$	$	$
37,964.81
$ 37,964.81
$ 37,964.81

Percentage Collected

82%
$
$

37,964.81
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